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B Y JOHN G . W HITTIER.

Bear him comrades, to his grave ;
Never over one more brave
Shall the prairie grasses weep,
In the ages yet to come,
When the millions in our room,
What we sow in tears, shall reap.
Bear him up the icy hill,
With the Kansas frozen still
As his noble heart, below,
And the land he came to till
With a freeman’s thews and will,
And Ills poor hut roofed with snow !
One more look of that deaf face,
Of his murderer’s ghastly trace!
One more kiss, oh, widowed one !
Lay your left hands on his brow,
Lift your right hands up, and vow
That this work shall yet be done.
Patience, friends ! The eye of God
Every path by Murderer trod
Watches, lidiess, day and night;
And the dead man in his shroud,
And his widow weeping loud,
And our hearts, are in sight.
Every deadly threat that swells
W ith the roar of gambling hells,
Every brutal jest and jeer,
Even’ wicked thought and plan
Of the cruel heart of man,
Though tyit whispered, he can hear !
You in suffering, they in crime,
Wait the just award of time.
W ait the vengeance that is due ;
Not in vain a heart shall break,
Not a tear for Freedom’s sake
Fall unheeded: God is true.
While the flag with stars bedecked
Threaten where it should protect,
And the Law shakes hands with Crime,
W hat is left ye but to wait,
Match your patience to your fate,
And abide the better time ?
Patience, friends ! The human heart
Evenw here shall take your part,
Everywhere for you shall pray ;
On your side are nature’s laws,
And God’s life is in the cause
That you suffer for to-day.
Well to suffer is divine ;
Pass the watchword down the line,
Pass the countersign ; “ E ndure.”
Not to him who rashly dares,
But to him who nobly bears,
Is the victor’s garland sure.
Frozen earth to frozen breazt,
Lay our slain one down to re s t;
Lay him dowu in hope and faith,
And above the broken sod,
Once again, to Freedom’s God,
Pledge yourselves for life or death—
That the State whose walls ye lay,
In your blood and tears, to-day,
Shall be free from bonds of shame,
And your goodly laud untrod
By the feet of Slavery, shod
With cursing as with flame !
Plant the Buckeye on his grave,
For the hunter of the slave
In its shadow cannot re s t;
And let martyr-mound and tree
Be your pledge and guaranty
Of the freedom of the W e st!

W H A T A R E W E S E E K IN G .
BY T . RUSSELL.

W hat are we seeking, one and all ?
Witherward are we going—
East or West,
Do we reach that rest
Where never a thorn is growing ?
What arc we seeking? Is it the Fame
The world so meagerly doleth,
That, ere 'tis ours
W e sleep ’neath flowers,
And the hell o’er sepulchre tolletli ?
Can it be Gold that is leading us on?
Is it for Wealth we hanker?
Is it for this
W e barter our bliss,
Gold ’ that doth speedily canker?
What arc we seeking ? ask it of those
With us in the race contending,
And each reply
Will another deny,
For none knows whether he’s tending.
Ask it of Youth, and the quick response
Will tell thee an olden story,
Of Love, of Joy,
Of maiden's coy,
Or the eager thirst for “ Glory.”
Age will speak of a Home of Rest,
Where never a pain shall enter ;
And great and small,
Their hope—their all,
In a different goal will centre.
What are wc seeking ? this ’tis this,—
Every one his pleasure.
None the same j
This for a name,
That for a store of treasure.
W hat are we seeking ? he who’d find
Must never grow faint or weary.
Though never a beam
Of delight may gieain
On his pathway dark and dreary !

THE

H E A R T 'S G U E S T S .

When age has cast its shadows
O’er life’s declining way,
And the evening twilight gathers
Round our departing day—
Then we shall sit and ponder
On the dim and shadowy p a s t;
Within the heart’s still chambers
The guests will gather fast.
The friends in youth we cherished
Shall come to us once more,
Again to hold communion
A s in tlie days of yore,
They jnay be stern and som bre;
They may be young and fair ;
But the heart will have its chambers j
The guests shall gather there.
How shall it be, my sisters ?
Wko, then, shall be our guests?
How shall it be, my brothers,
When life’s shadows on us rests.
Shall we not, midst the silence,
In accents soft and low,
Then hear familiar voices,
And words of long ago ?
Shall we not see dear faces,
Sweet smiling as of old ?
Till the mists of that still chamber
Are sunset clouds of gold ?
When age has cast its shadows
O’er life’s declining way,
And the evening twilight gathers
Round our departing day ?

An incorrigible wag, who lent a minister a
horse, which run away and threw his clerical
rider, thought he should have some credit for
his aid in spreading the gospel.
The world, says a French w it, is peopled with
fools ; be who would avoid seeing one must lock
himself up alone; and break his own looking

A venerable man says: “ Let the slandered
take comfort—it is only at fruit trees that the
Kicked throw stones.’’
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. |From the Traveller.
to satisfy liis desires, he thought of selling out, more !’ answered the colonel, with the most kept alive, and seemed to recover hia strength,
L ig h t a t H o m e .
ing, after yellow gold; crazed with its ser
as he certainly did his size and good looks.
and recurring again to the profession which he business-like coolness.
T H E O L D C A T T H A T D IE D .
The heart that answers not gushingly to pent charm, forgetting the very ties of na
This was owing to the kind offices of an emi
‘ Scoundrel, coward, thief, asassin ! you shall
had been forced to abandon, when an incident
ture,
and
locking
up
forever,
all
its
kindly
Our ohl cat is dead, that I loved long ago;
occurred to change his purpose. A family by never own one cent from the earnings of my nent physician, who had a country seat in the
the following descriptions of an Eden home,
sympathies.
Coming,
alas
!
to
be
avaricious,
neighborhood,
and who had been interested in
When
I
was
a
boy,
in
my
pride,
years
of
toil
!’,
exclaimed
Parks,
in
a
voice
of
the
name
of
Garcia,
assumed
to
be
of
Spanish
must be depraved indeed:
the widow’s little family. Tim, the physician
Then sorrow, and sadness, to me, were unknown,
origin, arrived in Brownsville from New O r uncontrollable iury.
Where congenial creatures meet here in a and vain and cold hearted as the rest of man
said,
might
possibly
outgrow bis disease, but
Now
I
weep
for
the
old
cat
that
died.
‘ Mind what you say, for I will have bloody
leans. They were’ apparently in affluent cir
true holy relation, the children thus born kind : and coming, too, into the same narrow
cumstances, intelligent, polished in their man satisfaction for every insulting word.you em- everything was uncertain. I t was a mysterious
are the flowerings of Eden, as John Neal has home to which we all hasten.
Our old cat is dead, and I nourn for her loss,
ners, and remarkably handsome in their persons. ploy!’ cried the colonel, growing white with and baffling malady, and it would not be won
One other I’ve met with beside,
said, ‘thecryptogamia of the skies.’ Loving Ah ! sweet child, may your ‘coming’ be such,
derful if he should, iD some moment of appar
They were all dark-featured, as is commouly rage.
Another dear object I loved years ago,
ly the heavens brood over the roof tree.— that when your hour is come, and the angels
‘ Then take it now !’ shouted Parks, striking ent good health, be suddenly taken away.
the fact with the race from which they claimed
beckon
you
away,
you
may
look
up
with
joy
’Twas
my
dog,
and
I
wept
when
he
died.
The poor widow was at first in a continual
Earliest in the morning, Hesperus beams in
their descent. Indeed, they made it a matter ho other with such force in the face that he
state of uneasiness, but several years had now
of boast th at a slight tincture of Moorish blood rolled on the ground.
golden light through the lattice, and aslant and exclaim again: ‘Yes, Im coming.’— Mich.
Yes
our
old
cat
is
dead,
when
I
hade
her
farewell,
colored the current in their veins. Wealth pos
But Powers suddenly regained his feet, and elapsed, and none of the impending evils had
his rays, glide down the fingers of angels, Expositor.
Sad indeed did the thought cn'er me glide,
sesses a golden key to unlock the most exclusive wiping crimson streams fiom his mouth and fallen on the boy’s bead. His mother seemed
coming with lute-like melody to bless the
That objects still dearer, moie loved than my cat,
doors, and beauty lias the force of fire to melt nose, vociferated—‘ I claim mortal satisfaction to feel confident that he would live, and be a
A P itiable Sight. T wo little children—
I should doubtless weep o’ei, when they died.
morning dream. More gladsome and more
shield and honor to her old age ; and the two
the hardest hearts—so that the new addition to on the sp o t!’
powerul angels use the sharp warm rays of the they arc light and pretty, and well dressed
the society of the Rio Grande, as one might well
‘ Yes, you shall have it—now—here!’ replied struggled on together, mutually happy in each
This earth is all transient, ’Will soon pass away,
why
are
they
to
be
pitied?
They
are
not
in
sun, courser-like, and they enter in and move
imagine, caused the utmost enthusiasm, and the gardener, in a voice which resombled the other, and enduring much of poverty and dis
How swiftly we float down lie’s tide,
comfort without repining, each for the other's
was hailed as an era in the history of frontier wrathful yell of a demon.
here and there with a great joy, making glad a home or a dark alley, neither are they des
A few rolling suns, and I too, shall be
life.
Some accomodating bystanders, who had col sake.
every thing within the precincts, magnetiz. olate. I t is in a depot that we discover
Fur away with my old cat that died.
Tim's pleasant disposition made him many
There
was
one
member
of
this
comely
house
lected
around
the
scene,
proffered
their
services
ing all within into happiness, so that the them. The oldest is a little boy of three
hold wlnj immediately became an especial favor as seconds, and the terms of the duel were im friends in the village, and, among the rest, a
Then fondly I’ll think of my treasure I’ve lost,
discords and turmoils of the world without years or more, and the youngest a little girl
young
farmer named Jones, who, with his elder
ite in the community, and drew the admiring mediately arranged.
No other, her place has supplied,
of some sixteen months. A t first they are
are forgotten or unknown.
It was settled that the two principals should brother, worked a large farm in the neighbor
attention of every observer by the powers of her
Nor cun, for to me there was nought half so dear,
amused
by
the
thousand
strange
sights
and
All day they come and go— they move
unspeakable loveliness. May Garcia was, in oaeh be armed with a pistol, and assuming their hood on shares. Jones very frequently made
Nor so loved, us my old cat that died.
tru th , one of those rare combinations of grace stations twenty yards apart, a t the signal might Tiiu'^ present of a bag of potatoes or corn, or
in what men call sunshine athwart the car- sounds— the strange faces and hurry and
Bluehill, Me.
w. a.
some garden vegetables, which he took from his
ful form, luminous features, and spiritual ex stand or advance, and fire when they pleased.
1pet, they dance like a golden ball through bustle so new to their childish senses; but
A t the word, Parks moved calmly and steadi own share ; but as his partner was a parsimo
pression. that resemble the faultless ideals of
1a crevice in the cornice, and adown the soon they ceased to be amused, and start
nious, high-tempered man, and he had often re
ly,
with
moderate
steps,
towards
his
enemy.
imagination,
or
the
radiant
pictures
of
perfec
Life
in
(lie
South
and
South-West.
I garden walk they march in bright battal- with fear a t the whistle and rattle of the
tion which glitter in the dreams of early youth, The latter remained as fixed as a marble sratuo marked that Tim was an idle fellow, and ought
| ions. They stir a t the curtain— they press engine, and look around for the protection
rather than the real shapes of flesh and blood in his position, with his arm elevated firmly, and not to be helped because he did not work, Jones
the hud and it blooms—they kiss the foun which it is the first instinct of childhood to
BY C H A R L E S S U M M E R F I E L D ,
that breathe the common air, and mingle with bis dark eye gleaming through the sights with generally made his presents in such a manner
tain and it is a raiubow ; they even touch sek. ‘Papa,’ says the little boy, for he
the things of earth. She was slight as a fairy, deadly aim a t its mortal mark. When the oth that no one knew anything about them except
but more beautiful than a star.
Her small, er arrived at the distance of ten paces, the pis himself and the grateful objects of hia kind
the strings of the harp, and it gives out one has by this time thoroughly learned that
THE SUD D EN DUEL.
regular, exquisite face, beaming with an everlast tol, pointed at liis heart, exploded with a loud ness.
note so heavenly sweet that you turn round mamma’ has gone far aw ay; he remembers
I t might be, too, that the widow was loth to
ing
smile
of
ineffable
sweetness—the
play of a roar—but he faltered not, paused not changed
and wonder whence it came ; then the pen that she was laid in tlie’grave ; and the pall,
My pen has described so many scenes of sav sunbeam from the heart—revealed a complexion not liis march. The bullet had hit a silver coin have it understood by the neighbors that she re
dants of the chandelier click, and the birds the hearse, and mourning train, have left age strife enacted on the stage of th at unknown somewhat dark in its tints, but literally translu which happened to be in the pocket of his vest, ceived food from aDy o n e; for there is always
give out melody, and the baby smiles in its their impress on his h e art; hefeels that mam and isolated world the Rio Grande, that, weary cent, where the warm blood could be seen and th at alone saved his life. He never stopped an excusable pride in jieople of her condition
cradle, all because of the loving angels who ma’s smile has ogone out in darkness, and of bloodshed and butchery, I will now seek spreading its rich, rosy suffusion like an unfad until he was within three feet of his foe, when, which makes them shrink from being considered
come to the household, just as they go to th a t h er voice will never more soothe his reliel in a gentle picture of true tenderness ing blush o f maiden modesty. Her eyes, of the for the first time raising the fatal weapon, he j as objects of charity, as they would from the
: severest pain.
troubled spirit. He has no name for h i s aud faithful affection—for Biich sacred emo- deepest jet, appeared to swim in a sea of a light blew out the colonel’s brains !
any heaven where love is.
upon his j Hons exist even there. Indeed the best gifts of —wild, wavering, and mixed with liquid fire.—
Parks with his family, and all the Garcias,
0 ° the night in question, Tim had been told
Ah ! the garments wax not old there— the sorrow,!. b u t the stam p is indelible
,
i
i „
the Universal father are distributed over all the H er long, dark hair flowed freely around a bust the next day removed into Mexico, where they l^at Jones would send them a bag of potatoes,
tial hand Mong hia child.
inoth and rust of discontent mar no line of sunny face— there is a c lo u d -a la s, he does | earth with an ;
yot
reside.
a?d
tho place where they were to be waiting for
and bosom of indescribable symmetry. Her
beauty—birds and blossoms do cluster there not know this b u t it will shadow all Ins
Every region, the most dirk and desolate, forehead, though neither broad nor elat»d, but
him was to be fixed a t Mr. Nichol’s garden fence.
— white doves coo from the eavetops, and life!
is fanned by the wings of the Mind, warmed by smooth as polished marble, was illuminated by
It was this bag that fTim had been staggering
D e ath in a S chool B oom .
The only word the baby has learned to uthe sunbeams, watered by the rains and dews of the halo of living lustre th at surrounded all her
the trees lean away from the roof lest their
under, and which had caused the unlucky hoy
O ne form alone has i heaven, perfumed with the incense of flowers in features, and shone in her countenance as if an
to be accused and convicted by his teacher as a
great branches shut out the sunshine and the speak is ‘mam m a,’
A THRILLING SKETCH FROM LIFE.
hovered
over
her
cradle-couch—
one
voice
'
tbeir
season,
and
is
blessed
with
the
eternal
thief.
inseparable emanation of the soul itself. But
blue sky, and the loving stars brood over
alone has lulled her into gentle slumber. I f i baa0‘y ° f tba starry firmament, flint h-ghway of her voice possessed the most marvellous fascina
That
was one little fitted for his imTing-a-ling!
went
the
bell
on
the
teacher’s
. . teacher
,
it. F a ir children creep to the threshold; ,
. ,
, r , i x i . i everlasting flame to the realms ot poetry,
creeping children look out wondering, yet she tried to walk, it was mamma s hand th a t thought) and imaginatiun, which leads us hack tion of all. I t was clear, silvery, and ringing, desk of a village school room, one m orning,; Portant andiresponsible office. Hasty to decide
with a gentle cadence in its tones, a t the fall of when tho studies of the earlier part of the day a“ , lnlles|hly severe, he was the terror of the
gladsome, as if they looked first out into led her tottering footsteps, m am m a’s ear t0 t|,'e paradise we have lost. So there never sentence, like the lisping murmur of soft winds were about half completed. It was well under-1 ‘‘ttle world he ruled so despotically. Punishthe great world from the heaven of home th a t listened to her wordless p rattle and her will he found a wilderness of humanity so bar- among tho pine-tops.
stood that this was the command for silence and | meat 16 seemed to delight in. Knowing little
— they shrink inward again, but at length lips th a t kissed the tears away. ‘M amma, I ren, so cursed by sin and its inevitable sorrow,
As it may be inferred, this beautiful being, in attention ; and when these had been obtained,. , “ 10Se sweet fountains which in children’s
m
amma,’
now
she
cries,
for
though
she
saw,
as
n
°t
to
present,
here
and
there,
at
however
—
a brief spaco after her advent, had all the youth the master spoke. He was a low, thick-set
they hound over the door sill away, leav
man, breasts open quickly at the call of gentleness
and kind words, ho was feared by all for his
ing the sunlight upon the door, and steal she did not understand the cruel work of distant intervals, some sweet streams in its mor- and fashion of the city a t her feet. Lawyers, and his name was Lugare.
i xi
mi /■ x,
•
-ix ,
x i.- i al desert—little fountains ol holy leeline unex merchants, officers of the army, wealth, rank,
‘ Boys,’ said he, ‘ I have a complaint entered. sternness, and loved by none. I would that he
ing inward to where lies the Bible upon death. T he fath er is evidently most kind, ecteJ,y breaking out iu the sandL S0Cial hearthofficial station, all bowed down and adored. Fe Last night some of you were stealing fruit from were an isolated instance in his profession.
the table, and a mother’s pure brow lift indulgent and affe ctionate, and he,too, is stones, where the lires of love never die out,
The hour of grace had drawn to a close, and
males of any description were scarce in the
p itiab ly sad. H e has romped and played w ith and hearts burning with sufficient ardor to yield community, and this angelic creature, who Mr. Nichol’s garden. I rather think I know tho time approached at which Lugare was to
ed in prayer.
tho chief. Tim Baker, step up here, sir.’
. Onward, onward,' casting hut few and the little hoy— lias spurred the rocking the genial temperature of summer-time in the seemed to have dropped, as it were, suddenly
give
his school a joyfully received dismission.—
The one to whom he spoke came forward.—
transient glauces backward, they go; but horse, and b u ilt castles ; b u t he has never , coldest depts of the dying year, and to illume, from the clouds, before tho end of six months He was a slight, fair looking boy, about four Now and then one of the scholars would direct
dream
ed
of
soothing
him—
he
does
not
know
w*tb
tbe
lus4re
of
happy
faces,
the
starless
night
teen,
and
bis
face
had
a
laughing,
good-humored
j
a
fur6
ve glance a t lim , sometimes in pity , and
had refused half-a-hundred excellent offers.—
at length sickness comes, and they long
that lulls— every motion he ol
P ,, Ar .
■. e However, the blooming boy-god, who searches expression, which even the charge now prefer-! sometimes in indiflerence inquiry; they knew
for the dear old home; sorrow comes and the, language
.° .°
xi
xi
-x
it •
A t the close of the Mexican war, the city of out every fair form, as a mask for his flaming red against him, and the stern tone and th re at-! ‘^ at h®wou' d have no mercy shown him, and
they see the sunshine streaming as of old makes irrita te s ra th er th a n quiets. H e is a Brownsv;i|ei on the Texan hank of the river lieeniug look of tho teacher had not entirely dissi-! though mostL of tllem loTed hl“ ’ whlP?‘ng was
| arrow, found her a t last.
through the open door and falling upon the stranger to the soft, gentle ways o f woman, | forc mentioned, and immediately opposit to Ma- —
. . .
.
to commonthere to excite much sympathy.
In company with a number of young persons,
. tamuras, sprung up. suddenly, as if by magic, | she paid a visit of mere curiosity to the famous pated. The countenance of tho boy, however,
sacred word. B ut the mother is an angel and his children— are m otherless!
Every inquiring glance, however, remained
was too unearthly fair for health. It had, not
A t length they are in the cars and on ■developing the full growth of an urban commu- flower-garden, and fell in love, at first sight, withstanding its fleshy, cheerful look, a singu unsatisfied ; for, at the end of the hour, Tim re
now, and they long to return to the dear
th
eir
w
ay
to
the
house
of
a
good
aunt,
who
!
nity
within
the
course
of
a
few
months.
This
mained
with his face
with the handsome proprietor, who responded lar cast, as if some inward disease, and that a
good old home. Then passion, and change,
. completely hidden,, and his
and tumult shake the man mightily, and is to perform the m other’s office, and h e r ! »*nKuLir flow ot emigration and rapid advance- to her affection with equal ardor. The fruits of fearful one, was seated within. A sth e strip- head bowed down in hm arms, precisely as he
i ment of business, were not the results of any their union, within three years, were a son and ling stood before that place of judgment, th at J lad R a'1(-‘J himself when he first went to his
he rests not day nor night, till he too, doubtless they will learn to love. B ut oh, fortuitous combination of circumstances, or of
place so often made the scene bf heartless and seat- LuSare
a t ,the hoy occasionally
sets up the altar of home, and calls the how long the day— how comfortless the rich the spasmodic force applied by great capital or daughter, who, as a m atter of course, became course brutality, of timid innocence confused,1,w.lth a8C0^ 1’ whiah boded vengeance for his sulthe idols of their fond father and mother— for
angels to enter the tabernacle he has built. ly cushioned seats— candy has lost its sweet greedy speculation. The true enchanter’s wand, it seems to be a general, if not universal psy, helpless childhood outraged, and gentle feelings klaes8' At length the class had been heard,
Woman, thou art the angel of home ! Go ness, and round red apples their powers to which had waved over the forest of evergreens, chological law, th at human parents love their crushed, Lugare looked on him with a frow n,1aad/> > « 5es1s«n
aad Lugare seated him
look not into thy gilded glass, but look tempt. ‘Mamma, mamma,’ is the unceasing and planted tall houses in the place of humble children in proportion to their passionate ten which plainly told that ho felt in no very pleas-1 8elf be‘llnd tl'e desk “ ‘he P]atfor“ ’ wlth hl3
down into the clear, bright fountain which cry. Perhaps she hears in Heaven, and if trees, was blit the living spirit of American en derness for each other. A charming snowy ant mood -H a p p ily a worthy and more philo-, loDP 'st aad s,tout,e3t rattan before him.
gave back thy face in childhood. A rt thou she does it must be there tears on sainted terprise, the commercial passion of a restless cottage in the meantime, had been erected in sophical system is proving to men th at schools . ^ow , Baker, he said, we 11 settle th at litrpi rxxi
x•
x
-u
-x people, eager alike for glory and for gain. And
can be better governed than by lashes, and tears tle bu8lae.S8
°ura- J a s t 8tcP °P here.
an angel of light, causing sunshine over cheeks. The little one tries to pillow its fet L imaginative poet and the ethical or po the midst of the flower-garden, and the business
Dm did not move. 1 he school room was as
the happy horticulturist prospered more than and sighs. We are fast w aiing towards that:
the sill ? or of darkness, brooding like a rav aching head upon the shoulder where it climbs litical philosopher preach what they will, after of
etill
as
the
grave.
Not a sound was to be heard,
ever, so th at with the addition of the ample for
to re s t; hut the coarse coat is rough to its all, the appetite for property is the genuine, one tune brought into the matrimonial partnership consummation when one of the old-fashioned except occasionally, a long drawn breath.
enewing wing over the family altar ?
school-masters, with his cowhide, his heavy
velvet cheek, and the strong manly breast, might almost say the sole, civilizer of the by his beautiful companion, he might be well birch rod, and his many ingenious methods of
‘ Mind me, sir, or it will be the worse for you.
r.
which woman feels is her sure defence ,aud species!
considered, for th at country, a man of great child-torture, will be gazed upon as a sacred Step here and take off your jacket.’
S c ra p s fro m “ H a r p e r ’s D ra w e r .”
Among the many adventurers who swarmed wealth. But riches, so patent to gild the hours
The boy did not stir any more than if he had
on which she rests secure from every danger,
memento of an ignorant, cruel, aDd exploded
We copy from ‘The Editor’s Drawer’ in the is not the pillow of helpless infancy. The to the Rio Grande in the first prime of its gold of tranquil sunshine with more than their n a t doctrine. May propitious gales speed that day ! been wood. Lugare shook with passion, He
April number of Harper’s Magazine, the fol strong arms upheld, hut they are almost like en promise, was a young lawyer, one Elam ural splendor, olten prove futile to stay the bolts
Were you in Mr. Nichol’s garden, last night? sat still a minute, as if considering the best way
to wreak his vengeance. That minute passed
lowing selections from the hosts of good things the prisoners’ bands, galling to the tender Parks, recently from South Carolina. Although of adversity in the darker days of tempests.— asked Lugare.
descended from an ancient and honorable line of Even when the sky is free from a single speck,
in death-like silence, and was a fearful one to
‘ Yes, sir,’ answered the boy ; ‘ I was.’
offered:
arms and pliant form.
ancestors, and bearing in his veins the best blood and the halcyon sits brooding on the nest of gol
some of the children, for their faces whitened
‘
Well,
sir,
I
am
glad
to
find
you
so
ready
Any man who has been at Albany during
The little ones have danced in frolic on of the revolution, and having received a classic den eggs, without fear of the coming cloud, tho
with fright. It seemed, as it slowly dropped
the session of the present Legislature will his knee, and liked for a little time the rough education, yet, his father’s vices having squan storm-king may be then silently mustering his with your confession. And so you thought you away, like the minute which precedes the climax
could do a little robbing, and enjoy yourself in . .
.
believe, without any great amount of extra er ways the father has in glee— now they dered an immense fortune, the son was left poor, forces in the viewless realms of the atmosphere, in a manner you ought to be ashamed to own, of. an exquisitely performed tragedy, when some
evidence, that the story we are about to tell shrink from every touch as if he were inflic to light the fierce battle of life, relying altogeth or be brewing tho awful thunder, far out on the without being punished, did you ?’
”?’Sl>ty master of the histrionic art is treading
1 have not been robbing,’ replied the boy, the 8taS?> and y°u and ‘he “ “Ititnde around
is true, and too good to ge kept in the Draw ting pain. The golden curls are wild and er on his own resources, without the hope of aid sea, which shall shiver the very rocks of the
quickly. His face was suffused, whether with ar0.waiting with stretched nerves and suspener. One of the new members of the Assem tangled, as the little head moves restlessly or comfort from kindred or friends. Nature, strongest castle into atom s!
however, had endowed him with a handsome
One
bright
morning
in
mid
summer,
upon
liis
rcsentment
or fright it was difficult to ta ll; ‘and ded breath, in expectation of the terrible catas
bly from one of the Northern Counties was about upon its unnatural pillow, but the person, excellent judgment, and th at highest
trophe.
on his way to the old Dutch city a few days stalwart baud, with oft repeated strokes, can order of courage, which, while it refuses to return from the neighboring city, the gardener I didn’t do anything last night that I ’m ashamed
‘ Tim's asleep, sir,’ a t length said one of tho
was astonished to find liis lovely wife in a par to own.’
before the opening of the session. In his never make it smooth.
scorn involuntary indigence as a disgrace, or oxysm of tears, and evincing other tokens of
No impudence !’ exclaimed the teacher, pas boys who sat near him.
to
treat
the
lowest
toil
as
ignoiuinous,
neverthe
verdancy and self-conceit, as he sat in the
Lugare, at this intelligence, allowed his fea
the utmost terror and anguish. But all his ur sionately, as he grasped a long and heavy rat
We pity him, in his new found helpless
rail-car, he was sure that every man must ness, for more bowed and weary thau frailest less will dare all dangers, and endure every la gent entreaties failed to elicit any explanation tan ; ‘ give me none of your smart speeches, or tures to relax from their expression of savage
bor
to
attain
a
better
condition.
I
t
is
such
lof
anger
with a smile ; but that smile looked more
recognize his claim to special consideration woman seems lie with his giant strength, at
from her pallid lips, except the asseition that I ’ll thrasli you till you beg like a dog !’
as a legislator on his way to the capital for tempting to hush an infaut’s cries and lure it ty powers as this, and not the heroism that she felt oppressed with a strange foreboding ol
The youngster’s fuco paled a little; his lip malignant, if possible, than it’s foimer scowls.
wields the sword on the ensanguinod field, or some unknown and mysterious, hut dreadful
It might he that he felt amused at the horror
quivered, but he did not speak.
the purpose of making laws for the Empire to repose. W e will not rep eat the common- thunders with its cannon before the marble-wall
And pray, sir,'continued Lugape, as the out depicted on the faces of those about him, or it
State, and as the other passengers were quite place rem ark t h a t ‘this is woman’s sphere,’ ed fortress, which has covered the plain with danger. However, after she became, in a degree, more tranquil, having an affair of impor ward signs of wrath disappeared from his fea might be that ho was gloatiDg in pleasure on
as good-looking as himself, he came to the b u t never were we so strik in g ly im pressed c' t*es. and strewed over the mountains a world tance to arrange, he went again to the town.
tures, ‘ what were you about the garden for ?— the way in which he intended to wake the poor
conclusion that he had fallen into the com w ith the fitness o f woman for her office, and of 8«io«y cottages; which has made the music
On his arrival, he was accosted in the street Perhaps you only received the plunder, and had little slumberer.
savage
x, x i
i • i x, i
x
i
x, xi of bells ring in the most
ot forests, and by a person whom lie did not recollect to have an accomplice to do the most dangerous part of
‘ Asleep, are you, my young gentleman,’ said
pany of a number of members bound to that
however kind the heart and gentle the
b
he ; ‘ let us see if we can’t find something to
the same exalted halls, Now it chanced sympathies of man, he could never be the pre awakened the sleeping echoes of all the hoary seen before. Tho stranger was a man of mid the job ?’
woods with the shrill cries of thesteam-whistle, dle age, with coarse, sinister features, gleaming
tickle
your eyes open. There is nothing like
1
went
that
way
because
it
is
on
my
road
that Mr. William Russell, the newly-elected siding genius of the nursery!
On arriving at his new sphere of action, the black eyes, murderous as dagger blades, raven
homo, I was there again afterward, to meet an making the best of a bad case, boys. Tim, here,
State Prison Inspector, was sitting in the
youthful attorney encountered an unexpected hair streaked with threads of silver, and a masM innie Myrtle.
is
determined
not to be worried in his mind
acquaintance ; and—and—but I did not go into
seat adjoining our pompous friend, the new
and seemingly insuperable difficulty. He discover sivo form, revealing the appearance of herculean
the garden, nor take anything away from it. 1 about a little flogging, for the thought of it can’t
ed that there was very little lucrative business strength and agility. He was dressed in rich
member, and on his way to Sing Sing. As
even
keep
the
little
scoundrel awake.’
would not steal, hardly to save myself from
D is c o v e ry o f th e U p p e r M is s is s ip p i, transacted in the courts, and this hadalready fal
Lugaie smiled again as he made the last ob
the train paused at one of the stations, the
black cloth, cut in the latest fashion, and pro starv irg .’
len
into
the
hands
of
a
few
advocates,who
manservation.
He
grasped
the rattan firmly, and
O n the ten th d ay o f J u n e , in th e y ea r
rural legislator looked Mr.Russell in the face,
fusely disfigured, rather than adorned, with
You had better havo stuck to th at last even1673, the meek, unpretending M arquette and ' aged adroitly to monopolise every case of the gems and precious ornaments. A huge golden ing. You were seen, Tim Baker, to come from Jescended from his seat. W ith light and stealand said.
Joliet, with tour other French- V “ est *luP°rtancC- W bat c° urs°
pd be seal, enclosing a costly stone, dangled from his under Mr. Nichol’s garden fence a little after i th? st8P8 ie cr088ed the r00m> and stood by tbo
’I believe you are a member of the Legisla the illustrious
,
i t j, adopt in such an emergency f It was evidently
.
. ,
men, and several In d ia n guides to d irect impoggjblo to sit down and patiently wait until heavy watch-chain, which ho twirled incessant nine o'clock, with a bag full of something or un, ,l‘ckf sleePerture that meets next week?’
other over your shoulders. The bag had every
1he hoy was still as unconscious of his lmly with his fingers.
The Inspestor had been observing the them on th e ir perilous journey, started for matters should mend by the doubtful evolutions
He spoke in a loud, brusque tone. ‘ Mr. appearance of being filled with fruit, and th is : PendinS punishment as ever. He might be
member’s motions, and read him readily ; so the banks of the W isconsin, w ith two b ark ' of time or chance The price of board and Parks—they say that is your name—allow mo niorning the melon beds are found to have been >creaming some golden dream of youth and
fixing upon him a piercing look, and slowly canoes oil th e ir shoulders. They h ad no i lodging was dear, and his wardiobo needed ren- to introduce myself. I am Colonel Powers, of completely cleared. Now, sir, what was there pleasure; perhaps he was far away in the world
fancy, seeing scenes and feeling delights
removing his hat from his head, he demanded, sooner arrived there, than th e In d ian s, tru e ' ovation even before he was fitted to appear in New Orleans, and have visited Texas in search in tb a tb a ir P
to th e ir natu re deserted them. A s M arq u ette tbe for“ '“ at. a1!- Ia ‘Ws cruel crisis of his fate, of some runaway slaves. I am told th a t you
Like fire itself glowed tho cheeks of the de-•' wb’cb Cldd.^eaJftJ never can, bestow,
in a stern and indignant tone,
rn,
i
.i • when the grinning fiends of starvation and ruin harbor them.’
tected lad. He spoke not a word. All the; Lugare lifted tis rattan high over his head,
in"th(jir cllltches> he conceived
'Do you mean to insult me, Sir ? Do I expresses it They were left alone ‘ in this ‘ fajrl
‘ You have been misinformed,’ replied the school had their eyes directed at him. The | and " ? tb tha true and “ P " 4 a« “ which he aclook like a villain ? Have you seen me pick unknown land in the hands of Providence.’ aplan of escape that looked) in the light of so.
gardener, sternly. ‘ There is not a slave, or perspiration ran down liis white forehead like (uired by long practice, brought it down on
B u t they were not easily daunted, They . her reason, wild and visionary as the invention even a colored persoD, on my plantation.’
any man’s pocket in this ear ?’
Tim’s back, with a force and whacking sound
rain-drops.
The attention of every one was turned to boldly em bark, and as the swift-running w a - ; of a dreamer.
‘ No, sir, I am not mistaken. The woman
Speak, sir !’ exclaimed Lugare, with a loud which seemed sufficient to awake a freezing man
te
r
carries
them
down
the
‘ripple
o
f
the
ca-1
Ho
sold
off
his
books
a
t
auction,
and
with
the
in his lethargy.
the two men, their curiosity rose as each suc
th at you call your wife is a slave, and was ac strike of his rattan on the desk.
Quick and fast blow followed blow. W ithout
cessive question was propounded, with a ris uoe and the lowing of the buffalo.’ I n seven 1proceeds opened a garden, within a mile of the tually born in my kitchen. Here is the bill of
L’he boy looked as though he would f a in t; but
they reached the M ississippi, th e m o s t, ei.ty.’ for th° P urP°“ ?f suPP>ylDK the market sale, containing the names of her father and the unmerciful teacher, confident of having waiting to see the effect of his first cut, tho bru
ing tone of voice till Mr. Russell demand days
• a- f ii
a
i
w ith vegetables which happened a t th a t period mother, for whose bodies I paid down three brought to light a criminal, and exulting in the tal wretch plied his instrument of torture, first
m ajestic o f all w aters
A s they flow down t(j b(J “ tremely 6Carce, a sth e natives of the
ed.
dollars. There you behold the seal of severe chastisement he should now be justified on one side of the boy’s hack, and then on the
‘I say, Sir, do you see any thing like a vag this m ighty stream , th e ir sails are raised in j 80jj wanted both the will and the wisdom to thousand
the recorder's co u rt1’
in inflicting, kept working himself up to a still other, and only stopped nt the end of two or
their b ark canoes, and they are w afted along turn tho rich alluvion of the region to any ac
abond in my looks ?’
The other reeled, as if lie had been struck a greater degree of passion. In tho meantime three minutes, from very weariness.
hy
the
soft
ano
gentle
breeze.
The
jo
y
w
ith
count.
As
the
experiment
flourished,
and
MexBut still Tim showed no sign of motion ; and
‘No— I — no—no I don’t know as I do,’
terrible blow with an iron hammer, and gaspod the child seemed hardly to know what to do
stammered out the confounded rural mem which the happy company gazed upon the ican labor was very cheap, the ex-attorncy urg — ‘ Merciful God! it cannot be so. This man with himself. His tongue clave to tho roof of so Lugare, provoked at his torpidity, jerked ainnumerable islets in the river, fixed like ed his operations farther, and tho little garden most be insane, or I am dream ing!’
his mouth. Either he was very much fright way one of the boy’s arms, on which he had
ber.
Boon expanded into a field.
been leaning over tbo desk, his hand dropped
‘ If you doubt my word,’ said the colonel, ened, or he was actually unwell.
‘No,’ rejoined the Inspector,’ I am bound gems on a coronet, and the expansive plains
The 6tory would doubtless seem, to the gen
‘ Speak, I say,’ again thundered Lugare, and from his grasp, and his eyes stretched wide open
for the State P rison; hut, thank fortune, I and the majetic forests of Illinois and Iowa, eral reader, fabulous, if I should enumerate the whirling his watch-seal angrily, ‘ yonder comes
glared at some monstrous spectacle of horror
as well as the numerous species of water- enormous profits of an enterprise so humble in old Judge Rice, who is familiar with all the cir his hand, grasping his rattan , towered above and death, The sweat started in great globules
am not going to the Legislature-’
cumstances, and can prove every item in my as bis head in a very significant manner.
Our windy representative collapsed of a fowl hovering about, must indeed have been its pretensions. In the geniality of that clime, sertions.’
I hardly can, sir,’ said the poor fellow, faint seemingly from every pore in his face ; his skin
where frost never falls to chill the warm sap of
sudden, and wondered in silence why any great.
The individual alluded to, who had been a ly. His voice was husky und thick. • I will ny lips contracted, and showed his teeth—and
About two hundred miles below the W is the purple bud, or blight tho unfurled flower, member of tho Now Orleans bar for many years tell you some—some other time. Please to let when he a t length stretched forth his arm, and
man should prefer going to the State Prison
or
dim
the
undying
emerald
of
tho
green
leaf,
with the end of one of his fingers touched the
confirmed the stranger’s story in all its particu me go to my seat—I am not well.’
rather than to the Legislature. Perhaps he consin on the banks of the Mississippi, foot
prints in the sand were discovered leading or dry up the delicate juices of the golden fruit, lars.
‘ 0 , yes, th a t’s very likely,’ and Mr. Lugare child’s cheek, each limb quivered like the tongue
has found out before this time.
the happy horticulturist was enabled, in a great
I t would bo impossible to give the faintest bulged out liis nose and his cheeks with con of a snake, and his strength seemed as though
into the prairies. Marquette and Joliet measuro, to enjoy his success during the circle
idea of tho indescribable agony depicted in the tempt. ‘ Do you think to make me believe it would momentarily fail him.
W ayside T houghts.— ‘Y es,I’m coming,’ determined alone to encounter a meeting of the seasons. On Christmas morning, und at countenance of Mr. Parks, as tho astounding your lies1 I ’ve found you out, sir, plainly
The boy was dead ! He had probably been
rang out the silver voice of a child, through with the Indians. After traveling six miles, the dawn of the new year, which, in the cold truth, with all its horrible consequences, broke enough, and I am satisfied th at you are as prec so for some time, for his eyes were turned qp.
the half-opened door of a house on our street, they came to an Indian village. They were latitudes of the north, are usually inaugurated upon his soul, like a Hash of lurid lightning. ious a villain as there is in the State. But 1 and bis hody was quite cold. The widow was
by tho howling of storms and the hurtling r a t
as we were passing the other day. We saw the first white men in the territory of Iowa. tle of hail, it was a delight to behold him stand He turned pale as death, and staggered as if a- will postpone settling with you for an hour yet. now childless, too. D eath, was in the school
room, and Lugare had been flogging a corpse!
no one, but the sweet musical tones still lin They uttered a loud cry. Four warriors ad ing by the side of his huge oblong table in the bout to fall to tho e a rth ; but, by a mighty ef I shall then call you up again, and if you don’t
gered in our cars as we passed on, and we vanced and offered them the calumet of market-place, vending the choice vegetables fort, lie wrestled for a minute or more with his tell me the whole truth then, I ’ll give you some
grief, and, conquering, became suddenly calm, thing th at’ll make you remember Mr. Nichol’s
A n I nteresting Story.— ‘Shon, mine
thought to ourself: yes, my child; you are peace which was received. During their which, in this vast metropolis, are only to be but still pallid as a piece of white paper.
melons lor many a month to come. Go to your Shon,’ said a worthy German father to hia
‘coming.’ Coming from the guileless sunny stay they were treated with the most marked seen in tho prolific months of summer and au
‘ Why has this matter been kept a secret so s e a t!’
heir, of ten years, whom he had overheard
flower garden of childhood’s glory, and beau attention.— A fter remaining six days, they tumn. To sum up the general result in a single long ?’ tho gardener demanded, in tones of ter
Glad enough of the ungracious permission,
the end of three years found him not rible meaning. ‘ Was i t a cunning device to
ty, and joy, into a world of harsh discords, left for their canoes accompanied by hundreds sentence,
and answering not a sound, thechild crept trem using profane language. ‘Shon mine Shon!
only
independent
but
wealthy.
—
come here, an’ I fill dell you a little sto
win gold out of human tears and the blood of bling to his bench. He felt strangoly dizzyand human deformity— coming from the of warriors. Down the adventurers go pass
His principal acquisitions, however, were de
more as if he was in a dream than in real life, ries. Now, mine Shon, shall it be a drue
warm lips and kindly embraces’ and words ing the mouths of the Missouri and Ohio.— rived from tho more pressing physical necessi innocent hearts1’
The colonel, laughing with delight a t the re and laying his arms on his desk, bowed down story or a makes-believe ?’
of a mother’s love, into air made poisonous Prairies began to disappear and in their ties of liis customers. I he Mexican may endure
membrance of his eraft, boldly avowed his own
head between them.
‘Oh, a true story, of course !’ answered
by the breath of the slanderer’s lungs— a stead are seen thick cane and vast forests of the bitter burden of existence without clothing, infamy. ‘ Yes,’ he said, ‘ I was smart. I no hisThe
pupils turned to their accustomed studies,
world full of rude jostlings— where the trav white-wood. They decended the river a and almost without food; but ho cannot live ted how beautiful the slaves were, and I deter for, during the reign of Lugaro in the village John.
‘Fery fell den. There was once a goot
eler need be firm in nerve, and strong in sin short distance below the Arkansas, and then without the true essentials of being itself—his mined to make it pay to the highest figure. I school, they had been so used to scenes of vio
and the perfume of flowers. Thero had them well educated, and made the fools
lence and severe chastisement, that such things nice oldt shentleman, (shoost like me,) andt
ew, or he is pushed aside, or trampled under retraced their journey. On their way up, fandango
m ust be flowers at the feast, flowers a t tho fune
he
had von dirty liddle boy (shoost like you.)
the
beautiful
Illinois
and
the
country
which
think that they were really free. Under this rnado but little interruption in the tenor of their
foot— a world full of cursing and bitterness,
ral, in the cradle, and on the grave—flowerB
A ndt von day he heard him shwearing like
that almost turns to gall, the the few cups of it waters, the great praries along this river, everywhere. They gleam among the silver locks impression, they removed to the Rio Grande.
iyI gave them money, which they havo increased
Now, while the intervening hour is passing, a young fillian as he was. So he vent to
Eden’s nectar still kept pure from the effects dotted with buffaloes, stags, ducks, swans, (a of age, and adorn the raven ringlets of the with more than compound interest, and now I
we will clear up the mystery of tho bag, and of
of the fall. Coming from the sweet peace kind of wild parrot) and wild turkies were a tho child ; sparkle on the bosom of tho bride, have come to get pay for all my trouble.’ And young Baker being under the garden fence the the winkle (corner) andt dook out a cowhides,
shoost a s'I am toing now, and he dook ter
of your loved heaven at home, into a strange charming sight for the adventurers. M ar and shed their odors around the altar at high the unblushing villian twirled his watch-chain preceding evening.
dirty liddle plackguard by de collar (dis way,
land,’ where there are backbitings and quette remained in Illnois among the Miamis mass. And from this passion of th a t effeminate joyously.
The boy’s mother was a widow, and they
race for the eflbrescent blooms, rather than the
‘ How much do you expeet me to pay for my both had to live in the very narrowest limits.— you see!) and volloped him shoost so! A ndt
envyings and falsehoods—man striving to preaching the gospel to them until his death, more useful products of tho vegetable kingdom,
overreach his neighbor—yes, neighbor whom while Jo lie t returned to Quebec to announce the prudent gardener coined at least the half of wife and children ?’ inquired Parks, with an aw His father had died when he was six years old, den, mine tear Shon, he bull his ears dis way,
ful smile.
and little Tim was left a sickly, emaciated in and smack his face dat way, and dell him to
he daily greets with a smile and profession the discoveiwof the G reat R iver which wat his riches.
‘ I must have ten thousand dollars, besides
of friendship—all hurrying, running, snatch ers the mostwrtile and grandest valleys in
At length, having amassed sufficient fortune the return of her fortune, amounting to as much fant, whom no one expected to live many monthe. o mitout his supper, shoost as you vilt to
the world.
To the surprise of all, however, the poor child is efening.’
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and he sings her praises with the enthusiasm of
KJ” In the town of Weymouth, Mass, the
a faithful subject. In “ Ye Mariners of Eng office of F. A. Kingsbury Esq., was blown to
land,’’
pieeeB one night last week, by means of a keg
“ Britannia needs no bulwark,
of powder placed on the sill of a cellar window.
No towers along the steep ;
The cause of the outrage was Mr. K ,’s execu
Her march is o’er the bounding waves,
tion of the liquor law in cases brought before
Her home is on the deep,
With thunders from her native oak,
him as Justice of the Peace.

N E W S IT E M S .

The Times Washington correspondent tele
graphs :—The challenge has not yet passed from
Col. Lane to Senator Douglas. It is understood
that it awaits an answer to Lane’s demand for
a retraction of Douglas’s offensive language.
Speaker Banks positively declines beiDg con
sidered a candidate for the Republican nomina
tion for President or Vice President. Moses H.
E37" Punch has been seized in France for the Grinnel is prominently mentioned for the lat
first time for several months. Its offense is a ter.
picture representing the Emperor standing by
H igh L iving at Sea.—A vessel lately arrived
the cradle of his infant, while a figure of Lib at this port from the Mediterrean after a very
long passage. Provisions running short the
erty in coming forward says: “ May I not be
passengers and crew were obliged to eke out a
god-mother?”
subsistance by a resort to the cargo, their prin
cipal article of food being figs.
K J" The workmen have e ommenced the ex
The F ield M ice,—A gentleman near Roches
cavation preparatory to the building of the brick ter, N. Y. has lost fifteen hundred dollars worth
of
trees, another §2,590, from the ravages ot
block on the corner of Main and Lime Roek
field mice, and it is thought that the loss in
Streets, which the Messrs. Berry are to erect Monroe county, from this cause, will not fall
this season. I t will greatly improve the looks short of one hundred thousand dollars.
of the “ corner” to have th at vacant lot filled
Charles G. Adams, an eminent physician, and
with a handsome block—as this will be.without son of the late Daniel Adams, long an eminent
physician—died
a t Keene, N. H ., on the 9th,
doubt. T h e stand is one of the very best in
aged 03 years. He leaves a large fortune, part
the city.
ly inherited, and partly acquired by great abili

R E L IG IO U S IN T E L L IG E N C E .
A T hrilling I ncident— Rev. Mr. Jacobs,
the Ojibwa Missionary now in Boston, related
the following incident at the Bowdoin Street Ves
try, on fast day afternoon :
There were two brothers, he said, among the
Ojibwas, who were conjurers. One of them hav
ing become a convert to Christianity, renounced
the practice of his art. This gave great ofience
to the other brother, and he declared that he
would tomahawk the Missionary the first time
that he saw him. A threat of this sort by an
Indian is not a vain thing. The conjurer came
into a meeting where the Missionary xvas to of
ficiate, with his tomahawk in his hand. One
of the Indians came to Mr. Jacobs, in tho midst
of his sermon, and requested him to stop, for
the man had come into the meeting to kill him ;
but he still kept on. The conjurer started from
his seat to carry into effect his murderous de
sign. Mr. Jacobs requested him to stop until
he had finished his sermon, saying that after
that ho should be ready. Ho closed his eyes,
expecting every moment to feel the stroke of
the tomahawk. After a few minutes he heard
a cry of distress : and opening his eyes, he saw
that it Avas tho conjurer prostrate, and crying
for mercy. In about two days, he obtained
peace in believing. He is now a preacher of
the faith which he once endeavored to destroy.

L A T ER FRO M

EUROPE.

N ew York, April 17-—The steamer Baltic is
a t anchor outside the bar. H er papers arrived
up at 11 1-2 o’clock, w ithoat previous an
nouncement.
Tho Treaty of Peace has been signed by all
the Plenipotentiaries.
Ou Sunday, 30th, great demonstrations were
made in Paris, firing cannon, illuminating, Ac.
English demonstrations much quieter.
Ratifications cannot be exchanged w ithin four
weeks.
Steamer Africa arrived out 31st.
On Monday, the Lord Mayor of London made
official proclamation of Peace from the portico
of the Mansion House, and afterwards a t the
Exchange.
In London at 1 o’clock, the Tower and Park
guns tired a salute. Flags were generally dis
played in the city, and from the shipping. In
the other cities similar displays were made, but
uot much enthusiasm was shown.

On motion of Mr. Seward, a resolution was
adopted directing the Committee on Post Offices
B r it is h P o e t s .— N o . 2 .
to inquire into the expediency of establishing
uniformity of postage throughout the United
THOMAS CAMPBELL.
She quells tite floods below,
States.
As they roar on the shore
The bill to authorize the Executive to facili
When the stormy tempests blow ;
This poet, whom a unanimous popular judg
tate the construction of a railroad and telegraph
When
the battle rages loud and long,
line from the Mississippi river to the Pacific ment has pronounced to be the first Lyric poet
And the stormy tempests blow.”
Ocean, was considered.
of his age, was born in Glasgow in 1777. Ho
Sixtfen private bills were passed. Adjourned
“ Gertrude of Wyoming ” possesses more of
commenced bis attendance a t a grammar-school
till Monday.
the real dramatic spirit than any other of the
in his native city a t eight years of age ; and he
HOUSE.
poems of the author, and its vividly drawn
says his teacher qiight be compared to Gil Bias’
Mr. Haven submitted two letters addressed by
characters, and beautiful descriptions of scene,
the Secretary of the Navy to Mr. Benson Chair master, “ who was the most expert flogger in all
man of the Committee on Naval Affairs, in Oveido,” but generously adds “ he was a noble ry and home pictures impress themselves imperwhich he invites members of Congress to visit looking man, and at the periodical examinations ishably upon the memory. In “ O ’Connor’s
the war steamer Merrimac, at Annapolis, saying
child” what sweet, plaintive, romantic, and
th a t the President and himself expect to leave by the magistrates, appeared a very prince in
I n d ia .
touching strains ! the flow of the verse is gentle
Washington for that city this afternoon, and comparison with even the Provost,with his gold
Advices have been received by telegraph, via
and soft as the voice of love, yet pathetic and
will wait the arrival there of to-morrow morn en chain; and he
Trieste, from Hong Kong to the 15th of Februa
ing's train before going to the steamer.
wild in its descriptions. I t is a poem th at may
ry, Calcutta to the 23, and Bombay to March 6.
“ Was kind, or if severe in aught,
Mr. Washburn moved that when the House
well move the feelings and moisten the eye.
The love he bore to learning was in fault.”
The annexation of Onde had been completed
adjourn it be till Monday. Adopted.
without disturbance.
“
Lochiel’s
Warning
”
the
“
Last
M
an,”
the
He
entered
the
University
of
Glasgow
a
t
th
ir
The Committee on Elections reported against
Lord Canning was sworn in Governor Gener
the right of Mr. B. B. Chapman to retain his teen, where his entire career was one of unin “ Exile of Erin ” and other poems furnish coupal of India March 1.
seat as Delegate from Nebraska territory, and terrupted and most flattering success, winning lets that have become in familiar quotations the
The Santhal districts were quiet. A scarcity
ty in financial mattcis.
in favor of Mr. Hiram P. Bennett.
literary honors and prizes, bearing away laurels property of the world and are ever heard upon
A bolishment of the O ffice of P residing is apprehended throughout India iu consequence
DO” N ew M usic at King’s M usic D epot.—
The Deficiency Appropriation Bill was consid
H orrible M urder.—Mr. Thomas R. Bordon,
of
the want of rain.
E
lder
.—I
t
is
stated
th
at
among
the
laymen
of
that were wont to deck older brows, and estab the world’s broad tongue. They are composi The following beautiful songs may be found at an aged and repeetahlo citizen of Nexvbern,
ered without final action.
Trade had improved at Bombay. Money
the Methodist Episcopal Church in New York
Adjourned till Monday.
lishing that peculiar fame of early scholarship, tions th at assert their nobility of birth with King’s : Ellen Bayne, Meet me by the Runing Ala., was murdered recently while asleep, being
easier.
Trade a t Calcutta inanimate ; import
and Brooklyn, there is a movement making for
shot through a window. From the circumstance
which circulates everafter in the atmosphere of none to contradict or urge superior claims.
Brook, and The Fisher Boy, as well as every
abolishing the office of Presiding Elder. In a market improved.
that
the
gun
wadding
found
in
the
deceased’s
5
L a t e s t l u t e l l ig e n e e .
Campbell’s place is sure. His delicacy and other description of music which may be wanted
petition to the General Conference the laymen
W ashington, Tuesday, April 21, 1850.
the college halls and becomes a sort of sacred
room was a piece of newspaper which fits a torn
IBy Telegraph from London to Liverpool April 2, A. M.|
SENATE.
tradition to be handed down to the latest stu purity of sentiment, his keen perception of the There are some fine paintings and engravings on place in a paper discovered in the son’s room, plead th at this Eldership is unnecessary—that
the services of the Presiding Elders are wanted
The
Monileur
of yesterday announced that by
the son is suspected of having committed the
beautiful, his elaborate and select diction, his exhibition there. Call and look a t them.
The Senate adopted a resolution, calling upon dent posterity.
as preachers—that the office imposes a burden especial decrees the award of the Grand Cross
crime, and has been arrested.
the Secretary of YVar to transmit copies of all
Having finished his university course, Camp relined sensitiveness and deep moral feeling};
some and unnecessaryjtax on Societies, and cre of the Legion o f Hoaor is conferred on Count
the letters not heretofore communicated, ad
in short his true poetic qualities have surely
A Senator turned Orange Man.—On Satur ates murmuring among the people, who sup YValewski, and the Baron de Bourguncey is
The Steamer Rochland will commence
dressed to him during the present year by Gov. bell resided for a year in4the highlands, in the
port the Elders “ with grudging hands.”
raised to the dignity of a Senator. Official jo u r
Stephens of Washington Territory, respecti^ capacity of ajprivate tutor. The scenery, wild, encircled his fame with the wreath of immor her regular trips for the season, between this day afternoon, Capt. Baxter, a distinguished
and
accomplished State Senator, while returning
theexisting difficulties with the Indians. Also, rugged, and grand, brooded over by an everlast tality.
D eath of Missionaries.—The Methodist Mis nals also announce the Emperor’s decision that
place and Ellsworth and Machiasport next Satur to his home in the cars, was asked by a fruit lad
the soldiers of the class of 1848, Avho have been
sionary
Society
in
Africa
has
lost
two
of
its
all correspondence relative to the hostilities in
Phillips, Sampson & Co’s, beautiful edition day—going cast twice a week—to Ellsworth to buy some oranges. He bought three or four,
ing solitude, when compared w ith the gay life
Missionaries. The Rev Daniel Ware died on retained until this time under the military ban
W ashington and Oregon.
of this post by the accomplished and appreci every Wednesday, and to Machiasport every and gave the boy a five dollar bill. The young
and
pleasures
in
the
city,
although
perhaps
the 22d of February. He hud been a mission ners, shall be restored to their homes. Orders
Mr. Toombs, from the Judiciary Committee,
ster ‘ stepped out’ to get the bill changed, leav
ary for over twenty years. On the 10th of Feb for the immediate execution of the will of the
reported back the bill to amend the naturaliza tedious at times to the aspiring, hoping and anx ative Sargent would adorn any scholar’s library Saturday.—See the advertisement.
ing his basket of fruit with the Senator ; but
ruary, Rev. James Byrd, another missionary, Emperor have already been issued by the Minis
tion laws, w ith the recommendation th a t it do ious sonl of a poet, was yet calculated to develop with a permanent and elegant classic.
*„
the young huckster forgot to return. Th« cars
died a t Lower Caldwell; he had been in the ter of YYa r .
not pass.
moved
on.
but
the
Captain
was
determined
not
The ceremonial announcement of the conclu
the
already
well-budded
poetic
faculty,
and
S T We would call attention to the auction
missionary service for over 18 years.
On motion of Mr. Adams, the bill was made
to be a sufi'erer, so he hawked the oranges thro’
A
P
r
e
c
e
d
e
n
t
fo
r
K
a
n
sa
s.
sion of peace was made to the Senate on Mon
tempt
the
bard
to
higher
flights
than
any
influ
Sale of Sails, Riggitg, &c., saved from brig
the special order for May 12.
the train, and realized five dollars and forty
Rey. N. Colver of Detroit, late of the Tre day in tho words previously employed to an
Mr. Clay replied to the speeches of Messrs. ences operating upon him in university life. It
One of the objections raised against the ad Sarah E. Dix.
cents by his sales. He made forty cents beside mont Temple Baptist Church of Boston, has nounce the fact in the Moniteur. To this proc
Seward, Sumner, Wilson and Harlan, on the must have been here, where the features of the mission of Kansas into the Union with its pres
eating his fill of tho delicious fruit.— Trans received and accepted a call of the First Bap lamation the Minister of State added: “ The
bill lor the admission of Kansas. He compli
tist church in Cincinnati, and is hereafter to Emperor has charged that in bringing the fact
The great Eastern War has come to a close cript.
mented the Executive for his course regarding scenery were marked by the “ sublimity and ent Free Constitution, is th at tho convention
make th at city his home.
to our knowledge, I should thank you for the
Kansas matters, and for the firmness and con wild majesty of nature,” that the poet began to which adopted the constitution was not called and a treaty of peace is already made. This is
The Belfast Free Press, says in regard to the
patriotic support which you have always afford
sistency he had exhibited in maintaining the revel in the “ Pleasures of Hope,” and gather in due form, and by the so called authorities of a most gratifying event, as it terminates one of sixteen delegates now elected from Maiue to the
Rev. Charles G. Finney, so well known for ed him, and which, with the admirable devoted
Cincinati Convention, that “ a decided majority his writings and his efforts as a Revival preach
rights of the entire country. The President, he
ness of the allied fleets and armies, have so pow
within the grasp of his mind those flashing the Territory. Mr. Henry Waldron of Michi the most costly and useless wars the world has
said, had been abused by Abolitionists and
of them arc understood to be in favor of Pierce’s er, is about to visit Great Britain, with the
erfully contributed to the happy issue of the
Southern Americans, on exactly contrary thoughts and lofty imaginations th at were to gan, a new and one of the youngest members experienced of late. I t is estimated th at six to re-nomination and none are pledged against view of addressing public religious meetings.
war.”
grounds. He had displeased the extremists of form the fabric of a poem which would float its of the U. S. House of Representatives lately eight hundred thousand men and §1,500,000- him .”
It has already been stated that the members
R eligious Gatherings.—The general confer
both sides by occupying middle ground, and author’s name far down the stream of time, even made a speech on the subject of the adminission 000, have been sacrificed since the beginning of
T
he P erils of K ansas T ravel.—Samuel Tay ence of the Methodist Episcopal Church is to be of the Conference have still to perfect a num
pursuing a course consistent with the rights of
of Kansas, w hiehas Mr. Greely writes to the the war. Little good seems to have resulted to lor of New York city, who has been spending held at Indianopolis, Ind., next month. It is ber of secondary arrangements, essential to the
the slave power, he said that 60 far front there to the sea of immortality.
new state of relations to be established in the
being any truth in the charges, the South bad,
A t the boyish age of twenty-two, Campbell Tribune, “ surprised and delighted even his in any power. Europe is no hotter condition than some time in Kansas, returned on the sarno boat said that upwards of 1200 congregations will be
with Gov. Robinson and Col. Lane. When the represented. These general meetings are held East.
ever since the foundation of the government, published the “ Pleasures of Hope.” Pope at timate friends,” The whole House is reported she was before.
Lc Nord says th at the organization of the
boat reached Brunswick, Mo., a party came on once in four years ; the one four years since xvas
been gradually yielding to the encroachments
to have listened in rap t attention to the whole
Principalities is one of these reserved subjects ;
board, headed by a son of the Governor of Mis in Boston.
and usurpations of the North. He would on the same age had written his “ Essay on Criti
i^T
Burbank
it
Butterfield
have
lately
made
and
the Dcbats points out, as another, the spec
souri, to make search for Gov. Robinson, it be
some future occasion vindicate the Northern and cism ” a marvelous production indesd ; but nev of the speech; no werd was lost—and when
The Baptist of the South and South W est are ial regulations necessary for assuring the free
Southern Democrats from the charge of enter er before had an author so young given to the Mr. YV. sat down there was a general rush to large additions to their stock of goods—includ ing knoAvn that he was on board. Taylor was to hold a Convention in Augusta, Ga., in April,
ing dry goods, yankee Dotions. and a great as pointed out as the Governor, xvben he was at to consider tho question ol establishing a great navigation of the Danube.
taining enmity against either section. He had
world a poem so replete with noble and gener congratulate and compliment him, in which
Marseilles, Tuesday. Affir Bey embarked
once seized and dragged on shore in spite of his
been confined to his room by sickness for ten
sortment of miscellaneous articles, as will be protestations. There he found a rope and other central Theological School for that denomina lust night from this port, bearing the treaty to
several
bitter
opponents
joined.
ous
thoughts,
so
colored
with
brilliant
fancies,
days, and to-day ventured out to the serious
tion
in
the
South.
Constantinople,
for the ratification of the Sul
implements of the court of Judge Lynch xvait
In his speech he set forth the precedent case seen by reference to their advertisement.
and expressed in a diction so elegant, polished
detriment of his health. Adjourned.
ing him. The rabble demanded that he should
P rotestant Churches in F rance.— Three tan. A French officer of rank also embarked
HOUSE. ‘
and poetical. In this poem, vigorous thoughts, of the admission of Michigan into the Union in
be hung ; and it was only on his producing pa neAV places of worship are about to he reared in on a special mission to the Sultan from the Em
3 T We are requested to state th at the Sec
Upon assembling, the House immediately pro that show the sterling manliness of their origi 183C. She had applied for admission, hut hav
pers proving his identity th a t he was suffered to Paris by as many independent protestant church peror of the French.
Admiral Symonds died on the passage from
ceeded to vote upon the action of the Committee nator, abound side by side with the most inimi ing an unsettled boundary dispute with the retaries or other officers of all the literary or proceed on his journey. This is the story Mr. es ; one of them near the Champs Elysecs,
of the Whole on the Senate's amendments to
another on the left bauk of the Seine, near the Malta to Marseilles.
State of Ohio, which was causing some difficul educational associations which are conducted by Taylor tells the Buffalo Express.
B
erlin, Tuesday. The announcement of the
the Appropriation Bill. The amendment to ap table sketches of domestic tenderness and beau
young persons in this State whether connected
N ew York, April 20. The steamer Cahawba jnew Boulevard of Sebastopol
conclusion of peace in the Prussian Chambers
propriate $300,000 for continuing the work on ty, all finished with the most exquisite taste in ties, Congress resolved not to admit her unless
----- ----------------—
yesterday, was received with cheers.
the Washington aqueduct, was rejected by 27 picturesque delineation. The musical, euphoni she would consent to qu it claim that disputed with our academies or independent organiza arrived to day with Havana dates to the 15th. i
Tin- H attie iu C osta R ic a .
The U. S. squadron, under Com, Paulding, '
L ondon, Tuesday, Yesterday the Lord May
majority. The amendments were not all dis ous versification might charm even the dullest territory. A new Constitutional Convention tions, will confer a favor by addressing the Sec
was to sail soon on a cruise to the Avindward,—
The Courier and Enquirer contains the follow or of London, accompanied by the civic officers,
posed of when the House adjourned.
retary of the Rockland Literary Union, and
was
then
held
under
the
auspices
of
tho
terri
The English man-of-war Powerful would also ing letter to a mercantile house in this city, appeared in citizen's costume on the portico of
appreciator of poetry. It begins,
stating the objects, date of organization, &c., of leave in it few days for Bermuda.
from a reliable correspondent iu Costa Rica : — the Mansion House, and read the following let
torial government, which decided not to accept
Gen. YValker and his P rospects.— It is high “ At Summer eve. when Ucaven’n etlierial bow
Political news unimportant.
their respective societies. Editors will confer a
“ Last evening arrived notice of the first victo ter :
Spana with bright arch the glittering hills below,
admission on the terms required by Congress.—
ly probable, nay almost certain, that the ac
Sugar
a
little
more
lively,
but
without
any
ry gained over W alker’s people; they say 400
“ Home Office March 31, 1850, My Lord
favor by extending this notice.
A people’s volunteer Convention was called in 
counts from Central America of the defeat of Why to yon mountains turns the musing et c,
advance owing to the large stock on hand.
lillibusters had taken possession of the hacienda Mayor—I have the honor to acquaint you that
Whose Sunbright summit mingles will, the sky
W alker’s forces, under Col. Sehlesswger, are
i of Santa Rcsa, a very advantageous position, a dispatch has this morning been received from
dependent of, and in opposition to the Territori
\ \ by do those cliffs of shadowy tints nppeur
T
he L eading A rticle.—Mr. Macaulay tells
K J”E. L. Lovejoy, the gentlemanly agent of us that what now is called the leading article , 8ltuated °,n tlle °P °„f , a I,dl
greatly exaggeratsd. W ith true native love of
surrounded by the Earl ol Clarendon, dated Paris, March 30,
j al authorities, and it decided to accept admission
hyperbole—a tendency to magniloquent exag More sweet titan all (Jte landscape smiling near?—
’Tis distance lends enchantment to the view
ou the terms rejected by the regular convention, Hodgman, Carr it Co.’s Express, will please ac in a newspaper seldom appeared, even after due ’ 8? ° ne„cat.tle J ard3j l h e , C°sta Ricans! In foraa announcing that a definitive treaty for the res
geration peculiar to Spanish Americans—Gen.
censorship of the press, expired in 1095, unless ’ °° 0’ fared once ,0D^ . a° d then rushed on with toration of peace, and for the maintenance of
And robes the mountain in its azure hue.”
: and the requisite documents were sent to Pres. cept our thanks for late Bostonpapers.
Jose Joaquin Mora has probably magnified his
there was a want of news .' ‘ When there avus the bayonets, cleared them out in 14 minutes, the integrity and independence of tho Ottoman
In earnest apostrophes to Hope, this poem ' Jackson “ who sent the proceedings and decisvictory, overstated the numbers and losses of
a
scarcity of intelligence, when the Dutch mails and took possession of the ranch. Several let power, was yesterday signed at Paris by the
the invading forces, and understated his own ahounds with touching and beautiful episodes i ions of both conventions to Congress, without
D r . H unter.—Some yeers 6ince D r. Robert were detained by theyvest wind, when the rap- ters have arrived. besides the army dispatch, Plenipotentiaries of Her Majesty, of the Em
losses. I t is believed in N. Y. that Schlessinger’s
H unter of New York, an able and popular wri parces rvere quiet in the Bog of Allen, when all agreeing in the circumstances, so that be peror of the French, of the King of Sardinia,
in
almost
every
relation
and
pursuit
of
life.—
indicating
any
preference
on
his
own
p
a
rt.”
—
force, although defeated, has not been dispersed,
yond a probable exaggeration of the number of and of the Sultan, and also of the Emperor of
and that he has effected his retreat with a por To the mariner, for instance, tossed on the deep ’ They first came before the Houso where, accor- ter ou Medicine,—Editor of tho Medical Spec no stage-coach had been stopped by highway the Yankees, there is no doubt of the victory. Austria, and the King of Prussia on the one
tion of his troops to a point where he could he aml threatening waves,louely and far from home, ding to the Tribune, tho following proceedings ialist,— and a Physician of great exprienee and men, when no nonjuring congregation had been It took place at 4 o’clock in the afternoon, and part, and the Emperor of all the Russias on the
dispersed by constables, when no ambassador
reinforced or perhaps kreturn to the Nicarguan Hope comes
authority in Diseases of the Lungs, introduced had made bis entry with a long train ofcoaches- they were to be pursued early tho next morning other. (Signed)
G, GREY.”
were had :
territory.
After cheers for the Queen, Army and Navy
the
treatment
of
Consumption,
Asthma,
and
andsix, when no lord or poet had been buried by mounted troops; and it is said they are be
“ Swift ns yon streamer lights ike starry pole,
But to Col. Walker a temporary defeat may
tween
three
of
the
corps
of
the
Costa
Rican
Ar
House. Jan. 11, 1830.—Memorial of the Leg
and the Allies, the spectators dispersed. At
in the Abbey, and consequently it was difficult
Her visions warm the watchman’s pensive soul;
bo as bad as an utter rout. His power in Nica
islature of the State of Michigan presented.— bronchial affections by Medicated Inhalation. to fill up four scanty pages,’ then the editor my, and in a country where there is not a drop noon a large crowd assembled a t the Exchange,
Ilis native hills that rise in happier climes,
ragua is held by a very feeble tenure. He is
of w ater, so that they are in a had way, unless in expectation that the Heralds would appear,
Mr. Hannegan of Ind. moved that it be reject The results are somwhat marvellous, as it ap supplied a leading article and not till then.
supported only by a party, the antagonists of Tile grot that heard his song of other times,
they can reform and cut their way through. in full pageantry, as in days of old, to proclaim
ed. Motion defeated : Franklin Pierce voting in pears from tho statistics of the City of New
which may gain courage by his defeat, to rise | His cottage home, his bark of slender sail,
T he T ornado.—Accounts from the interior One of the prisoners say it is a party who came
i the majority. Mr. Hannegan then moved that
York. The following from a leading New York of Pennsylvania say that the recent tornado was ' from San Ju an del Sur, fell in with a patrol of peace. No one appeared, however, except, the
against him. I t is asserted and believed that l ilis glassy lake, and broom-wood blossomed vale
• it he received “ as the voluntary act of private
Mayor, Avho again read the above letter. At
llilsli on his thought; he sweeps before the wind,
the naval forces of England and France have
! individuals.” This was adopted, but Franklin Journal will be interesting to Consumptives;— one of the most terrible that ever swept over ; 8 men whom they murdered and then came on 1 o’clock the Tower and Park guns tired a sa
Treads the loved shore he sighed to leave behind ;
orders to intercept reinforcements and supplies,
1Pierce voted in the negative. On the question
Flags were generally dis
T
reatment op Consumption.—The Medical the State. Great damage xvas done to dwellings, ' to Santa Rosa. I t seems all the prisoners were lute of 101 guns
Meets nt each step n friend’s familiar face,
and what is scarcely less threatening to Walker,
condemned on account of the aforesaid murder, played iu the city, and from the shippping. In
i as to which of the two Conventions should be Specialist calls attention to the decrease in the •churches, &c., and one or two lives were lost,
And dies at last to Helen’s long embrace ;
the Nicaragua Transit Company is in arms
I recognized as representing the People of Michi- mortality from consumption during the last six I A lady wished a seat. A portly handsome:
handsome ; An English man-of-war ought to arrive to-day other cities the same displays were made, quiet
" ipes from her check the rapture speaking tear !
against him, and with the power to do him
.....,.,t ...tn,
j -------- .brought one and. seated thfi
' gan, the Democratic House decided in favor of months, compared
with it---------------the corresponding
pe-1i gentleman
the lady, :, at P unta Arenas, as she Avas seen outsiaeby the ly and without enthusiasm.
And clasps wirli many n sigh his children dear!’’
much injury. The New York Express say s:
Jthe irregular or spontaneous Convention—Frank- ttod m previous years, and ascribes the change j ■Oh you're a jewel!’ said she. ‘ Oh no,’ re-1 steamer Oregon. The French one has sailed
A letter from Punta Arenas lias been re
from tPanam
for the
saute destination. The
In the following beautiful picture, the eye on. # ’1 Pierce voting in the majority.
to the improved treatment by inhalation. The plied lie, ‘ I ’m a jeweler ; I have ju st set the ' !,r0IU
'anamaa luli
U,B sa,ue
F O U R D A Y S
ceived, which gives the most reliable assurance ly of the incorrigible celebate could fail to p e r-! When the cluestion uauie in d 'J e course before diminution in the mortality frem consumption I jewe] ”
11' rench have orders to treat AAalker and his
th a t intercourse between that place and Gen.
.
-1
ura.au.-, yxrauiuuvuuc,,
w a s referred
r e ie r r e u to
to its
i
i men as pirates, it' caught on the w ater.”
', tlic Senate,
(Democratic,) n.
it was
during the last three months of the year 1855,
LA TER FR O M EU R O PE.
alker will be cut ofl by the stoppage of the cena tlie realization of the idea of a natural, Judiciary Committee, whereof Felix Grundy of was twenty-five per cent, less than during the
A T ame W olf.—“ A lady near Geneva had
e t Ct
r tn p r\F 1 Q >»Q e n d 1 Q-Y I .
—
river steamers at San Juan del Norte, The Filli- possible and easily attained state of domestic Tennessee, was Chirman, This Committee sent
sei In
last
quarter
of 1853 and 1854 ; and
during the a tame wolf, which seemed to have as much a t
R emarkable S urgical Operation.—The New S te a m e r Seen in th e Iec oil' N ew fo u n d la n d ,
busters by the Orizaba will therefore be unable love; and quiet, unintermitted peace.
.
_.
out circulars
to Michigan,
to ascertain which o f quarter just ended, the diminution in the num- tachm entto its mistress as a spaniel. She had , York M
ha(. D f Carnochan. an emito reach their destination. If this should prove
x ________ r
i_______ _____ c __
| these rival Conventions most truly represented the i her of deaths from consumption exceeded by occasion to leave home for some weeks. The __
nent surgeon of that city, has recently perform
“ Tliv pencil traces ou die lover’s thought
to be the case, and Walker is deprived of all
People o f that Stale, and which had received ! thirty-one per cent, the m ortality of the same wolf evinced the greatest distress alter her de- ed an operation for neuralgia of an almost in
N ew York, April 19. the steamer Africa
Buccor in the way of men and provisions from Som e cottige-lionie from towns and loil remote,
______________
parture, and at first refused to take food. Dur1
most
of
tho
People’s
votes.
After
awaiting
months
in
1855.
The
Specialist
remarks
credible character. The patient had been tor reached her dock abou't tw enty minutes past 5
Where love and love may claim alternate hours,
without, he must soon fall a prey to famine,
j and receiving answers to these circulars, the: This general resort to Inhalation could not be ' ing the whole time she was absent he remained
o’clock
this afternoon. She brings about 100
With pence embosomed in Idnlinn bowers];
pestilence, and to the force of his enemies—
’ ■ of- results.
-- our treatm ent had much dejected. On her return, ns soon as tho tured with neuralgia in the face for seven years, passengers.
j Committee reported th at the spontaneous Con-, unproductive
If
Remote from life’s bewildered way
and had submitted to various treatm ents by dis
which may demonstrate the wise, far-seeing
animal heard her footsteps, he bounded into the
The
loss
of the British ship Schomberg is
vention
was
entitled
lo
he
accredited
rather
than
\
been
unsuccessful,
it
must
have
increased
tiie
tinguished physicians and surgeons w ithout ob
O'er nil his heart shall Taste mid Beauty swav •
policy of Com. Vanderbilt in withdrawing the
the regular: and th at -Michigan should be ad-i mortality. I f successful, it could not but di- room in ecstacy of d elig h t: springing up, he taining permanent relief. Dr. Carnochan un confirmed. She went ashore 40 miles west of
steamers of tho Transit Company from the Nic Free ou the sunny slope or winding shore,
placed one paw ou each ol her shoulders; b u t ; , . 7 ?,
,
, ,
,
., Cape Otwav, night of Dee. 25. The passengers
mitted
on
its
motion.
This
motion
prevailed
:
i
minish
it
iu
proportion
to
that
success.
None
W illi hermit steps to wander und adore!
. 1
. u i-11 1 i
1
i - I 1 I dertook .........................
the novel and hazardous
of
aragua route. The Commodore has not been
. . . operation
.4
Yens, Silas W right, Bentou, Buchauan, W m .' who are a t all acquainted with the magnitude the next moment ho fell backward and instant- 1trepanning
Tin-re shall lie love, when genial morn appears,
the cheek bone and chiseling out the and mails were all saved and arrived at Mel
idle.”
R. King, &c. Nays only 10.
of our practice will deny that it has been, du ly expired. M. Decandolle, Lecturer on N atur root of the inflamed nerve which caused all the bourne Dec. 28.
J.ike pensive Beauty smiling in her tears,
Walker would seem to be iu a tight place,
The subject thereupon Avent to tho House, ring the past two years, sufficient to exert the al History of Geneva, related this story.— O' suffering. This he accomplished with the aid of
A S te a iu e a Seen in th e Ice,
To watch die brightening roses of the sky,
though his energy, determination and fertility
where the action of the Senate was affirmed, most decided influence on the hills of mortality, Brien's Pound Towers o f Ireland.
The following from Lloyd’s List may or may
And muse on nature widi a poet’s eye !—
chloroform, the operation lasting nearly one
of resources may carry him triumphantly
! and the admission of the State completed : Yeas, not only of this city, but also of the cities of
And when die sun’s last splendor lights die deep,
Dividends prom the W recks of Long Ago,— hour. When the nerve was cut off the patient not have reference to the missing Pacific :
through.
i 148; Nays, 58 ; Franklin Pierce and Isaac Toucey Philadelphia, Baltimore and Boston. That
F igueria, March 24. The Shipwith, Capt.
The wood and wave and murmuring winds asleep,
among the Yeas.
that influence has been exerted in the marked
Ryan, which left St Johns, N. F., Feb. 13, has
AXlien fairy harps the Hesperian planet hail,
—So
Michigan
came
into
the
Union,
on
the
decrease
in
the
number
of
deaths,
is
an
infer
arrived
here, and reports that in coming off th e
Statistics of Crime in E ngland.—A Parlia And the lone cuckoo sighs along tile vale,
! application of a volunteer, anti-regular Conven- ence from the facts, not only legitimate, but,
Newfoundland coast she fell in with ice to the
mentary blue book has been published from
waves,” he says, “ were at their heighton Sun ny years can eat and sleep in peace.
Ilis putli shall lie where streamy mountains swell
I
t i o u . ju st like th at of Free Kansas, and voted we think, unavoidable ; and we claim it not on
distance of 200 miles from the land, and saw
which it appears that while, from 1841 to 1850,
day, Jan . 6, and we watched them for many
Their shadowy grandeur o’er the narrow dell.
1for Van Buren for President in 1830.
any personal grounds, bnt as the natural result hours from an old fort which projects beyond
the lights o f a steamer in the ice.
the population of Great Britian has iuereased
Where mouldering piles and forests intervene,
D ia b o lic a l a tte m p ts nt M iscliicf,
of adopting a more direct, simple, and common' tho beach—its walls washed by the ocean. The
about 12 1-2 percent decennially, the criminal
T h e P eace.
Mingling with darker tints the living green N ew York, April 18. An attempt was made
sense
treatment.
More
than
a
year
ago
A
ve
committals have accumulated a t the rate only
j S ^ T h e Alexander family of Bell Ringers stated in one of our published letters, that “ t / great Avuves camo rushing in, sometimes five last night to throw the Boston express train
I t may be confidently expected th a t the year
No circling hills his ravished e v e to bound,
of 1 1-3 per cent decennially. That is to a cer Iieuven, Earth mid Ocean blazing all around.
deep,
each
with
condensed
rainboAvs
in
its
bo
I and Y'oealists, gave two of their highly popular every case o f consumption in this city were placed
from tho track, near Port Chester, on the New 1857 will be far advanced before the last man,
tain extent a favorable decrease. It appears,
som and Niagaries of foam blowing back from
I lie moon is up die watch-tower dimly burns,_
and New Haven Railroad, by removing and
,, the last
, .cargo
- of, shells can
, -pass the Dardan-,
entertainments in this City, at Beethoven Ilall under judicious treatment by inhalation, within its erest. Seen from tlift beach, they Avere a York
however, that the statistics of the educational
-L
_ _-,.x _i- xi_____ rx_ i _______ .... . ,]iseovere5 ! elles, on their way homeward, nor can we think
And down tite vale his sober step returns,
knowledge at the period of the committals of' But pauses oft as winding rocks convey
on Friday and Saturday evenings last, to crowd two years the mortality fro m this disease would wall against the horizon over which only the the pilot of the engine. Its loss was
that
any
haste
is
necessary
in completing the
in time to prevent a serious catastrophe. On
be diminished one half J ' This prediction is now
the prisoners, recorded in the tables from 1841 i The still sweet fall of music fur nway ;
ed and fashionable audiences, who were much coming to pass.—Journal o f Commerce, April topmasts of the tossing vessels could sometimes the night previous, near the same place, a large evacution. The presence of the YVestern forces
to 1850. show that no improvement whatever 1 And ofl lie lingers from his home awhile
be
seen.
The
scene
uround
us
was
peculiarly
in
the
East
is
now
only
a
question
of months.—
delighted with the general character and per 10.
rock Avas placed between the rails, and heavy
has taken place. The average or annual mean ' l o watch the dying notes, mid start, and smflewild, from the presence of some fifty men and sleepers spiked across the track. The Port The British army is said to be provided with
formance of the pieces. Several of the most
centesimal proportions of the state of instruc Let winter come, let polar spirits sweep
women, who were anxiously searching in the Chester special train barely escaped.
food and necessaries for nearly twelve months,
tion, for the decennial period, of prisoners tried ! Ttie darkening world and tempest-troubled deep !
N ewspaper Change.—YVe understand th at sand after each receding wave for silver coin
popular and difficult Instrum ental pieces were
P aris, April 3—P. M. The details connect
at assizes, was as follows :—90-09 per cent, had ! Though boundless snows the withered heath deformwere performed on the Bells with remarkable the Eastern Times, published in this city by long since sunk in the wreck of a whaling ship
ed with Danubian Principalities, and the liber
little or no instruction ; 8-02 could read and
YVashixoton, April 17.
Geo. E. Newman, has passed into the hands of near by and still washed on shore in storms.—
And tiie dim son scarce wanders through the storm,
ties of the Christian subjects of the Porte, are
precision
and
accuracy.
Tho
Alexander
Bell
write well ; and 30 per cent, had a superior ed
A e l sh a ll tiie smile of social love repay
Col. John Abbott, late of the Maine Free Press, Eighteen Spanish dollars Avere found that morn
W a M liiiig to u G o s s ip .
the points to bej arranged in the renerved Con
Waltz, together with the Bell Polka, Avere truly who, we learn,is to be the Editor and publisher. ing-”
ucation. The gross expenditure for the main
A’.'itli mental light the melancholy day ;
[Herald correspondence. J—“ A dispatch lias ference. The Porte objects to any occupation
tenance of prisoners in 1850 amounted to 408,
And when its short mid sullen noon is o’er
meritorious compositions and were performed Mr. Newman retires from the establishment.
been
received
by
a
gentleman
of
this
city,
stat
of Turkey by the allied forces, and it is possible
M etalic RtcnES of the Gadsden P urchase.—
320/., against 433,701/. in 1849.
H ie ice-chained waters slumbering on tiie shore.
admirably. The ringing was also rendered in a The new editor, it is said, supports the nomi The San Francisco Jlerald mentions a lot of ing that North Carolina has instructed her dele that the point will be waived, if the powere are
nee of the Cincinnati Convention, whereyer he 1
How bright the fagots in bis little hnll
eighty tuns of copper ore received in that city gates to the Cincinnati Convention to vete for satisfied as to the safety and privileges of Chris
clear
and
distinct
manner
and
gave
much
in
may be.— Bath Tribune.
Blaze on the hearth, mid warm its pictured w a ll!
I nteresting to S hipowners.—The following
from the Arizona Mines, located in the territory „Gen. Pierce
„ XT.for „ re-nomination, and for Mr. tians.
How blest lie names, iu Love's familiur tone
terest and satisfaction to the audience. No
is a copy of the bill which has been introduced
recently purchased from Mexico by tho United Dobbin lor Yice President.
If the return home of the allied armies is
T.ie
kind
fair
friend
by
nature
marked
ilis
own,
The
House
Committee on Territories will in a performed leisurely, the feeling in official quar
into the Senate of the United States by Senutor
similar entertainment has ever afforded our citi
States. The mines were well known to the
C an a d a News.
And in the waveless mirror of his mind,
few
days
report
a
bill
for
the
admission
of
Kan
Sumner of this State, supplementary to “ An
ters
is th at a sufiicieut force will remain for
zens more pleasure and enjoyment than this.
T oronto, April 18. In Parliament yesterday Mexicans, but were not worked on account of sas with her Free State Constitution.
A'iews the fleet years of pleasure left behind,
Act to limit the liability of ship owners, and for
many months to keep fanaticism in check.
We understand they design visiting the Cities morning, the permanent seat of government for the hostility of the Indians. They are now
other purposes,” approved 3d of March, 1S51: Since when her empire o’er his heart begun,
I
t
grows confirmed that the situation of Italy
wrought by au American company, who have
and Towns in the Eastern section of this state the Provinces tvas fixed at Quebec.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Since first lie called her liis before the holy mail.”
been very successful iu obtainiug abundance ol
E migration to K ansas.—All the accounts will form a subject of deliberation before the
M
ontreal
,
April
18.
The
river
has
risen
Representatives of the United States of Ameri
ore. A great number of veins have heeD opened, from the YVest represent that emigrants from Conference dissolves.
I t is Dot surprising that pure and lofty senti- and tho Provinces.
high, and steamers commenced running on Mon ull of which have yielded from 05 to 85, and the Northern States are flowing into Kansas in
ca in Congress assembled. That whenever a n y .
St . P etersburg, April 2. By an Imperial
The highest success attend them.
day from Brookville to Kingston.
goods or merchandise shall be taken into posses-1 ments 1. these> “ owing iu lines so mellifluous
some 95 per cent, of ore A gray sulphuret of unprecedented numbers. On Tuesday last, a Manifesto, peace is proclaimed, the object of
sion by the owner or owners of any ship or ves-| and musical should operate like enchantment
copper yields 70 to 80 per cent, of copper, and company of fifty started from this city, and the war having been gained by the security acK5” YVe would call attention specially to the
eel, or his or their agent, upon any contract of upon youthful readers, many of whom can date
Ciiicaco, April 18. The straits of Mackinaw also an average of 150 ounces of stiver to the were reinforced by others at YVorcester and ouired for the privileges of Christians in the
fi.ltr
P lffh r .m P n t
tto
n be
h a ttransported
r . i n e n n r f a n in
in esuch
n n h ship
d i m I1,iu.;r «
*
affreightment,
.■
r
Fair and Festival, at Beethoven H all this eve are still closed. The ice started nt St. P aul’s tun. YVith forty men, thirty of whom are Mex Springfield. Friday forty more went from Al East. It is added—-A fresh frontier line for
/u
___t
r
n
_____
ulelr
u
rjtlove
of
poe try from the time of their
or vessel, the provisions of the act of Congress,
ning. No pains will be spared to make the on tho 4th inst. Boats are now running regu icans, the company expect to take out 200 tuns bany, The climate, even in Minnesota, is much Bessarabia has been conceded.
approved third of March, eighteen hundred and read)'.rig the “ Pleasures of Hope.” I t has
of ore per month, which is estimated to yield milder than in New England. As far North as
larly between Toledo and Detroit.
filty one, entitled 4 An Act to limit the liability ■bgau translated into many foreign tongues and occasion pleasant to all. Give the ladies a full
the company §40,000 per month, after deduct Rochester, lying in th at territory, between Du
The T ickle, we think, was the name of the
,Ol'®h?P_°an“ ! ’. a,nd for ot,b er r urP°ses,; shall for more tban fifty Jears ha8 , ° en one of the house.
ing mining and transportation expenses.
buque and St. Paul, Ave hear th at the new set
N ew York, April 20. [The Herald's YVashbe deemed and taken to apply to such goods arJ(]
tlers were plowing the la id as early as the 11th vessel seized a year or two ago in Boston on
A n I ncident.—In Haymarket Square at about
ington correspondence.] A gentleman of this
merchandise, from the time of their being sr, re most popular poems in the English language.—
of April. Here the farmers have hardly yet suspicion of being fitted out for the slavetrade.
3 7 ” The March number of the S chool F el- city has received a letter from Mr. Fillmore, in three o'clock on Saturday afternoon, a rather
ceived into possession until their delivery \ 0 the Every 6ehool-boy knows by heart the indignant
commenced plowing. Free State settlers need She was in fact only going to trade a t the Fejee
consignee or consignees thereof at their r jOi-t or I and eloquent hurst of patriotism in which the loav which was duly received and noticed, was a which he states that he will inform his friends, unusual accident occurred. -An explosion took no longer delay going to Kansas or Minnesota and other Pacific islands, whence she proposed
place,
when
the
bystanders
imagined
that
the
place of destination, whether the loss or damage, poet describes the horrors of the desolating war very acceptable number to our youDg folks, who on his return in June next, what course he will
in consequence of the cold weather in the East, to take shell, &c., to China, and, this appearing,
hose of the steam engine had burst. No acciwas sufl'ered to proceed. Hubbard, her com
thereto by hre ehall happen on board 8aj j ah;n ,
, . . , . r
m.=uiui,iuo
pursue Avith reference to his nomination.
j x of .th
»i a it kind
i • j had
u j" occurred,
, lbut- a ,hatx was wil,
as before
reachmjld
those
dent
find itthey
a^ can
ndant]y
andterritories,
waTai.-B o sthey
to n mander, dwelt for several years a t Bucksport,
or vessel or elsewhere.’’
that resulted in the infamous partition of Po however are getting anxious about the April No.
which
has
not
arrived.
YY'iL'
not
the
Publishers
seen
about
thirty
feet
m
the
air,
and
a
cry
for
T
n,lrnlli
J
having
previously made away with a large for
land. Many other poems of the author are not
B utter is very dull in New York and Boston, help was heard from the depths of a reservoir,
tune. From Bucksport he Avith a party of young
see th at we have it.
and to force sales quite low prices would have to which had been blown up by the accumulation
J ohn T aler L ecturing on the Dead of his less celebrated. “ Ilohenlinden,” one of the
.A P ugnacious F emale.—Railroad Conductors men, went in the little yacht Victory to Cali
betaken. Sales ot choice New York and Ver of gas. I t appeared that a man had been stand
C abinet.—The South Side (Va.) Democrat grandest and most magnificent battle pieces to
fornia. The Victory formerly came frequently
3?" YVe are having mild spring-like weather mont dairies at 20 to 22 cents ; common inclu ing on the covering of the reservoir, and while probably see more of human nature than any into this harbor, sloop-rigged. She was altered
states th at ex-President Tyler is about to deliver bo found in any literature is as familiar as house
ding YVestern and Canada, ranges from 12 to 13 his hat flew upwards he turned a somerset down other elaSB in the community. It was only a
a lecture upon “ the dead of his Cabinet.” The
since
the
late
rain.
I
t
looks
as
if
the
farmers
into a schooner before starting for the Pacific.—
hold Avords. In a few A'erses of marvelous
cents a pound.
Democrat says :
wards. There was but little water a t the bottom, short time since that Mr. Cate, the courteous Hubbard returned from California, steady ns a
“ In that Cabinet were, the accomplished Lc- condensation and energy and moving like the would soon begin their spring work. I t is a
and he lodged in the mud Avhich had accumula and obliging conductor of the Newton Special mill, and having heard of promising trade among
Train, Avas shot at, as is supposed, by a female
gare, the elegant and erudite Upshur, the bril melody of a sublime and perfect chorus, the good time to be looking after fruit and forest
A few weeks ago, a ship load of 350 emi ted there. A ladder was proeurred and ho was
after she left the train, for demanding the usual the islands of tho Pacific, fitted out the Tickle
lian t Gilmer,and those twin giants of their age, poet has described Avith appalling accuracy the trees to plant in your gardens and about your grants left the city of Anvers, for the United helped out but little injured.
fare. This morning a young Irishwoman took to pursue the same. Since his departure a
W ebster and Culhoun. Scarce ten years have
States. I t is said that the French emigration
lots.
brother of his, dying in China, left a million of
Love.—The imperishable, inexhaustable, un passage in the train and utterly refused to pay
passed since the illustrious gallery of Statesmen, terrible circumstances of that conflict. The
to America will this year be immense. The
any fare. Persuasion being without effect, she dollars to himself and two other brothers. He
approachable
nature
of
love
is
shown
in
this—
jurists and scholars filled the offices of the Cabi d arkness that brooded over the ill-fated city—
Provincial French are a sober and industrious
that all the millions of love stories that have was put out of the cars at the next station. had not, as last heard from, learned about the
Owing to the severe stor m last Monday even people.
net, but one by one the nation has put on th e snowy mantle of w inter,—the sudden armbeen written have not one whit abated the im She raved in a violent manner, and dared any of windfall to him.—Baagor Mercury.
mourning for them, and he who gatheied them in g and rushing to battle—the beating of the ing a quorum was present a.t the meeting of only
mortal interest that there is in the rudest and the passengers to come out and have a fight
around him to bear with him the great respon
one hranch of the City Council, and both boards
A letter from Pernambuco, of March 15tb. stupidest love'story. All the rest; o f the wretch with her.— Traveller.
F ound D ead in the Cars.—Last evening when
sibilities of bis time, and share the heavy du di urns and flashing of the “ red artillery,’’ pass
states that cholera was very prevalent there ; ed things may be the most dismal twaddle, but
the Boston and Maine train of cars up, arrived
ties of his post, lives still to speak their eulo- Before the mind in fearful distinctness and swift adjourned to next Monday evening.
you
can’t
help
feeling
a
little
interest,
Avhen
you
near
YVilmington, as the conductor went into
over
2000
persons
haviDg
died.
The
Buffalo
Republic
reports
an
operation
in
gium. Need we add that it will be a tribute "review.
have ODce taken up the book, as to am’ other Ara money in th at city, not a month old, in which the saloon car to take tickets he found a strang
worthy even of these mighty dead.”
Campbell’s sympathies nppear always on the
S T Among other choice articles added to his
er
thero
dead. He was about 25 years old, and
bella‘will
ultimately
relent
in
fuvow.f
Augustus
two and one-third per cent a day was given for
I t is reported that Mrs. Stowe, the author of
R utland, V t., April 20—10 A. M. Soow- side of freedom, und manifest themselves in excellent stock of Family Groceries, &c., E. A. Vncle Tom’s Cabin, will soon p u t to press a and whether that wicked ereatudFm an or wo fifteen thousand dollars—seven per cent lor three no one knew whore he got in, or who he was.—
man,
who
is
keeping
them
apanflw
ill
soon
be
days. This would be eight hundred and fifty- His body was taken out and left a t YVilmington.
ing briskly, and the ground begins to assume burniog words against wrong nnd oppression ; Snow has ju s t ODened a barrel of P rime Neat’s work illustrating the alleged degradation of tfre
disposed of somehow.
Mir.
one per cent per annum.
poor white population at the South.
quite a wintry appearance.
but be w as none the less loyal to his country, Tongues. Call an d p u rch ase.

S P E C IA L N O T IC ES

What is the difference between

acknow ledgement .

D R. SMITH’S

Our thanks are due to our numerous friends, who called
a t our residence on the evening of the 10th, inst., and for
the very liberal donation they left behind them for our ben
efit, and also for such as were brought in afterwards by
those who could not be present,—amounting to about
seventy-six dollars mostly in cash. May God reward the
donors.
WM. H. LITTLEFIELD,
mary litt l ef iel d .

A W o r d fro m a M other*

SUGAR COATED PILLS
And others of great Pretensions.
Four great principles involve the action of

Dr. Smith's Sugar Indian Vegetable Fills.
1st.—They are diuretic and promote the reg-

Ar at Rangoon, Jan 29, Medomack, Livingston, Madras.
Sid Feb 1, Kentucky, Knapp, Falmouth, Eng.
Ar at Liverpool, 1st inst, W alter Scott, Smith, and Seaflower, Woodbury, New Orleans; Antarctic, Stouffer, and
Samuel Crowell, Burgess, NYork; 2d, J R Wheeler, Allen,
NOrleans; Tamerlane, Holmes, Savannah; 4th, Golden
Horn, Wood; Dirigo, Lyell; Weymouth, Elliott, and Chas
S Pennell, Melcher, do; Morning Light, Gillies, Mobile; Jas
Howe, Driver, Charleston; Racer, Ainsworth, and Cornelia
Lawrence, Knapp,;N York; Saxon, Doane, Cardenas; Cadet,
Guide, Honduras.
Ar at Deal 2d, Devonshire, Lord, London for New York
and passed Broadstairs same day); 3d, Chas Kean, Chattin
Rio Grande for London; Africa, Jordan, New Orleans for
(do; Linda, Melcher, New York for do; Yemassee, Childs
Charleston for do (and all proceeded 4th); E Follansbee,
Norris, Calcutta for do; Witchcraft, Freeman, Mauritius
for do (and both proceeded).
At Havana 11th iust, ships Sarah Boyd, Percy, and Arvtini Chase, for Sagua and NYork, to load sugar at $6 per
hhd; barque Nelson Place, Thurston, for Marseilles, gets
± 2 10.

Mrs. Eliza H. Cooke writes us. “ I scalded my hand and
suffered much. After using the “ Masasoit Salve” the pain ular discharge of urinewas relieved, the iuflatnation removed, and my hand
2d—Expectorant, and, by spitting, carry off
cured. Mv children have often been afllicted with bad
Ilcmors, and thinking that the Salve which cured my hand the phlegmy(humors from the lungs.
might help them, I used it, and tom y great joy, it has cured
3d—Sudorific, and opens the pores of the
them. No Mother with Children around her, should be
without a box of the Massasoit Salve.”
skin.
SPOKEN.
Price, 25 cents per I»qx, and sold by the Agent.
4th—Cathartic,
and carry off the residum of Feb 8, lat 30 S, Ion 11E, ship Young Mechanic, Amsbury,
J . P. SULLIVAN, Proprietor,
120 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
he natural food and coarser particles of impurities, by the from Calcutta Dec 24 for London.
DINSMORE A SON, General Agents, Skowhegan stomach and bowels.
DISASTERS.
Me.
W hat absurdity it is to administer a purga Ship Frances, of Portland, reported lost on the Duck
awp
Rocks, went on night of 1st inst, and soon after filled and
tive, which has but one action—namely—u discharge by bilged. The captain and crew remained on the rocks for
two days and nights, but could save nothing from the wreck,
the bowels.
and were taken off by the barque Belmont and carried to
If the blood becomes impure, it is traced to Cardenas. The ship was valued at $20,000, and was insur
HAVE an order (or
in Portland and Boston for $17,000. Wreckers had gone
stoppage of the natural drains o f the system, viz ; of the ed
from Key West to save what they could from the ship.
1O 0 LAND W A R R A N T S ,
bowels—the lung6, kidneys and skin.
Brig Free State, (of Belfast) Noyes, a t New York from
Rochelle,
from the 5th of March to the 25th had
ft>r lhc purpose of Im iu r d ia lr L o c a tio n , for which
The blood and intestines must relieve them ery heavyreports
gales from SW to W NW , during whieh split
CASH and u premium above ike market prices will be
paid by
selves of all their worn out particles and poisonous hu several sails, and sustained other damage. While lying to
a very heavy gale had stern boat stove to pieces, and fig
mors, which must go through the channels that nature has in
ure head knocked off, split fore cap, and was obliged to
Rockland, April 8,1856.
designed.
strike the fore topgallant to case the foretopmast.

J
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I N H A L I N G V A PO R

W hat remedy then would seem most natural?
One that opens all the natural outlets of the

N E W

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
ROCKLAND,

L IN C O L N

COUNTY,

M E.

O F F IC E — B E R R Y ’S B LO C K ,
Over the Store o f Wilson <j‘ Case.
Particular attention given to the drawing of I n a tru iu riila , and to the C o lle c tin g o f D em a n d ,.
August 17, 1855.
3 itf
lCT

M E X IC A N

CORA

SA LV E.

A. H . K IM B A LL & CO.,

C ity

D r u g

S to r e .

B U IL D IN G ,

PAINTS, OILS, & DYE STUFFS,

or t:e money paid will be refunded.
For sale 01 the Drug Store of C, P. FESSENDEN.

P R IC E 2 5 C E N T S P E R BO X .
Rockland, Jan. 1, 1856.

JA M E S

Ilf

C L A R K E ’S

CELEBRATED FEMALE PILLS.
Prepared from a prescription of Sir James Clarke M. D.
Physician Extraordinary to the Queen. This invaluable
Medicine is unfailing in the cure of all those painful and
dangerous diseases incident to the female constitution.
It moderates all excess, removes all obstructions, and
brings on the monthly period with regularity. These
Pills should be used two or three weeks previous to con
finement : they {fortify the constitution, and lessen the
suffering during labor, enabling the mother to perform her
duties with safety to herself and child.
These P ills should not be taken by fem ales during the
F IR S T T H R E E M O NTH S o f P regnancy, as they are
sure to bring on Miscarriage, but at any other time they
are safe.
In all cases of Nervous aud Spinal Affections, pain in the
Back and Limbs, Heaviness, Fatigue on* Slight Exertion,
Palpitation of the Heart, Lowness cf Spirits, Hysterics
Sick Iieadaclil, Whites and all the painful diseases occa
sioned by a disordered system, these Pills will effect a cure
when all other means have failed, aud although a power
ful remedy, do not contain iron, calomel, antimony, or
any other mineral.
Full directions accompanying each package. Price, in
the United States and Canada, One Dollar.
Sole Agents for this country.
1. C. BALDWIN A CO.,
Rochester, N. Y.
TUTTLE A MOSES, Auburn, N. Y-, G eneral Agents.
N . B. $1,00 and 6 postage stamps enclosed to any au
thorized Agent, will insure a bottle of the Pills by return
mail.
F or sale by C. P. FESSENDEN, Rockland.
H. H. HAY, Wholesale Agent for Maine.
February 28th, 1855.
1}’9

IjfL X IC i " W
N. T . T A L B O T ,
Is paying the highest price lor

BOUNTY LAND WARRANTS.

In this city, 20th inst, by Ree. W. O. Thomas, Mr. Alason
Harwood, jo Miss Elizabeth B. Clarksqn all of Rockland.
In Thomaston 14th inst., by Rev. L. G. Marsh, Mr. A. M.
Shutleff of Boston, to Miss Sarah A. daughter nfP . Keegan.
sq.
In Thomaston, by Rev. J. O. Fernald, Mr. David Seavey
Mrs. Sarah Robbins.
In Thomaston, by Rev. J. O. Fernald, Mr. Edward K.
Brien, to Miss Lydia O. Masters, both of T.

—P A IN T

S H IP

In this city 10th inst., infant child of Warren Robinson.
In this city 11th inst., William Crawford aged 36 yrs.
In this city 11th inst., Mr. Alonzo Kallock, aged 85 years
months.
In this city 14th inst., Ella Frances, daughter of John Collam ore, aged 1 year.
In South Thomaston, April 13th, Mrs. R ebecca wife of
George E mery , Esq., aged 62 yrs., 8 mos. and 13 days.

Sole Importer and Manufacturer.
I S , 2 0 & 2 2 Beaver Street, New-York,

C A U T IO N T O T H E P U B L I C .
Since the introduction of my Schiedam Aromatic
Schnapps into the United States, a number of Liquor Mix
ers in New York, Boston and Philadelphia have been en
gaged in putting up mixed and poisonous Gin in green cases
and jugs, and to be palmed off upon the unwary lor my
genuine Schnapps. 1 have directed my agents to institute
legal proceedings against all persons who they may ascer
tain to be engaged in this most atrocious system of decep
tion, ard I call on the press and the public to aid them in
their efforts to remedy so great an evil.
UDOLPHO WOLFE.

Wholesale Agents in Boston who will supply the
Eastern trade,

t

W EEK S A PO TTER . 124 Washington street.

OF

P A P E R HANGINGS,

ever before offered in tins city, which will be sold lo w e r
than e v e r for CASH only.
It would be useless to enumerate the different articles,
we have nearly every thing in the

DRV

a r

No. 2 u n d er T H O R N D IK E HOTEL.

GOODS LIN K
A N D Y A N K E E NOTIONS,

"W E

3 2

L

R

Rockland, April 14, 1856.

Y 9I

Purchasers will find it much to their interest to call soon
as they ure going fast.
The above will be sold at AU CTIO N and private sale.

v ' de bonus non of the estate of EZEKIEL PERRY late
of Rockland, in saiil County, decensed, notily the Heirs at
Law and Creditors of said deceased, and all persons inter
ested, that an account of Administration on the Estate of
said deceased will he offered for allowance at a Probate
Court at Wiscasset, on the first Monday of June next, at
ten o'clock, A. M., when aud where they may be present
if they see cause.
Notice to he given by publishing an attested copy of
this Order in the Rockland Grzette thtee weeks success
ively before said Court of Probate.
Given under my hand, this seventh day of April in the
year ol our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty-six.
ARNOLD BLANEY, Judge of Probate.
Copy Attest
J ames T. D ana, Register.
3wl6

L A D IE S A U C T IO N every Saturday A fter
noon* G ent’* ev ery E ven in g.
17

ZEPP8.TJZT
AND

I . W J 2 .V T .f i T R E E S ,

P

IE subscribers in a few days will be pre
pared IO furnish all kinds of

I? M E M
MACHIASPORT AND ELLSWORTH.

KT O

"W

H

E

A

JO U R N A L

3FS. O> O T3L 3La

2KT

,

Deer Isle, (Green’s and Whetmore’s landings,) Mt. Desert.
(South West Harbor,) Millbridge and Jonesport.
R eturning ,—-W ILL leave MACIIIASPORT, every
MONDAY morning, touching as above, and arriving at
ROCKLAND in time to connect with B oat* for B os

COBB & SW E T T l

WITH A LARGE STOCK OF

PICH AND FASHIONABLE GOODS,
CONSISTING IN PART OP

wise they will find their property advertised for sale. I
shall be at the ollice of W. G. FRYE,eaek day, Sundays
excepted, from 8 to 10 o’clock for the purpose of receiving
money fur taxes from those disposed to pay without cost.
D. M. JAMES, Collector.
Rockland, April 2, 1856.
I4tf

-L ’ ing Committee of the City Council, of Rockland,
on ACCOUNTS A N D CLAIM S, will be in session at the

A L D E R M E N ’S

ROOM ,

C o m m is s io n illc r c lia n ts ,
AND SELLING AGENTS FOR THE

ROBBINS CORDAGE CO.,

Gent’s Drab, Checkered and Brown

S I L K

P L Y M O U T H , MASS.

C A P S .

G LAZED

RUSSELL MILLS, and Mt. VERNON
DUCK

S IL K C A P S .

o r K

S

,

F A N C Y M A TS & CA PS.

M AIN S T R E E T , R O C K L A N D , M E.
First Door North of F. Cobb & Co’s Store.

Only authorized Agent fur Rockland.

Custom-M ade
S Y

.

Manila. Rope, Tar’d Rope, Anchors anil Chains, Bunting,
Flags, While Lead, Paint Oil, Lamp Oil, Patent Wind which were purchased wholly for CA SH , consequently
lasses, &c,
they can and W I L L B E SOLD from I O t o 1 5 per
cent L O W E R than they can be purchased elsewhere.
S T O R A G E .
[EpDont forget the place
JACOU nCSEVELT.
MiBCUS nOBEVELT.

C O L L E C T O R ’S

!P A P E BS

H AK «

G S .

JU S T received a large assortment of

SALE.

E N T IR E

OR nonpayment of taxes assessed against

F

NEW

STYLES

________
____
_ _ of the ( ity of Rockland, Maine,
ANDREW G.
LUCE
I for for
the the
yearyear
1855,
I liav
1855,
I have this day seized and distrainedof Paper Hangings, Uoidets, Window Curtains anti Firethree acres of land and now occupied by said Luce and boards.
Consisting ol Common, Grounded, Satin, Gilt, Velvet
situated on the South side of Park street in the Lucejfield, and
Velvet and Gilt Room Papers.
so culled, in the City of Rockland, and will be sold at
Common Velvet ami Gilt Borders.
Paper and Cloth Window Curtains.
P U B L IC A U C T IO N ,
Curtain Fixtures,Top and Side Lights.
in front of tlie Berry Block, in said City, on S a turday, ; Panel Paper a new article for Entries and Rooms.
j the Till day o f J u n e , n e x t, at two of the clock in
Fireboard Patterns of every description, to which* 1
the afternoon, unless said taxes ure paid before that day, would respectfully invite the attention o f the citizens of
uch of said property as may he necessary to
elsewhere.
the sum of one hundred and twenty-four dollars and six Rockland and vicinity before purchasing
J. C. MOODY’S,
teen cents, together with all legal costs aud charges.
No 4. Spear’s Block.
D. M JAMES, Collector of the City ol Rockland.
Rockland, April 3,1856.
14tf
Rockland, April 23, 1856.
17tf

BE NOT

D E C E IV E D ,

3D c p

o n ci U

p o n

FOR RELIEF AND CURE !

C. W . ATWELL, Deering’s Block, Congress Stree,
North Side Market Square, Portland, General Agent for
Maine.
•
C.
Agents for
HE undersigned takes this opportunity to inc - I’.
p- FESSENDEN
PES3P , - and
- J. C. MOODY,
,
form
the
cilizes
of
Rockland,
that
he
has
commenced
!
«ockland
;
aud
sold
by
Drugg.sts
and
fancy
Goods
dealform the Citizes of Rockland, that he has commenced
ers generally.
13t*

T

G ent’s F u rn is h in g Goods,

Kennedy’s Kedical Discovery.

BUT,

The EYE SALVE is the only thing you can

C H A N D .L E E S ,

1 0 ,0 0 0 R O L L S

STRENGTH,

S c h o o l.

MONUMENTS, GRAVE STONES

N E W YORK.

W ASTED

ill save you ALL THESE ANNOYANCES. Trader.
whose object it is to M ak e M oney, will often tell you
of something, (which they buy for half the cost of thi.
Eye Salve,)

C O M P A N Y ’S,

are prepared to furnish Corange and Duck of the best
quality, at the lowest manufacturers’ prices.
N BOYNTON,
>
No. 134
E BOYNTON, JR z
Commercial Block,
A F IIER V EY
)
BOSTON. 16iy

I.o u L a r g e STOCK o f C H IL D R E N 'S

HTOUNTAIN FRUIT.—For sale in any quan-

D O Z E N , ju s t received by
g . w . palm er ,

EY ES W ATER,
when they go out into the air, and by being

Blinded by the Strong Light!
on the la st S atu rd ay of every month, at I o’clock, P.
M., for the purpose of Auditing such Claims as may be Others svffbr a Burnino, Smarting S ensation , as if
presented against the city.
Gent’s and Boy’s, Black, Brown, Drab, White, Castor,
DUST WAS IN THE EYE!
The nexi meeting of said Committee will be held on the
26th iust.
Rose and Claret,
Others again are unable*to use their Eyes at all, by
JOHN BIRD,
)
Committee
GAS OR LAMP LIGHT, owing to the weakness of the
A. L, LOVEJOY J
on
G, A. STEVENS. 5 Accts. aud Claims,
S 0
a® T « .
eye, and overstraining th e O ptic Nerve*
Rockland, April 15, 1856.
16if
DR. P ETTIT’S EYE SALVE, by restoring to the eye
Gent’s and Boy’s, Black, Blue, Brown, Drab and Embossed
N. BOYNTON & CO.

IIA T S ,

SZ

17lf

S fli. I P E T T I T ’S

AM ERICAN _EYE SALVE !

M OTICE is hereby given that the Joint stand- M any persons suffer severely by having th eir

SZE’ jE L X K T O

S IL K

E<nse P ap er, H ouse Paper.

CARTER, COLCORD A- PRESTON. 86 Hnnover itreel,
WILSON. FAIRUANKS A CO. 48 Hanover atreet,
BREW ERS, STEVENS A CUSHING 92 Washington at.
1. D. RICHARDS a SONS, 87 and 89 State street.
EDWARD CODM a N A CO- 95 Slate atreet.
SAM'L tt. COCHRAN A CO. 30 Congreaa atreet.
17th, bng Myra, Fuller, Philadelphia. Cld 15tli, sells MarySETH E. PECKER, 9 Elm atreet
Groton,Sloan, Boston; Sagamore, Browr^Gloucester; 16th,

Y ^Administratrix of the Estate of DANIEL II. MANSFIELD late of Warren in said County, deceasdd, notify
the Heirs at Law and Creditors of said deceased and all
persons interested,that her first account of Administration
on the Estate of said deceased, will be offered for allow
ance at a Probate Cobrt at Rockland on the twenty-eighth
day ol May next, at ten o’clock, A. M.. when and where
B R A N C H O F F I C E IN M A IN E ,
they may be present if they see cause.
15 A 17 M a r k e t S q n . r e P . r u t . A
Notice to be given by Publishing an attested copy of
this Order in the Rockland Gazette three weeks before said
This is to certify that H H HAY. D ruryist, Portland,
Court of Probate.
is the duly AU TH O RIZED A G E S T f o r toy Medical
Given under my hand this seventh day of April ia the Discovery, for the S T A T E OF MAIPTE, and that he is
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty-six. upplied with the G EN U IN E direct from my Laboral
ARNOLD BLANEY, Judge of Probate.
lory.
DONALD K E N N E D Y .
Special Agents, G W PALMER, Ruckltnil; C. J BOB1N
C°py A t t e s t J ames T. D ana, Register.
3wl6
SON, Thomaston; J H ESTA BROOK J b ., Catuden;
At Wholesale by G. W. P a LMER.
26

250 for Boys.

0

mouth.
One to three bottles will c ! 'k-worst kind o f pimples
on the face.
Two or three bottles will clear the s
of
Two bottles are warranted to cure ih L orl« canker in
the mouth and stomach.
.
Three to five bottles are warranted t o ,,.e t^ e -worst
case of erysipelas.
One to two bottles n ; warranted to cure aLjjUmor m
the eyes.
Two bottles are warranted to cure running oC.jje ©ara
and blotches among the hair.
IFour to six bottles are warranted to cure corrupt ax| run.
ling ulcers.
kin.
One bottle will cure scaly eruptions of the skin.
Two or three bottles warranted to cure the wontSage
of ringworm.
fie moit
dev,
Two or three bottles are warranted to cure the
i
perate cases ol rhematism.
Three or four bottles ure warranted to cure the salt
rheum.
Five to eight bottles will cure the very worst case of
scrofula.
A benefit is alwavs experienced from the first bottle,
aud a perfect eure is'warranted when the above quantity u
taken.
Nothing looks so improbable to those who have in vain
tried all the wonderful medicines of the day. ns that a
common weed, growing in the pastures, and dong old
stone walls, should cure every humor in the system; y«t it
is now a fixed fact. Ifyou have a humor it has to start.—
There are no ifs nor ands about it, suiting some c u « , but
not yours. He lias peddled over a thousand bottles of it
in the vicinity of Boston, and knows the effects of it in
every case. It has already done some of the greatest cures
ever done in Massachusetts. He gave it to children a year
old; to old people of sixty; and has seen poor, punnjr look
ing children, whose flesh was soft and flabby, restored to a
perfect state ofhealth by one bottle.
To those who are subject to sick headache, one bottle
will always cure it. It gives great relief in catarrh and
dizziness. Some who have taken it have been cnative for
years, and have been regulated by it. Where the body is
sound, it works quite easy, but where there is any derang
ment of the functions of nature, it will cauae very singu
lar feelings, but you’ must not be alarmed—they always
disappear in from four days to a week. There ia never a
bud result from it—on the contrary, when that feeling ia
gone, you will feelj yourself like a new parson, I heard
some of the most extravagant encomiums of it that ever
man listened to.
No change of diet ever necessary. Eat the best you can
and enough of it.
All orders should be addressed to II. H. HAY, at the

E T

W

O ra n g es, O ra n g es.

*j ‘ " . ‘j j u . ’tJ S . “ lie

N o tic e.

Genin’s, Beebe’s and Leary's.

B R U SH E S. -

TAO you want a nice Cigar ? call at the City
-L' Drug Store.
17tf

discovered

rpO those who are in arrears on account of W e Know w hat we have Seen, and testify
-L the Non-payment of Taxes for the year 1855, are here
by notified to make payment forthwith and save cost, other
W H A T W E HAVE H E A R D .

ton.

She will also leave R o c k la n d every W ed n esd ay
morning for F41*wortfa, on arrival oi outside Boats
from Boston, touching at Belfast, Islesboro’, Castine, Deer
Isle and Sedgwick.
R eturning ,—T h ursd ay mornings, arriving at Rock
land in time to connect for Boston.
F. COBB A CO., Agents.
Rockland, April 21, 1856.
17

AGE.

The L ast Call,

New York, Boston & Portland,

’ » DAY, April 26,on the arrival of outside Boats from

Boston for M aclaaasport, touching at Vinalhaven,

Sh ,

At Buenos Ayres, March 6, ship Margaret Eliza, Upton,
from and for NYork; barques Ann Hood, Wady, for Lon
don; Geo Warren, Bentley, from NY’ork for Antwerp;
Swan, Baker, for NYork; John Murray, Smalley, for
Southampton, having put back leaky; Rainbow, Hughes,
from NYork; brig Starlight, Cornell, for do 2 days; sells
Catherine Johnson, Cranmcr, for Falmouth, Eng; Richd A
Wood, Wood, from NYork for Boston; Lewis Perry, Turn
er, from Boston for Valparaiso. Going in March 6, a ship
showing a blue signal with a white ball 111 the centre.
At Messina 21st ult, barques Fernandina, \ \ right; Young
Turk, Berrv, and Mary, Whelden, for Boston, ldg; Alexina,
Lovell, for NYork do; brig Flora, Yates,from Constantino
ple for NYork, do. Sid 21st, barque Mary II Vose, Crow
ell, Boston.
_
Ar at St Thomas 20th ult, brig Isaac Carver, Clark, Bos
ton (and sld 29th for Hayti); 21st, ship Antelope, Clark,
Havre (and sld 24th to load at Ponce for NYork); brig Mar
tha Kendall, Plumer, Addison (and sld 27th for Guayama
and NYork.
At Cardenas 8th inst, barques Eliza A Cochran, and
Eventide, for NYork; Gen Taylor, Adams, and Ellen Ste
vens, Low, ldg; America, Middleton; Jos Fish, Seavey; Ju 
bilee, and Fidelia II Fanning, disg; Brunette, do; brigs El
len Hayden, for Wilmington, NC; J Means, for Boston;
Joseph Park, for NYork; Kate Heath, Patterson, for do;
Lvdia Frances, and Frank, wtg frieght; Mary White, Nick
erson; Waccamaw, Grant; B T Martin, French; Rainbow,
L R Palmer, Palmer, Park; Delmont Locke, Park; Hope,
- Zone, —
' ’ ”Hathaway, I-eland; "
■
Biddle;
Thomas; Judge
Boynls
ton, Robinson, and Mansanilla, Bailey, disg; Henrietta, Col" A r'tuS l John, NB, 15th inst, ship Oxford, Minot, Boston;

BLOCK,

r p H E subscriber has ju s t returned from

C A P T . IS R A E L , S N O W ,
YY/'ILL commence her regular trips, SATUR-

tities, r.heapsr than can be bought in the city, at
April 16th, sells Ceylon, Jackson, Newport; Equal, AnW M . P . T E N iV Y & CO .j
17tf
CITY DRUG STORE.
s, Boston; Gen Warren, Guptill, do; Genuine, Arey,
RAILROAD HALL, HAYMARKET SQUARE,
17th, brig Mary Cobb, Booker, Dix Isle for Charleston,
18th, sell Superior, Thomas, Portland; Albert Jameson,
M arb les, M arb les.
BO STO N .
Jameson, do; Joiues II, Andrews, do. 20th, Freeport,
Sherman, Portland; Delaware, Bridges, do; Granville, A NOTHER LOT, “ just received” a t City Have now in Store, and will be constantly receiving
throughout the season, from the principal and best
Hall, Boston; Bung, Racklcff, do; Concordia, Davis, do; -cl. Drug Store.
J7tf
manufacturers in England and America,
Nourmahal, Myers, do; Mt Hope, Post, do; Sea Bird, Speur,
22d, Minerva, Crockett, Boston. 23d, Belcher, (new)
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF
l e i n o a s , L e sn o n s,
nson, Boston; Win Henry, Gregory, do; Eliza Jane,
O -Z 2 t.zr8 .jfc3 Z E T '
Clark, Portsmouth.
TUST RECEIVED, at City Drug Store.
Desirable for furnishing HOTELS, DWELLINGS and
Sailed.
17tl
SHIPS, Embracing
April 17th, sells Neponset, Ingraham, Snlcm; George A
V E L V E T T A P E S T R Y . B R U SSELS T A P E S 
James, Luce, Richmond, Me; Eagle, Grogory, NYork;
James, Wilson, St George, NB; Genuine, Arey. Boston.—
P o r t e r ’s C u m i n g F lu id .
T R Y . B R U SSELS. T H R E E -P L Y 4t
18th, Gentile, Smith, Boston; Lucy Blake, Haakell, NYork.
K ID D E R M IX IS T E R .
19th, Onatlvia, Verrill, Galveston; brig Mary Cobb, Booker, A FRESH LOT received this morning via sch.
harleston, SC; sells Mountain Eagle, Ames, Richmond, LY Minerva, and for sale cheap at City Drug Store.]
P a in te d C a r p e ls. Bocltiiitr*, Maitin^H,
a; John B, Snow, Saco; Farmer, .Crouch, Portland;
R u g*, & c.
Amanda Powers, Robinson, NYork; Coral, Fales, do; SaComprising a very large assortment, all of which will be
Trueworthy, Boston; Caroline, Merrill, do. 20th,
sold at the lowest market prices.
qual, Andrews, Boston; Gen Warren, Guptill, ‘io; Dover
April
24,
1856.
3m 17
:ket, Barter, do; Juno, Blaisdell. Portsmouth; brig Wat
i, Tibbetts, Charleston. SC. 23d, sell Jos Baker, Wilson, A GOOD STOCK, ju st received by
A
G. w . P.4
PALMER.
‘ork.
No. 1 Spofford Block.
L aunched—At Thomaston 10th inst, by I L Montgomery,
barque “ Livorno,” 450 tuns, to be commanded by Capt 1 L
Montgomery.
At Bristol, Me, 5th inst, by T II Chamberlain, a fine ship
of 800 tuns, owned by W A J B Libbey, of Boston, W JI
Sturtevant, and Capt J Lunt, of Richmond. She will be
commanded by Capt Lunt.

Y

Z B o o t S
b loos
A P R IV A T E SCHOOL,
and the usual varieties of Marble Work.
Specimens may be seen at our SHOP and in all the
Large and Small, Mats, Coffee Mills. Tubs, Water
CEMETERIES ini this vicinity.
Gent’s Kip, French and American Calf Bools. Gent’s Pa. at the F a r w e ll School H ouse, on Summer Street.
Paiis, Zinc and Wood Wash Boards, Bristol 3rick,
tent Leather, Calf, Black and Drab Cloth Congress
Churns. Wood Horses and Saws, Mop Handles Ac., I N.B . All work delivered and set up without additional
TU ITIO N 2 5 cent* p er wcelt*
expense to the Purchaser.
Ac.
Boots. Gont’annd Boys, Calf, Goat and
COBB A SW ETT.
ALSO,—A good assortment of Staple Dry Goods, • Rockland, April 24,1856.
Rocland, April 9, 1856.
Kip Brogans.
17tf
such as Brown and Bleached Sheetings, Cotton
W arp, Wicking, Prints, Linens, Strip’d Shirting,
SHouse l o r S a le .
Denims, Ac., Ac.
L
A
D
I
E
S
A
N
D
M
I
S
S
E
S
,
JACOB ROSEVELT & SON.
DOUBLE Tenement House for saloon Grace
The above are some of the leading articles which the
subscribers have on hand ; they will endeavor to keep a
Kid, Drab, Brown, Tan, Drab and Black Cloth Congress
ticulars enquire of
constant supply, and hope to merit a fair share of patron
and Gaiter Boots. Ladies Ileel Boots. Ladies
age from our own and the neighbouring towns.
DEALERS IN
Rockland, April 10, lo56.
and Misses, Kid and Morocco Buskins ami
A. II. KIMBALL A CO.
Slippers. Children’s Plain and
A. H. K. A Co., are the selling Agents for the Rnw- CORDAGE, OIL, PAINT, TAR, PITCH,
s c ll M alls C otton D u ck , n very superior article.
Fancy
Shoes
iu
great
O A K U M & c.
ALSO,—Agents for Porter’s Patent Graduating Tuyere
variety.
YARDS all Wool home made BroadIron, the best and most economical articles ever got up for
KSL I P
S T O H . E l S ,
cloth for BOY’S WEAR, at $1,25 per yard. Call
Blacksmiths.
U M B R E L L A S, PA R A SO L S, &c.
soon, unless you are too lute.
Rockland, April 24, 1856.
17tf
PROVISIONS AND GROCERIES,
e . & J. Har r is .
2 2 SO UTH ST ., & 3 3 CO EN TIES SL IP ,
Rockland, April 7, 1856
15tf

PORT OF ROCKLANDArrived.

D

R O C K L A N D , M A IN E .

CH ANDLERY.

Crockery, Glass, Earthcrn and Stone Ware, Knives
and Forks, Spoons, Chopping Knives and Trays,
Wooden Bowls, Butter and Bail Firkins, Boxes,
Rolling Pins, Pastry Boards, Clothes and other
Baskets, Ilair and Wire Sieves,

S T A T E O F M A IN E .
LINCOLN, SS.— At a Probate Court held at
U iscasset on the seventh dav of April, A. D.
1850.
’
r
(ORDERED, That WEALTHY MANSFIELD

T. A. W E N T W O R T H ’S

Tbo F a v o r ite S team er

16tf

S T A T E O F M A IN E .
LINCOLN, SS.—A t a Probate Court held at
Wiscasset on the seventh day of April A. D.
1856.
Q RD ERED , That John Miller 2\dministrator

CLOCKS, &c., &c.

ISeal C o n c h a K e g a lia s !

M A R IN E

LARGE

s

NO. 2 S P O F F O R D

H OU SE FU R N ISH IN G A R T IC L E S.

AND

b s

STOCK

®

Manilla and Hemp Cordage, Cotton Duck and
Ravens, Tar, Pitch, Rosin, Oakum, Rigging and
Pump Leather,Colton and Hemp Cod Lines,
Mackerel Lines, Deep Sea, Hand and Log Lines,
Leads, Net, Whipping, Cctton and Flux Twine,
Brass and WoodjCompasses, Deck Lights, Deck
Buckets, Lanterns, Signal Lamps, Ac., Ac,

3ml3

UDOLPHO W OLFE,

3m5

®

gjIHI

eleven h u n d re d " X ° 'L d ‘iR £

RICH,

A N D Y A N K E E N O T IO N S ,

S H I?

The New York Shipping List says the following vessels
have been sold—Ship Cultivator, 1449 tuns, two years old,
in NYork, at about $80,006; ship Vespasian, 13 years
WOLFE’S SCHIEDAM AROMATIC built
old, built at Duxbury, 329 tuns, to a NYork house, $4800;
ship C C Dow, built at Portland, 7 years old, 515 tuns (sold
S C H N A P P S .
in Boston) $20,000; one half of barque Hudson, 4 yrs old,
250 tuns, built at Robbinston, Me, and brig Gem, 162 tuns,
This celebrated beverage is manufactured at the factory built at Marshfield, Mass, on terms not transpired.
of the undersigned, nt Shiedam, Holland. He is the soie
importer, as well as the exclusive manufacturer of the ar
DOMESTIC PORTS.
ticle, and no preparation bearing the name of “ Schnapps,’
BOSTON—Ar20th, barqne Charles Brewer, (of Rockthat is not procured either from his establishment in New land) Deane, Mobile
..............
' ' ”
4th inst; .....................
brigs Benj Carvor, (of
York, or from his agents in other cities, is genuine or reli port; Sawyer, Matanzas 4th inst: Charles Heath, (of Sears
port) Stinson, Cardenas 4th inst; Katahdin, (of Camden)
able.
Amsbury, NOrleans 31st ult, Pass 1st inst; sch Philip GilIt is made from barley of the finest quality,' selected key, (of Searsport) Gilkey, Cardenas 3d inst.
NEW YORK—Ar 19th, ship Oriental (of Boston) Robin
with great care from the product* of the most celebrated
son, Liverpool; barque T Cushing (of Prospect) Colcord,
grain-growing districts, is flavored with the essence of the Matanzas; brig Baltic, (of Camden) Josselyn, St Marks;
aromatic Juniper Berry of Italy, and is rectified by a pecu sells Hiawatha, (of Rockland) Simonton, Tampa Bay;
Madagascar, (of Ellsworth) Reed, Neuvitas; Mystic, Sliuliar process, which expels from the spirit every acid par feldt, Boston; C Halleck, Hodgkins, and Detroit, West, do;
Margaret, Reed, Neuvitas; Wave, Tarbox, Maracaibo.
ticle.
Also ar, brigs Florinda, (of Waldoboro’) Martin, Carden
As a means of preventing and correcting the disagreea
as; S Webster (oftLubec) McFadden, Trinidad, Cuba; sch
ble and often dangerous effects produced upon the stomach Searsville (of Dennis) Sears, Port Spain; Lewis Orcutt, (of
and bowels by a change of water—a visitation to whieh Bucksport) Carver, Matanzas.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 11th, ships Ionian, Colley, Ant
travellers, new settlers, and all unclaimed persons are li werp; Juventa, Young, Liverpool; Indiana, Young, NYork.
able—the Schiedam Aromatic Schnapps will be found Cld sell Fannie Currie, Dearborn, Baltimore.
Ar 13th, ships Alice Counce, Singer, Havre; St John,
absolutely in fallible ; while, in cases of dropsy, gravel,
Linscott, do; Normandy, Tyler, and Carlyle, Simpson, Liv
obstruction o f the kidneys, of the bit*drier, dyspepsia, ague erpool; W V Moses, Jones, Bath; Kate Swanton, Reed,
aud fever, and general debility, it is recommended most Boston.
Ar 14th, ships Charlemagne, Gates, Havre; Sultana, Buremphatically by the most distinguished members of the rett, NYork; sell Julia A Rich, Baker, Savannah.
HOLMES’ HOLE, April 21st—Wind NE. Arr last
medical profession.
I wish the public to understand the Schnapps is not sold night, barque Sophia, Guptil, St J ago 2d inst, of and for
Boston. Left barques Charm, Sleeper, for Trieste, ready;
by the gal on or pipe. It is only sold In quart and pin*, Rambler, Packard, disg; brigs Francis Farlass, Jackson, do;
bottles, in cases of oue dozen quarts and two dozen pints, I’ R Curtis, for NYork 4 Jays, sells Sea Ranger, (of New
disg.
each bottle enveloped in yellow’ paper, with my name on London)
Also ar, sells Gazelle, Somers, Philadelphia for Boston;
the bottle, cork, and a fac simile of my signature on the la Chance, Gates, Rockland for New London.
bel. For sale at all the respectable Druggists.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Rockport, March 25, 1856.

® ®

N IC E C O RN BROOM S,

THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY.
S IR

®

Long Handled Shovels ami Spades, Cast Steel and
Iron Shovels, Spades and Manure Forks, Hoes,
Pick-axes, Crowbars, Axes and Ilutchets of all
kinds, Treenail, Ship and Screw Augers, Bills,
Hammers, all kinds of Rasps and Files, Sand Paper,
C. S. Hand Saws, Plane Irons, Grind Stone Fixings,
Cow BeBs, Horse, Shoe, Scrubbing. Floor, White
Wash and

may alwavs be found, at the lowest Market prices.
Rockland, Feb. 28, 1856.
F. G. COOK

W A R R A N T E D TO C U R E

©

HARDW ARE.

C. W. ATWELL, Deering’s Block, Congress Street,
'ortland, General Agent for Maine.
C. P. FESSENDEN and J. C. MOODY, Agents for
Rockland . and sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine
generally.
13tf
j

But there is a remedy, and it is to be found in

CORN SA L V E ,

“S ’

D R . M A R SH A LL 'S S N U F F ,

IS THE SOVEREIGN REMEDY

L I T T L E T O E - C O R N S G R O W .” D R U G S , M E D IC IN E S , C H E M IC A L S ,
W IG G IN S M E X IC A N

S

P r o v is io n s .

HERE a well selected STOCK of

which is

®

now opening a carefully selected stock of GOODS
adapted to this market, consisting in part as follows:

A w o rd to th e A fflicted!

.

R

largest and best selected STOCK OP

2

AVE ju st returned from Boston, and are

o r u c r o f E lm an<l M a in Street*, R ockland* )

FRO M

AVE just received, and arenow opening the

H

Flour, Boston Clear and Mess Pork, Hams, Lard,
Fulton Market and Chicago Beef, Beaus, Potatoes,
TAGES will leave ROCKLAND for BATH every
Dried Apples, Codfish, Pollock <fce.
morn ing—Sundays excepted—at 2 o’clock and 6 1-2 j
clock, A. M. arriving at Bath in season to connect with
the 1 o’clock A. M. and 4 o’clock P. M. Trains foi PORT G ro ceries.
"AND same evening.
RETURNING—will leave BATH for W iscasset, Dam
A choice assortment of Family Groceries, such as
ariscotta, Waldoboro’, W arren,Thom aston and Rockland,
Granulated, Crushed, Brown and Musc&vado Sugars,
on the arrival o f each train of cars at Bath.
Java, Porto Cabello, West India and Burnt and
Ground
Coffee, Young Hyson. Oolong, Ningyong and
A Stage leaves R o c k la n d every Morning (Sundays
Souchong Teas, Molasses, Porto Rico, do., Rice,
excepted) at G 1-2 o’clock, A. M, for CAMDEN, BEL
Vinegar, Lamp Oil, Caudles, Cream Tartar,
FAST any BANGOR.
Saleratus, Starch, Corn Starch. Gherkins,JMaccaroni,
RETURNING—leaves B a n g o r every Morning (Sun
Tapioca.Citron, Mace, Currants, &c., &c.
days excepted) at 6 1-2 and arrives at R o c k la n d about
“ o’clock P. M.
P
A
IN
T S A N D OILS*
J. T. & W . BERRY «fc CO., P roprietors .
Rockland Jan, 3,1856.
ltf
Union White Lead, Hudson River do., French Zinc,
White, Boiled and Linseed Oil, Sp’ts Turpentine,
Japan, Zinc Dryer, Coach,(Furniture, Damar and
Bright Varnish, Paris Green, Chrome Green,
Chrome Yellow, French Yellow, Venetian Red,
Red Lead, Vermillion, Verdigris, Litharge, Prussian
Blue, Umbre, Lampblack, Whiting, Borax,
vast amount of Suffering i3 occasioned
Chalk, &c.
-----BY A----DISEASED STATE OF THE ORGANS OF THE HEAD, | B U I L D E R S ’ M A T E R IA L S
AND OF THE MEMBRANEOUS PASSAGES
Nails, Glass, Sheet Lead, T ar’d and Dry Sheathing
LEADING FROM THE HEAD INTO
Paper, Loeks of all kinds, Knobs, Butts, Screws,
Blinds Fastenings, Store Latches, Locks ami Bolts,
THE THROAT
Window Line, Hinges, Ac., A.

S A N B O R N ’S

“ T a ll A c D c s

s

E

l’iease call and examine
BURBANK A-. Il'JTTERElELD,
No. 3 Thorndike Block.
Rockland, April 21.1856.
17K

G O O D S.

N O . 1 CU STOM H O U SE BLO C K .

Stage a n d R a ilro a d N otice

W. G. FRYE,

NO. 3 T H O R lfD IK E BLOCK,

THE G b ^ tjjS T

J^R . KENNED. fEoxbn^

NEW,

F r u it a n d O rn a m e n ta l T rees, Shrubs. &c.

C. W . ATW ELL, Deering’s Block, Congress Street,
Portland General Agent for Maine.
C.
P. FESSENDEN and J . C. MOODY, Agents for
R H E U M A T IC L IN IM E N T .
Rockland 5 and sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine
generally.
13tf
This is one of the most valuable Medicines ever offered
to the afllicted for the following complaints :
RHEUMATISM, SPRAINS, BRUISES, BURN’S, CHIL
BLAINS, SORE THROAT, HOARSENESS
CRAMP, PAIN in the STOMACH,

03* We take pleasure in calling attention to the adver
tisement. in another column, of G. W . Stone’s Liquid Ca
thartic and Family Physic, believing it to be one of the
most valuable compounds ever offered to the public, and
one richly deserving the great snccuss that has a Ire ad at
tended the efforts of the proprietors in introducing it.—
Judging from the immense quantities being sold, and the
testimonials in its favor by those who have used it, we
feel warranted in recommending the afllicted to try i f —
(Lowell News.
4wl6

M

P
S

VX7TLL be sold on SATURDAY the 2Cth day

V ’ A P R iL .n l 4 o’clock, P. M., oil KNOTT CROCKETT’S WHARF, for the benefit of whom it may concern,
the Sails, Rigging, Chains, Anchors, Blocks, Ac., saved
from Herm. brig Sarah E. Dix, said brig was about 260
tons, one year old.
E. SPEAR, Auctioneer.
Rockland, April 24, 1856.
17

E. R. S P E A R ’S

UM

R

B u rb an k & B utterfield,

Rockland, April 24, 1856.

W I G G I N ’S

Prepared by N. WIGGIN, and for sale by C. P. FES
SENDEN, No. 5, Kimball Block, Rockland ; J. II. ESTA BROOK Jr., Camden, Special Agent.
41y

N E W GOODS.
H

KEWWEDV’S

CALL AND EXAMINE
I N

A U C T IO N .

system, or only one ?
Rev. Doctor C heever writes :
Common sense will teach any rational being
N ew -Y ork, Nov. 15, 1854.
D ear S ir .—I think highly of Dr. Curtis’s Hygeana, as _ that a medicine having power to unstop all the naturremedy in diseases of the throat and lungs. Having had
outlets is the only one to be relied on.
some opportunity to test its efllcaay, I am convinced that
it is a most excellent medicine, both the Syrup and the
Dr. Smith’8 Sugar Coated Pills possess this
haling application to the chest.
See Advertisement in another column, Headed “ Medi power in its fullest extent.
cated Inhalation.”
W e present them to the world as the
CAUTION.—Dr . C urtis ’ H ygeana is the original and
only genuine article.
2ml4
W ORLD’S
M E D IC IN E .

T ooth A ch e. E a r A ch e, &:c.. &c*
P R I C E 2 5 C E N T S.

N EW STO R E

N o. 2 SPO F F O R D BL O C K ,
N e a r ly op p o site T h oru daltc H o to i.
Rockland, April 17, 1856

I6tf

ZE’ Z H Z ^ Z K T O
F O R

JOHN COLLINS,
Corner of Grove and Union Streets.
Rockland, March 20th 1S56.
12tf

H O U S E TO S E L L O R L E T ,

STO RE,

O ciaa.3x.or B a l s a m ,
The only sure remedy for the cure of

CANKER, IN ALL ITS FORMS.
— A LSO —
ICfA S u r e C u re for C h llh lrln ^ X E ____

Which is The Best Remedy,
'CO THE SICK THIS IS A MOMENTOUS
1 QUESTION.

For all the Ailments resulting from a
MORBID STATE of the LIVER and BILE,
SUCH AS JAUNDICE, LIVER COMPLAINT,
LOSS OF APPETITE, WEAKNESS OF
DIGESTION, PAIN IN THE SIDE
AND STOMACH, NER
VOUSNESS, i c .

A T W E L L ’S

W IL D C H E E R Y

C. W. ATWELL, Deering’s Block, Congrets Street
Norik Side Market Square, Portland, General Agent for

House situ ated on the Corner of Maine.

STREET.

T

with a choice STOCK uf GROCERIES o f all kinds,
together with

WEBSTER HOUSE,

t

£3

ATo. 3 S 2 S ia n o v e r S t., SSoston.

.

The undersigned, late, of the F rankin H ouse, have taken the new, spaeious
and elegant Hotel, (W ebster lI©usE,’i No,
362 Hanover Street, and opened it January
1855. The structure is ns substantial
B e e f si ml Pork? H am :iinl E gg* T r ip e , an d and commodious as it is elegant.and every apartment is spa
cious, pleasant, and fitted up with taste, hnving every mod
Sasuuges, B u tte r a n d Cheese, Azc. & c.
ern improvement for the comfort or convenience of guests.
The location of the house is peculiarly favorable for mer
V EG ETA B LES,
chants and business men ; it is located but a short distance
from the railroad stations, aud still affords to the visitor a
o f all kinds,
quiet not usually found in our city hotels, especially agreeanle to ladies. The proprietors, grateful for liberal patron
POTATOES, SQUASHES, CABBAGES, TURNIPS,
age while conductors of the Franklin House, solicit a con
BEETS, &c., FRESH AND NICE.
tinuance of public favor, and will aim to make the Web
[EZ Purchases delivered to order.
ster House popular and deserving of support.
N. B— This house is supplied with extensive hot and
P. S. It is the intention of the undersigned to keep a
cold Baths. A Iso,a well selected Library.
such as ORANGES, LEMONS, FIGS, RAISINS, CUR
RANTS, COCOa NUTS, ENGLISH WAL
NUTS, FILBERTS, &e.
In the Provision line, may be found S a il a n d F resh

F IR S -R A T E

B IT T E R S ,

-L Union and Portland Street, (called the Say wood
C. P. FESSENDEN and J. C. MOODY, Agents for
House)is for s a le o r to let on reasomtble TERMS.
Rockland; and sold by Druggists and Fancy Goods dealers
Enquire of the subscriber.
MANASSEI1 S. HOVEY.
generally
Rocklank, March 30, 1856
14tf

HE subscriber has ju s t returned from Boston

37" 1- V I i

ABOVE,

A R E A SO V E R EIG N R E M E D Y .

C L A R K E 'S: B U IL D IN G , over Hie B rook .
M A IN

AS

I ) R . P E T T I T ’S

-lx may be had at a bargain of

r P IIE

CENTRE

S .1E E .

A NEW BOSE WOOD PIANO, of fine tone,

P R O V I S I O N -

GROCERY

ZF’ O Z E V T Z E S

A LSO , SOLD

P R O V IS IO N

Az G R O C E R Y

I. SAMPSON &. G. B . M A R T IN , P rop rietor*.

G. W. STONE’S

COUGH ELIXIR,
Broncldtls. Influenza, Asthma. It Is also an invalu
able remedy for Children suffering with the Whooping
Cough or Croup. For all the above complaints this
remedy stands unequalled. It Is purely a Vegetable
Compound, perfectly safe, and not unpleasant to tho
taste. No family will be without it after having tested
Its merits.

P rice F ifty Cents per Bottle*

3m 13

« TO 2ZE ,

i& odgaiian, C arr X C o ’s

and to that end a continued effort will be made to keep up
a supply of all articles in his line of business, confident
that a discriminating public will give him that patrouage
which he hopes to deserve.
JOHN FLIN T.
Rockland, April 15, 1856.
3mI6

----- 1

BURR

t PERRY,

1 ComhiU, Boston.

II. II. HAY, Portland, Agent for the State.
C. P. FESSENDEN, Agent for Rocklaud.
March 2u, 1856

ZS3

FORTE

ZXZ

ZE® ZE5.

ZE

©

S

WILL LEAVE FOR

N otice.
"PROPOSALS will be received at the office of
-L CITY TREASURER for GOO T o n s;o f BEACH

GRAVEL, to be delivered on or before the 5th day of
AN D
B O S T O N , May, at such Wharves in the city of Rockland, as the un
dersigned may designate. Propositions will be received
by Steam er D a n ie l W ebster* every MONDAY, for part orthew holo.
C O L L E C T O R ’S S A L E .
WEDNESDAY, and |Friday at 10 o’clock, A. M., com
II. II. SPEAR, Street Commissioner.
TW ILL be in Kockland every week, and will mencing
Friday April 11.
Rockland, April 7, 1856.
15tf
OR non-payment of Taxes, assessed against SPR IN G fi SU M M E R A R R A N G E M E N T . » » give instruction as above.
E. L. LOVEJOY, Agent.
WILLIAM FLINT, of the Citv of Rockland, Maine,
N. B. Piano Fortes tuned, also P iau oe* for S a le I Rockland, April 9, 1856,
3<f
for the year 1855,1 have this day seized and distrained, JJO
a
W a n te d ,
at ten per cent less than usual prices.
R
S
F
S
,
CARRIAGES
and
COACHES
to
lot of laud and all the buildings standing on the same, and
Orders left at MORSE’S Organ Factory, Main Street, |
A lm a n a c s.
now occupied by the said William Flint, and situated on
ill meet with prompt attention.
North Main Street, in the City of Rockland, and will be
L E T at Hie T H O R N D IK E ST A B L E .
Rockland, April 14, 1866.
16tf
THOMAS’
sold at
premises c
Persons wishing SEATS to and from the BOa TS will
ROBINSON’S,
Block.
please leave their names at the Thorndike Hotel or C. S.
.
CHRISTIAN,
P U B L IC A U C T IO N ,
Rockland, April 1, 1856.
BAPTIST.
BROWN’S Livery Stable, North End.
in front of the Berry Block, in said city, on S a turday,
MEMORANDUM,
W. II. THORNDIKE.
O ran ges.
the seven th day o f J u n e , next, at two of the clock
Rockland, April 16, 1856.
lGtf
a
J . WAKEFIELD.
in the afternoon, unless said taxes are paid before that day,
BANGOB, PO BTfA N D , BOSTON.
F in BOXES SWEET ORANGES, jugt receivor so much of said property as may be necessary to raise
the sum of nine dollars aud forty cents, together with all
C
o
lle
c
to
r
’s
S
a
le
,
N o tic e .
v v ed and for sale by
legal costs and charges.
LU persons are hereby forbidden to pass or
J?O R non- payment of taxes, assessed against Rockland, April 3, 1856.
D. M. JAMES, Collector of the City of Rockland.
i AND FAST-SAILING STEAMER,
repass over ihe land and premises of the BARTLETT
J- HOSEA COOMBS, of the city of Rockland, Maine,
Rockland, April 22, 1856.
17tf
HEIRS, and WIDOW SPAULDING, in South Thomas
for the year 1855, 1 have this day seized and distrained the
T o L et
ton. Pei sons hereafter found crossing suid premises will
Dwelling house, aud lot o f laud on which the same now
C o lle c to r ’s S ale.
be prosecuted os trespassers.
stands, and occupied by the said Coombs, situated on Oak
STORE and two TENEMENTS in Rankin
ELEANOR SPAULDING.
Street, in the city of Rockland, and seized as the property
Block. Enquire of
OR non-payment of taxes, assessed against
April 15, 1656.
3wl6*
of said Coombs, aud will be sold nt
SAMUEL RANKIN.
GILBERT MARSH of the city of Rockland, Maine, for
Rockland, April 9; 1656.
15tf
PU B L IC AUCTION,
the year 1855, I have this dny seized and distrained four
gJoigu a n d C orn .
acres of land and the Dwell'ng house standing on the same
0 A W I£ 1 < W E B S T E R ,
in front of the Berry Block, in the city of Rockland, on
and now occupied by the said Marsh, and situated on the
S
aturday
the
th
ir
ty
-fir
st
day
o
f
M
ay,
u
ext,
west side of the Road leading from Blackington Corner to 2 | ) Q
CAPT. SAMUEL BLANCHARD,
a’ 2 of the clock in the afternoon, unless said taxes are
Tolman’s Pond between the land of Lewis S- Ulmer and
paid before that day or so much ot said property as may
Subscriber hereby gives notice to his nuland of Nathan Spaulding, in the City of Rockland, and
lOOO BUSHELS CORN.
AVING, the past winter, been re-fitted and be necessary to raise the sum of fourteen dollars and forty- Ta.’UE
merous friends and patrons in Rockland, that he de
will be sold at
200
“
MEAL.
and put in the best possible condition for the accom one cents together with all legal costs and charges
signs to leave the city iu a few weeks, those in want of
20
“
RYE MEAL.
modation of the travelling community, has taken her place D. M. JAMES, Collector of the City of Rockland.
,
PU B L IC AUCTION,
1OO
“
BLACK OATS.
on the route from B A N G O R to P O R T L A N D , and
G O O D P IC T U R E S
Rockland, April 15, 1856.
16tf
1OO
“
W HITE OATS.
in front of the Berry Block, in the city of Rockland, on
will leave BANGOR every M on d ay, W ed n esd ay
5 0 0 LBS CHEESE.
S aturday, tlic'T lh day o f Jiiisc n ex t, ut two
a u d F r id a y morning, ut five o’clock, arriving at Rock
a t lo w p r ic e s wifi d© well to call soon.
of the dock in the afternoon, unless said taxes are paid be Hams, Lard, Pork, Molasses, Sugar, Beans, Peas and land at about ten o’clock, A. M., and arriving at Portland
MATTHIAS ULMER, Artist.
C o lle c to r ’s S ale.
fore that day, or so much of said properly as may be Dried Apples.
Rockland, April 7, 1856.
3wl5
, season for the half-past four, P. M. train for Boston.
necessary to raise the sum of nineteen dollars and two
R eturning :—Leaves P O R T L A N D for B A N 
Just received and for wholesale or retail at low prices by
cents, together with all legal costs and charges,
GOR and intermediate landings, every M onday, T70R nonpayment of taxes assessed against
O.
B.
FALES.
D. M. JAMES, Collector of the City of Rockland.
A p p les A P o ta to e s.
W ed n esd ay a u d F r id a y eyening, on the arrival of Jl CONSTANT RANKIN, of the City of Rockland,
Rockland, April 18, 1856.
16tf
Rockland, April 23d, 1856.
I7tf
the cars from Boston, arriving at Rockland every T u es Maine, for the year 1855, I have this day seized and dis
day, T h u rsd a y and Satu rd ay merning, at about trained lour acres of land, layiug on the hill between the | Q Q BBLS. BALDWIN APPLES.
Quarry and the wall that divides satd Rankin’s field from
three o’clock.
C o lle c to r ’s Sale.
A d m in is t r a t o r ’s S a le .
5 0 0 B u sh . P otatoes, Just received and for aula
the pasture, on the south side of Rankin Street, and seized
F A R E — F r o m R o c k la u d Io B ou ton, S2,5O as the property o f said Rankin, and will be sold at
by
TAOR nonpayment of taxes assessed againBt
Y virtue of a license iront H on. A rnold
«<
>.
P or.tlau d , 1 ,5 0
HEALY 4 ACHORN.
J- FRANKLIN ACIIORN, ol Rockland, Maine, for the
B laney Judge of Probate for the County of Lincoln,
P U B L IC A U C T IO N ,
Rock laud, Marek 26,1856,
13
River fares as usual.
___
year 1855,1 have this day seized and distrained three and
the subscriber will sell at
M. W . FARW ELL, Agent.
in front of the Berry Block, in the City o f Rockland, on
one fourth acres of land, and the Lime Quarry on the same
P.
S.
Agent’s
office
at
his
residence.
Saturday,
the
twenty-fourth
day
of
May,
next,
ut
two
of
P U B L IC A U C T IO N ,
now occupied by said Achorn, with Lewis M’Lain, situated
n
o
t
i
c
e
,
Rockland, April 16,1856.
16tf
the clock in the afternoon, (unless said taxes are paid before
adjacent to the estate of Josiah Tolmun, it being a part at the store of Milton Daniels in Union, in the County of
that day,) or so much of said land as may be necessary to
of the Estate of Isaac Achorn. iu the City of Rockland, Lincoln, on SA T U R D A Y th e se v en te e n th day
raise the sum of two hundred and twenty-six dollars and I S hereby given, th at the subscriber has been
and will be sold at
o f M ay n ex t, a t two o’clock in the afternoon all the D is s o lu t io n o t C o p a r tn e r s h ip . forty Cents, together with all legal costs and charges.
I duly appointed Executrix, of the last wifi and testa
right in equity that HENRY F. SKINNER late of said
ment of J ames O. L. F oster , late of Rockland, iu the
D. M. JAMES, Collector of ths City of Rockland.
P U B L IC A U C T IO N ,
Union, decensed, had at the time of his death of redeeming VT OTICE is hereby given th at the CopartnerCounty of Lincoln, diseased, and has taken upon herself
Rockland, April 7, 1856.
15tf
in front of the Berry Block, in said city, on Saturday. the lotjof land situate in said Union, on which lie lived up 1 1 ship between the subscribers is this day dissolved by
that trust, by giving bonds as the law directs. And all
the Mcveiifh day o f J u n e , next at two of the clock to the time of his decense, containing about four acres, mutual consent.
persons having demands upon the Estate of the said J auks
in the afternoon unless said taxes are paid before that day with the dwelling house thereon, including the reversion
Hereafter the business will be conducted by J . R . RICH
O. L. F oster are requested to exhibit the same, and all
F o r S a le .
much of said property as may be neces?ary to rail
of the widow’s dower therein. The said Henry F. Skim ARDSON, who is authorized to settle all business of the
persons indebted to the said Estate are called upon to make
ONE STORY HOUSE, situated on South payment.
the sum of eleven dollars and fifty cents, together with all j ner having conveyed the said land by. his mortgage deed to
J . R. RICHARDSON,
legal costs and charges.
, Gilbert M. Blackiiigton, of said Union.
Main Street- Inquire of
D. M. JAMI’S A o lle c to r o f the C ity o f R ockland. J
ELIJAH VOSE, Administrator.
I, J. PERRY,
JAMES PARTRIDGE, JR.
Rockland, March 3, 1856.
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T A K E N O T IC E .
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D aguerreotypes.

bbls. flour,
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A

Bock la m L A p n l^ M S e ,________

17tf

Union, April 15, 1856.

Sw l6.

Rockland, April 5, 1856.

3 w l5

Rockland, April 16, 1856.

2 w l6
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M erc h an t T ailors.

ING removed from Beethoven Block, t©

N O. 3 , S P E A R ’S B L O C K ,

t e

PAPER HANGINGS, &C., &C.

l E j C t c i i o e ; , Z c S - o a e i i . T ’i ' i i s

Taylor's Premium Starch Polish.
n
:'iL

S P R IW FASHIONS FOS,
& 0

.

:

YIIE FRIEND OF THE I.AliXDRESS. This article has been tested
by the best of judges, mid pronounced
supeiior io anything of the kind in the
market. The Highest Piemium has
been awarded to it by the Meehanic
Fair, lately held in Boston, mid wlierever *l bas been tried it has given univcrsal satisfaction. It not only gives a

> -4’i , •'; •L’.f

C L E A R PO LISH TO T H E

ALSO, A LOT OF

liculL 1 N K N but obviates many dtiliculh Laundresses are subject,
the starch from sticking to the iron, mid causo . n i p s c fc s o f t z a z s t t s j , L prevents
the linen to retain its stiffuess. Another important ndntuj: is, that by using the Polish, articles can he starchin either C olei or U&xleil S t a r c h , and ironed imme£ ^ k „ rc?civ^ ™d lor saIe c l J EAPER th a n |ilial,.h. willl(1,lllliell,lfavorilll
ihout the uulavorahie results winch usually folLV L R to r CASH, by
JsOKV |,v the ordinary manner.
T. A. W E N TW O R T H ,
j Price only 25 cents in huge bottles. Prepared by D.
-,
I TAYLOR, J : u No. 10 Broad Street, Boston.
A o . 2 f.p o tlo r.J B io e k .
j DINSMORE, A: SONS, C. hir.,1 AgoM , Skowhegan
Nearly opposite THORNDIKE HOTEL, Rockland, Me. j told in Rockland by J. C. MOODY, ami C. P. FES831v
•E?»DEX.
April.8, 1856.
15tf

A 'E U

V<»f.l!.TII£

'IIUKGII OliGANS and MELODEONS,
«

— OF THE —

Portland Transcript!

MANUFACTURE DEV

LiOHSS, BROTHERS,

Now is the time to Subscribe.

W A R E ROOM . SH O W 'S BL O C K ,
M a i a S c r e e ., R o c k l a s s d , M e .

r£ iL Y i' popular literary paper the Portland I
turn just r, uieuccd a new volume, and cut
.1 upon the
twentieth >ear o
• l r uisi tipt has reachtil a jirmii tiion I
r before obtained by
“i.V paper in Ma
urs will spate no pains
ami its nr
aide to eve
urger number. In the
flum e all the j.riiic.jp il I
s o f the paper, which
made it a favorite with i;
viil lie maintained,
lew ones added as irnnuv sumiest. W eshalic.
ith choice tales ami iii’i-i
cs -j instructive
«, much curious and uset
n. the spice of
! digest of the
of the day—particular a
i be i paid to Maine

j
■
:
;

•J’HE subscribers •rrateful for the very liberal

1 patronage which they have thus far received, would
again iiiviut the atiention of the public to their improved
: O rU 'im u «aiid ASctodeoMM.
Also to a new instrument for GlIURClI use, called tin

ORGAN M BEODEON,
!

mall Chtirchei.
: pipe Organ.

mi

Th<
.• interested in lizzies an i Problems will
also lind in its <
% illustrated debuses, Ac.
Wo invite all who want an in licpeiidci.t family paper devoted to the inti tests of the jie. iple «>1 Maine, to send us
Their names. For Close who wi sh to preserve the paper
for binding, tin- cotnineucemcJ t of a volume is the best
tune to subscribe.
TERMS—.$1,5(» a vear in a.
85.06. The Trans, rim mid eitln -I- of the I k r c c d o l l a r
Magazjues (Goilei -^Graham's 1i a. pet 's or i'lilnaui’sj tor
S3,5»J. Tite Truuscripl mid the A Y Weeklv Tribune, for

Litis equally as low ;i other mamtfaciurthe country and yet i shall make ever)
mr instruments nnsi iassed in style o
one, mid durability. Every instrumcm
• tone, at manufacturers prices.
:m Books on hand and furnished
dilained at retail in Boston

Rockland, Feb. 18, 165C.

GOULD, LLWEI.L. MCKARD A CO.
4wl5

i ’R A i A 7 A

S H IP

_____________btf

M U S I C .

i ’ i a f i i ’ S’ S ,

JO H N COLLINS,
^TIOULD respectfully inform his friends and
TV the public that be will give instructions on tite

c HA N D LE R S ,

A mu M a n u f a c l « r c r > ! o f C o r d a g e A: O a k s m s .
Ch .ins, Aneiiois,
Importers and Dealers in Ch-.ins,
Anchois, Hemp, Bunt- I
ing, Windlass G
Sail Ci. ill, Paints, Oils, Naval

C O P P E R -C O A T E D

PIANO FORTE, VIOLIN, SINGING, AC.

T ct;p s , $-3.00 for twenty-four lessons.
PlAiXO 7ORTES tuned. A good sccund-Iiand 1’IANO
r sale cheap. Also, a few VIOLINS.
r of Lindsev and Union St.
rtf

S P IK E S ,

. Sole Aget iu CRAMPS PATE.NT CHAIN STOP41 C O M M E R C IA L S T R 2 2 T ,
Granite Building, opposite end North Market

X i.

—C ,

lJ -L

nfc .if Superfine Linen
vedfiom New Yoik,
LEWIS K a I i

Kockiiunl, April S, ll

ry low.
Under ThorndirC Hotel.

Ail of w hich »vili be Fold

itOUKLANlJ CITY BOOK STORE.

OF
1

K IN D S .

who wish to pasture

X O . 3 IkimbrtH B lo c k .

S00ES A N D

ALL

'I 'lI E subscriber would give notice to all these

ccmpleto assortment c f

S H E E P

Cloaks c.m be found at

i baud,
i be >«:; pH..1

licul Al.miu.-ics, Dividers, Seales,
J. WAKEFIELD.

TO BE SO LS
at a

-Z X

E L
O - uQu X
A LOT O F 1,AND
the

100 feet ?
buihl-ng

A. II. HIMilAl.l. & CO,

* Tn 'mi'a-iiin.’Ja

CDWAlti) C. IIA I' I.LKTT, ..I' bre-.lc...
I the Pi
ive inkeu mid s
the
id shall sell the

M A I M A ST’S 3 5U 1 1 . D I N O ,
Cong regal i
Eockland, Dec 7,

meh. MAIN STREET,
iiEMEN WAY A; JONES
47tf

C o r n A ifio a l.
| r. f |p | Busin Is ve’biw fiat. ]ti st received and

A N iJ

J r >V V UGW landing from Sch. Deiav.are. For sale by
E. A. SNOW.
. Mam mid Spring Streets
!. Vnrcli 13, 1556.
lltf
SPOONS, large i
nail, made It
to he sili to purchas

UNION WHITE
: ad.
FRENCH ZINC WHITE.
. Ori.EU AM ) RA\. OIL.
SPIRITS i . iti’U.N I iNH.
japan a .\D zinc d r ie r .
COPAL VAUNiSH.
BRiGiiT Va r n i s h .
ch Yell© . V,
CbroiiK
Dry rind Ur,mud V^rdi-ris, Bl.ik
Lamp Black, aStc., A t . , A.c.

w a k e fi - ld .

A. H. KiMB.’ i.L, A CO.
i l tf
A
E

&

j JpO ft sale by the subscribers, in

i
r . Mc.M.J.’

L

v
n

•yOR SALE nt thfj GAS WORKS for the low price ol
I 12 1-2 e u per bushel.
Jlc cklaud, Dec. 26, U55,
5dtf__

o

Dictionaries.

g l a n d .

U ’HE New Editira. juut i.ecivcJ.
A per volume.

S H IP

C II A N D L E R S ,

E

S

,

Paints, Oils, Naval Stores, &c., <fcc.
Boston, Jan. 1G, 1856.

*- uficiuiTj by the Lodi Manufacturing Co., from the
intents of the Sinks and Privies of New York City, and
e from offensive odor, called
PO U D R E T T E AXD T A PEU .
Poudrelte is composed of two-thirds bight soil and one
third dceoiiiposed veg. table fibre. Tafeu is compased of
thiee-fburihs night soil and one fourth No 1 Peruvian Cu
Tile

re cheaper and better adapted for raising
tallies suul Grass, than any other in
it in contact with the seed without injiii and seeds to come up sooner, ripen
and yield one third more tliaj oilier
THE

CUT

lie or I'll) lbs. Tsifeu, will manure sin
hill. Tafeii 1 3-1 cents per lb. 1‘auor $!,5U for any quality over 7 lbs.,
.•e.-sel or Rnilioad, fiee from any charge
ige. A pamphlet containing every in
it paid, to any one sending their address

Price 10 cts

'(> BOD ’’ AND 8I1‘»E MANLFACTUliEKS.
We. wish to call the attention o f ihe 'Prude to the fblwing Goods, which we are piepared to sell on the most
v.irable term s:
BLACK DOESKINS,)
if.
FOR TOP
DRAB
T a N DR All “
S
SHOE DUCK AND C-.NVAS.
BOOT WEBB from 1-2 inch to i 1-2 inch in White and
olois.
GALLOONS, ji, Blacks am! Colors.
LINEN MACHINE THREAD, Black and Colored, 3.
, 5, 6, 7 and H Cord.
SEA LELAND HANK THREAD. Black and Colored.
S i’oE BI TTONS of all descriptions
SILK and COTTON W a KP CASTINGS.

BROXVX, n ix & co.,
Cm3

D K .

L A ST G L E Y ’ S

ROOT & HERB -JAUNDICE BITTERS.

LINSEED OIL,
•SP'TS. TURPENTIN E,
COPAL VARNISH,
ja p a n .

lo rn ,

-

-

BOSTON.

W HITE LEAD,
ZINC W HITE,
VERDIGRIS,
COLORS IN OIL.

JDRU.GS.

cctiy upon the cause of all
nly prevent them but will
e. system, and should thereish to he well and keep

. FESSENDEN.

Z,.I2

tuid

D E P O T .

W A K E! IE I.D .

ooks.
j;U ’.L nml half bound—Ledgers, Journals, Record Books

FOR TIIE TOTAL ANNIALATION OF

FRONT STREET. NORTH END.,
now prepared to sell at the lowest CASH price at

c fe Z& ETO ZS..

m er c h a n ts ,

FORK,
LARD,
CHEESE,
BUTTER,
DRY FISH and MACKEREL,

R efeiiexce .—Knott Crockett, Esq., and A. IF. Kimball,
Rockland.
Me-srs Carleton. Norwood, & Co , Rockport.
321y

L.
HO
C O U N S E L L O R AT

LA W ,

S

T

O

V

E

S

:-T Ml. ZFl ZD

; together with a good stock oi

.

COM M ON G R O C E R Y '& R E T A IL GOODS,

K IM B A L L B L O K .
j all of which were s.-iecicd with care, and will be sold nt
R ockland, Me .
h prices as shall secure a share of the patronage of
cash i
Strict utn iii;,hi u i'i ii to B o t i a l v L a i n ! C ln i n m .
VUE above iiimicil lias just ruiuuvcii fruiii Belfast, where ,
Jrr.’T Ly' l h / nam e * permanent business I shall
ctice ab<
right ;
‘•QUICK SALE; AND SMALL PROFFI
i period he was of the then firm ol
ibbott <fc Howes.
Rockland, Dec. 7, IS;
On account of his extensive’ acqusi
ounlv he W.H cjiilimie io do business
s ’.veil as in Lincoln.
Rockland, March 22, 1855
— A X D —

Watches, Jewelry,

B. F. METCALF,

S h ip p in g & Coil! m is s io n
3HEE.CHAWT,
23
Htf

C o c n tio s S lip
NKW YORK.

The subscriber having completed satisfuctoiy arrange- ,
meals with the largest manufacturers for aconstnnt supply
of
G O L D n « i! S I L V E R W A T C H E S , o! all kinds}
GOLD CHAINS, LOCKETS, PENCILS}
And FINE GOLD JEW ELRY , in great variety;

Sterling Silver, Silver Plated and Britannia
W are ; Cutlery and Fancy A rticles ;
|
Is enabled to ofler greater inducements to purchasers than
iieretofoie having adopted the cash and small pro fit
tfully solicits t
public to call und
xaiuiue bis goods i ml Prices.
N. IL -A ll goods warranted to prove as good as repreented.
=>and Jewelry repaired by competent
r (con

Br u t N o tic e .
rI’IlE uuden-ijin: d has associated with himself
T in the practice of Law, bis Brother,
R . P . E. T H A C K E R ,
and ihe business will be continued at the old stand, under
the firm of

P E T E R T IIA C H E R & B R O T H E R .

LINGOLN CO L NTY

M U S IC

GENUINE RAT AND MICE

Wo. 2 Gregory’s Building,

{ The efficacy of this preparation Tor destroy-ng Ruts
i Mice, and Roaches is astonishing. Places that have been
W H O L E S A L E or E E T A I L ,
CARLTON & RAE SONS,
! ’lfested with numbers of them have been completely clear
all articles in his line of business. He has a full supply o ; ed by une. or not more than two applications of this arti: cle. Unlike other preparations,they are attracted by tli
c m n n s s iO iN
) article, anil eat it with the greatest avidity, and will nt
CORN.
die in theirhiilingplar.es—thus obviating that disagreeable
S A V .tX .V A ir, G a .
FLOUR,
stench eaused by other preparations. Not dangerous to
Particular attention given to the purchase and shipment
the human family. F orsale by
MEAL,
of
C, P. FESSENDEN, Agent.
BEEF.
Rockland, March, 31, 1354.
11
H A R D P I N E L U M B E R , P R O C U R IN G
91y •

Composed of the best Ro. ts, Herbs and Barks in the
m id, i:f such a maimer as to constitute ’.lie very best renid> lbr the cIrss of diseases for which they are recomAttorneys and Counsellors a t Law,
iciiihd. It is well known that the great and sudden
changes of climate, horn cold to hot. operates upon the
O F F IC E , XO. 2 K IM B A L L B L O C K ,
Blo<.:!, and through that upon he whole system, producing
itagnaiion and impiirilies. a torpid and diseased live' and
.lisonieied Bowels, causing Fevers and Fever and Ague. MAIN STREET....................................ROCKLAND, XIE.
Jaundic«’, an unliealihy Bile, Rumors, Eyspepsia, CostiveP eter T hacheh ,
R. P E. T hacker.
uess. IndisgCstion, He.idaohe. Dizzines, Weariness, l’ain in
flu- Side ant! Bowels, Loss of Appetite, and General DebilRockland, Feb. 21, 1856.
48tf
Hr. Laneh ’s Bitiers, act
. and by use no
cute them from

taken ST O R E
(formerly occupied by N. S. Let-man,)

DKY COJrORS, WINDOW GLASS,
AND COMMON
Fcbruarv, 2S, 1S50.

C O S T A a ’s

OULD announce to the public th at he has

W

PE T E R THACHER.

T H O O D I K E H O T E L ,-

Picture Gallery.
U rons that lie is constamly on hand, ready to supply
them with

'W

Sheet Music, V iolin, Violencelio and G u ita r
Striuctf, S taff P ap er, Instruction

A lto r i ie v

HERE he has a large assortment of Stoves

W

anil Hard Ware Goods. Having made additions to
his extensive Siock of

8

1

1

I

.
I offers the whole for

m .’ a W IL L IA M S O N ,

t'itr. 2

and Counsellor at Law,

B O O K S

Registers and Ventilators.

H O U SE AND S H IP PUM PS.
C J o o lS L in s

G

T T L £ m g , 'G S -

MARBLE MANTLES OF BEAUTIFUL DESIGN,

j rv »
V
'
1
F 0 0 t-& t0 V C , h a U te T E ,
a R t t 'f
O|^ GOODS
° f° D in the above line are respect
the iiiiii, . :. pni.l will lie rifimdnl.
~
ts re s
in
rr a nn no
fully inviled to call before purchasing elsewhere,
Hr ;s A-x«’.it for the >.»le o< <HI1CKERING’S PIANOS, A F F IC F N o .4 Kimball Block, o v erth e sto ren f J. Wake
rw
ZaIL
,.t to il WORK dor
done promptly and neatly executed
tbi h e n r ie s .
SMITH'S CELEBRATED JttELODEONS, und REED y field , Dwelling House on Spring S tm t , opposite lhrieo •
_____
, . . . . . . „r
orkmeu of experience ansi warranted to give satisfac
ALL ORDERS BY DAY OR NIGHT,
l. SPEAR wii! furnish Sabbat,i Schools
P. WISE having purchased the cxlcusive tion.
worth will be promptly attended to
43 ly
j
riety
of
P
ictu
re*
mat
r.d Public Lihruiio with Books of all kinds at the
Grateful for past favors the subscriber trusts that nothing
'c r i t i u i e r i
Nov, lu lt>J4.
many
ents to .$5,vU each, aim
• right for manufacturing and vending in LINCOLN
„
i
rates. American Tract Society publications conCOUNTY, is now prepared to offer them tor sale. This shall be wanting on h it part to merit a continuance.
I.EIX Si & II. rrt-r.i!
Extant., Farina C o-'
' «"t baitrl.
13tf
~J.
w. “ rI g k s r ;
ex* G r e c i a n P a i u t i u g *
article is designed lor various purposes (a few of which
J ia g i.e . 1,; (Ill's ltutliairiMl, Bujia’a
id &C., r r i t u v n s i : on marine i navai . a rch itec Rockland, Oct. 21, 1855.
are stated in this advertisement) is now before the public,
sizes will be made io order.
Frai
id all sorts and siz
x 'I I. RE, or theory and practice blended in Ship BuildI —
S 3 .tSA T .
rJ 7 E 3 '.t2_ 7 for inspection and use.
ice, and those who purSheet music bound sit short
E. II. SPEAR’S.
ng, b< Griffith. For s.-le by
It is made of different materials (mostly tin and Iron,)
lri<e biiffictSL for a volume
have it bound gratis.
and ix heated by an Oil, Fluid or Alcohol Lump, the blaze J
43
J. WAKEFIELD.
BERRY’S BLOCK, MAIN STREET,
All orders for Music and Pi
•es not oil hand, will be
being protected from every external object It is so heated ,
7',JASON’S. Bogle’s and llatci.iii’s H air Dye
romptly filled.
R O C K L A N D , 1XIE.
Jo t «t
H E .. . IL \\ LNiJOW SHADE, and a new kind of winPlease cal! ar.il examine. Term:
iably cash.
0 W I S Y 0 U R CH A N CE .
JL« d.iw Fixing. For sale by
JOHN KING.
House. Sign and Ship Painting, G raining ! i i ± w i & » p ." r w y« ^ ' leh
4J
J . WAKEFIELD.
US“d “ “ “' OVe ° r "*"■ I T ‘IE I-ARGEST STOCK OF STOVES, in .h i, 'market I.
Rockland, March 20, 1856.
13tf
m! Fat v Goous ni’ all
BATHER
Duste.
F
Incase ..1 SICKNESS it can lie used to advantage mid
u«'vrcd lor side at twenty per cent less Ilian former
Glazing, Gilding and Paper H anging,
Slasic Books.
with safetv as a Lamp for lighting the room and a Stove I,r,cesaccount of the superiority of a
EN TIN’S Piano Foite Instructor,
executed in the best style.
for wnrudog m ^ c ^ n n d ^ p t .g d H n k m tb e pro,mr ,m n -,
S to v e .
Biiriini.
“
••
“
Particular attention paid to Graining, Varnishing, Polish peratu
Flute, Fife, Violin, and Accordeon. For sale by
il
heating
it
for
shaymg.
It
meets
the
present
!
,n
„,;p
,1V
y
-»
p
r t f .VVa RT- nf Trov. N. Y. I am induced
ing and Enameling.
48
J. WAKEFIELD.
Rockland, Dec. 26, 1855.
50tf
In orAtew a 'u b iic a tto n s ,
iiai-irouft inquiring about fifteen lhinutcs. A pint of water i
t_
for this new and valuable Stove which
K
E
M
O
V
A
] , .
o . O r.
cm be heated to the temperature of two hundred and I greatly admired by
A. PARKER,
all who have seen it. I offer tne
■eciveil at SPEAR'S u.iiier Tl.oi unlike
twelve degrees, or boiling heat, by a two luted lamp of a
inducements, and shall offer my large stuck of Stoves
<f the i
usual size and lbiiue in some ten <»r{ twelve rniuutes, twice
S Pv i I »
et, 33-_ © x* ,
f.JAS removed the remnant of his Stock saved
juices which cannot fail to suit customers,
«/V. S ' . S j S i S E J i l . S J ^ ’ <S’ C O .
h Boy,
this amount in from fifteen to twenty. It weighs about
A.I from the bite fire IO tin: F I R S T S T O R E North
All persons indebted to me by note or account, of more
B E R K Y ’S W H A R F ,
two pounds and one half, iseasily carried and answers all
six months standing, are requested to cull and settle
AVE removed their L’unfeetionary establish- of BURB a NK cY BUTTKKF’ELD’rf Auction Rooms,
(Rear of Custom House Block ')
common laulhoru.
the purpo
where he will be pleased to have his old friends and cus
the same.
tu Uieir
tomers givehiin a call.
The Lowell daily News, says :
JOSEPH FURBISH,
ROCKLAND, ME,
N E W B U I L D I N .G ,
Ceulre Main St.
T IIE N E W ST O V E, L A N T E R N , A N D
MY PR ESEN T STO CK
JAUCK, Tritnming8, Bolt Rope and Twine coiami Ror.tlaiul Street, three doors above Rose «fc Keenes,
Rockland, Sept. 19, ly55.
8Ctf
-■
'
constantly
on
hand
or
furnished
at
short
notice.
where lin-y would be happy to icceive orders from all who
MUST ItE
N U R SIN G L A M P .
may favor them with their patronage
Miscellaneous
and
New
Books.
“
This
is
truly
a
great
country,
and
one
in
which
from
—
A
L
S
O
—
O 2. o Si © c3L
<O 'Cl ■£
Ro^klnml, Oct. 185«L
42tf
TfiEAsfnrR’s Office.
?
present appearances, wonders will never cease, we saw
Bunting of all kinds, Colors and Flags of every doscrip yesterday (he neatest, funniest, prettiest, most useful and A MY LEE.
By Cfcc te n th of A p ril,
Rockland, Niarc.b 27. 185G. (
lion. Tents, Awnings, A:c., made to order in good style. convenient article of Household goods ; One equally useful 21 Tim Age o f Fable.
i out doois and in, that we ever dropped eyes on. It is a
is the Building I now occupy s to be MOVED OFF.— Ordets in the above line will he promptly attended co.
Passages in the History of n W asted Life.
rPTIiN subscriber is duly authorized to borrow
Rockland, Nov. 14, 1855.
6ui44
I heiefore 1 shall si ll wiihoiitn gntd to cost. And all perThe Bridges or Love iu a Cottage.
iio n s e
foot Stove a Lantern ji Cook Stove, a reading lamp, and in
AH’
[
PTN C O O L 'S 1 NUz D G E L A fv .’^, payable in
ions in want of C L O T H S oi
Our l’ustor, or Reminiscences of Rev. Edward Payson
truly a something that no one ever thought of before, but
.vlik b (
o -ail -fie I ed.i
inks,
Blue,
Red
ana
Black.
Incidents
iu the early History of New England.
every
budy
and
their
wives
particularly
has
needed.
l irh
,d payable
ing interest nt sn t per
R
E
A
D
Y
IS
A
D
S
C
L
O
T
H
IN
G
,
Our
folks nt home[FOOD’S Ink,
N the et.rnor uf
a 'J Union Streets,
W h o le sa le a n d R e t a il by th e S u b sc r ib e r,
ally.
Napoleon aud his Army, by
f Maynard d; Noyes’ Ink.
(Ulq,
with Furnace and Gas
f.
MALLARD, City Treasurer.
J.
I*.
W
ISE,
will find it for their interest to give me a eall before mnk- ;
43
J . WAKEFIELD.
(Rideout’s Ink, in bottles varying front 1 oz to 1 qnar
Rockland. Mar
ing their selections.
Center Main Street.
For sale bv
Rockland, Jan. 8, 1855.
Remember the first door North of the Auction Room
Rockland, Feb. 7, 185G.
____ ____________6tf
48
J. WAKEFIELH
Rocklanil, Feb. 7, 1856.
Gtf
"J O U
:•. E n g lis h I in iu ii.il D r a u g h tin g I’aper, Bristol B,mid. Gray on Boar/, &e., ,vr...«l,v«y< oil

.1. W a KRFIEI.D.

J

lljpiriiill Flmi

PU R C H A SER S.

R E M 0 VA L .

H

H

O

V

Cnai Tai*,

i (A(A P.K1.S, B 'L O V . IN AND RUSSET AP- (CONSTANTLY on hand and for sale a; the
1 I ,u i
jucciv. J and fur n.k by
KU
’
E. I.. LOVEJOY. I
GA8 WORKS.

gold pencils, and u large t .riety of gold jewelry.
For sale by

S in g in g B o o k s.
TTALLELUJAII uud Cytham . by

s

s

’ &

E H a a a a .

I lie world is nslnnislieii at the wonderful cures perform
cd liy the CRAXI1’ A M I PAIN KIl.I.EIl, prepared by
CURTIS ANU PERKINS. Its equnl has never been
and can enumerate as many different kinds of
known fur removing pain in all cases; for the cure of Spi
nal Complaints, Cramp in the Limbs and Stomach, Rheu
in all ils forms, Uillioils, Colic, Chills ami Fever,
OFFICE, PA11L0R, COOK, AND matism
Hums, sore throat and Gravel, it is decidedly ihe best rem
edy iu the world Evidence of the most wonderful cures
performed by any medicine, are on circalars in the hands
CAMBOOSE STOVES,
if Ageuis.
C. P. Fessenden Agent for R ockland; Carlton & Nor
(all of approval patterns and handsome designs,) as can wood, (Rockport;) Camden, XV. XI. Cook, Thomaston;
Ira
Gilman, St.George; Johnson & Fuller, XVarrell; J. H
be found at any other similar establishment in the city.—
Estabroiik * Son, Camden Harbor.
In addition to the above may be found
Xlay 18, 1855.
,8jy

CASTSTEEL AND IRON SHOVELS.

f H a n l i B g u R s A; S C i t i o a s e t y
» of a.1sizes and qualities. In that article 1 can given of all kiiula ; nail in lam every Ilting that is usually foanil
COMMISSIONER FOB MAINE.
ill such establishments.
-on,! lrirguiu, mid warrant the stock. For sale bv
F a!! kinds arid qualities may always be 1-yund
His stock t f
48
j . Wak efield .
2 0 C o itr i S i r e d , B O S T O N .
at
PiAXO
FORTES,
MELODEONS,
GUITARS,
----E . R. SPEAR’S
W i 'n p j i i s s g i m p e r .
THOMAS F it YE,
12lf
under Thorndike llosel.
VIOLINS
anti
FLUTES
v t v u u i Q Jimi i
a
P h V s i c i i l ll <111(1 S d l g i 'O H .
izes and prices. Fine wrapping Twine I. rn, ..fully . -I, .« I, .a d r u n d m give sbtLPiuim,, or '

A MOST WONDERFUL DISCOVERY has recently
l jl been made by DR. CURTIS, of this city, m the treat
ment of Consumption, Asthma, and all diseases of the
Lungs. We refer to “ B r . C u rliM ’MH y g e a n , or I u h a liu g H y g ca n V a p o r and C h erry S y r u p .” —
With this new method, Dr. C has restored many attticted
ones to health, as an evidence of which he has innumerable
certificates Speaking of the treatment, a physician re
marks, “ I* is evident that inhaling—constantly breathing
an agreeable, healing vapo*-—the medicinal properties must
come in direct contact with the whole terinl cavities of the
lungs,and thus escape the many and varied changies pro
duced upon them when introduced into the stomach, and
subject to the process of digestion. The Hygenia is for
sale at all the Druggist’s throughout the country.—[New
York Dutchman of Jan 14.
The Inhaler is worn on the breast, underthe linen, w ith
out the least inconvenience, the heat of the body being suf
ficient to evaporate the fluid Hundreds of cases of cures,
like the following might be named
One package of the Ilygeuna has cured me of the Asth
ma of six years standing.
J F Keesberry ,
P M, of Duncannon, Pa.
I am cured of the Asthma of ten years’ standing by Dr.
Curtis’s Hygeana
Maroaret E astox,
Brooklyn, N Y
Mrs. Paul, of No. 5 Hammond-Street, N Y was cured ol
a severe case of Bronchitis by the Hyageana
The Rev Dr C heever , of'N ew York, testifies of our
medicine iu the following language:—
New York, Nov. 15, 1854.
D ear S ir —I think highly of Dr Curtis’s Hygeana, us a
remedy in diseases of the throat and lungs. Having had
some opportunity to testify to its efficacy, I am convinced
ihat it is a most excellent medicine, both the syrup and the
inhaling application to the chest
Prof S C enter writes us ns foloows: —
Gentlemen :—I have recently him occasion to test your
Cherry syrup and Hygeana Vapor, in a case of Chronicsore throat, that had refused to yield to other forms of
treatment, and the result has satisfied me, that whatever
may be the composition of your preparation, it is no im
position, hut nu excellent remedy, I wish for the sake ofthe
affiicted, that it might be bioiight within the reach of all
Dr J ohns, ope of the most celebrated Physicians in New
York, writes as follows:—
D r C urtis —Dear Sir : -Having witnessed the excel
lent effects cf yeux Hygeana. or inhaling Hygeana Vapor
and Cherry Syrup, m a case of chronic Bronchitis, and he
ing much in favor of counter-irritation in affections of the
throat, Bronchial tubes and lungs, I can therefore cheer
fully recommend your Medical apparatus us being the most
convenient and effectual mode;of applying anythiug of the
kind I have ever seen. No doubt, thousands of persona
may be relieved, und many cured by using your medicines.
I must here be allowed to confess that I am opposed to
prescribing or using secret compounds, but tin's little neat
ly contrived article, and its effects in the case above alluded
to, have induced me to speak in its favor.
\ oil are at liberty to use this in any way you may think
propel.
Respectfully, yours,& c.
C. JOHNS, M. P .
No 609 Houston street N Y
N. B.—Dr Curtis’s Hygeana is the ORIGINAL and ON
LY GENUINE ARTICLE; all others are base imitations
or vile find INJURIOUS counterfeits. Shun them jas you
would POISON.

m

TABLE AND POCKET CUTLERY.

3tf

W O N D E R F U L !!

V E R Y LO W F O R CA SH ,

Porcelain anil Brass Kettles.

S. G . D E N N IS .
Rockiaud, Jan 15, 1856.

J
j

G. L. S M IT H ,
S T O R E , C U STO M H O U S E B L O C K .

BRITANNIA, JA PA N AND TIN WARE.

D O C K L A N D M A -IN E .
— I! Y -

— AND —

I.. A. POND,
• of Union) Street,B oston.

V ER Y

Brought home to the door of the Million.

Flour and General Provision
c a o o x* 3T S t o r e .
II. B. INGKAHAM

low prices

AND

H Y G E A N A

— A N D —

Together with a full assortment of

S utuntcr NIedictae.

rP ilF subscriber informs bis fiiends and pat

IV EH ST ER unabridged.
H
“
Royal Octavo,
“
University Edition,
School. For sale by

E. F SPEAK,
under Tliomdihe Hotel.

-

NEW

S i r jE5

3in4

F o u r Doors* SoaJ’a from

Oiler for sale at

No. 52 Milk Street, BOSTON.

“ Buy Me and 1 11 Do Yon Good!”

ASTHMA AMD CONSUMPTION.

All appiicatinos fir insurance will be
C O M M ERCIA L S T R E E T , BOSTON,
| attended; t . wit;, the utmost care and pruuiptA UARGE assortment of Duck, Cordage, Anchors and
/A Chains, Bolt Rope, Twine. Bunting, WimiluHS Gear,
A land, Nov. 7, 1855.
43fcf

O d er lo r s a le n t S LONG W I I A R P nuri 2

PETER TEACHER & BROTHER.

D

>3

Dl.CTT,
ay ! ..I A|.r.

O

tml

AND

P IJD D IC A U C T IO N ,

o f

L

TO F A U .U 3JB S YND G A R D E N E R S .
V 'O U R attention is called to the Manures man-

T he G reat S p rin t;

J j ... l.v ..r..r

i / ! r - »C ' t

Said

s a le
F ei: kl .-,i: v Is:, 1S5G.

i s t o r y

7

quire of ENOCH DAVIS nt R. R.
Shop, North End, or of the subscriber
C. H. PAINE.

Woodbridge

I INi.’OLN, S S — 11. viri.r- ..f a ,. Execution

H

IxT

.\TED in Rockland, on Grove St.

.

A SSORTEI) sizes, fur s

F A IN T ri

C. fi. MOFFITT’S,

B(

A. li

i f f

C H A N D LER ,

FREIGHTS &c.

First dour North

J F vena, j'jsl

S w

A

3m:

C l a a s ’l s .
'HARTS ..f ev.-i ■.i.-Tripti.in, also Navigators,

C i.ts O K I f i e c R .
•. FULL a. surtincnt o f Cotton Hue!: mid Ila-

. - . j . r ! i I ,.;c.

C

of every variety,

cheap at

•O.ME v ty rice CLOTil .suitable for Ladies

vH

A

S

EUItE I’ll XV EXT ATI YE OF

First door Nortl:

btf

k.«!

Sickness at Stomach,
Nervous debility,
Derangement of the D i W ater Brash, Humors,
Colds and Coughs,
gestive Functions,
---- 000----Depression of mind and Costiveness, Jaundice,
Flatulency,
Rheuma
Spirits,
V i II. COCHRAN, thankful for the liberal
'Yia patronage be has heretofore received, in Oppression after Eat tism,
Female Obstructions,
tends for tlie future to devote his whole time
ing.
Loss of Appetite,
Acid Stomach,
exclusively to the
Sick Headache,
Pain in the Side,
S tr e e t, R o c k la n d .

and Ship

S H IP

G. G. MOFFITT’S,
Gtf

S T R E E T ,

Y i'in

SPO FFO RD BLOCK,

ilS a in

CA L

F A IR B A N K S ’

DANIEL EMERY.

of all descriptions, on

G e rm an

And Thousands of Lives saved from a PREMA
TURE GRAVE, by this late discovery.

INDIGESTION,

G E O . L. H A T C H ,

Coiniiiksioii

South Thomaston, Feb 2i

| f l ’RX !SinX G GOODS aresdlir^

Fresh and Pickled Fish
Mm,ily

1,000,000
BOTTLES AMD BOXES SOLD ANNUALLY,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION
laER C lIA TC T,

I S L A N I) ,

Wholesale, and Retail Dealers in

Rorkiatid, Ajtril 3, Id'.G,

-----

for this purpose the coming

E. & J. II A R D I N G~

P ric

The most extraordinary discovery in the World!

are good fo r .
They have been made and sold 40 years—8 years by the
present proprietor, and note this great truth*, he hasfucts in
his possession, showing that they haved cured and helped
thousands, yea thousands o f cases o f

Pc. 0. HASKINS,

! that he will reserve

E l ’i.T I O X E E Y ,

F R E S H IIA L IB U

E. H . COCHRAN’S,
INSURANCE AGENCY,

BLOCK,

H O RSES, C A T T L E o r S H E E P ,

AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
cheap a , (..ill he pureh.i.-e.l a: any o:lu r e-l,il,li..h.i.enl.

SK A

C. A. RICHARDS’

A B B O T T -B IT T E R S

Testimonials of the most unexceptionable character are
continually pouring in from every part of the Country,
bearing witness to the unparalled ellicacy of these Medi
cines.
CINED PLASTER, IIAY, POTATOES,
The following show the number of cases cured ns certi
w
fied to by letters and other testimonials, received from all
CEMENT, IIa IR, Ac.
parts of the Uuion and British Colonies, from the 1st of
Also—-Attend to orders for the purchase of Flour, Wheat,
January, 1852, to Jan 1st, 1853, inalusive :
eed, Ac.
Cases Cured.
Storage .—Merchandise of all descriptions received on
Dyspepsia and habitual Costivenes,
753
Storage, and Insurance effected at the lowest City rates,
Nervous Disorders,
331
ut our large and commodious Warehouses,
General Debtlity,
604
Pustules,
unhealthy
color
of
the
skin,
510
C o rn er 2O ih a n d D ock Sts., R ic h m o n d , V n .
INSURANCE BUSINESS,
Bilious Disorders,
1363
R eferences in Uouklakd.—Chas. W . Snow, Benj.
Scrofula and Mercurial Complaints,
491
in all its branches, and holds himself in readi
Torpor o f the Liver and B o w e ls,
lifO U L D call the attention of their triends Litchfield, Edward C. Healey, F. Cobh A Co.
Jaundice,
190
R eferences in R ichmond, Va.—Stearnes A Bruin ness to give any information relating to the
Reader! You are appealed to earnestly. Don’t sa.
YY and the public generally to their place of business, mull,
Liver Complaint,
306
Edmonds. Davenport A Co., Shields A Somerville.
I only could believe this to be (true! 1 have some of the Salt Rheum,
and examine the well selected Stock of
91
Tinsley, Tardy A Co., Chas. T . Wortham A Co., Raw same, and carefully and promptly to attend to above complaints, and I would take the medicine ut
Erysipelas,
]5i
lings A Miller, John W . Wright A Co. John IL Claiborne all business entrusted to his care.
if I could only have confidence.” IT IS TRUE; it
Fever and Ague.
pji
G
O
O
D
S
,
E. II. C. would call attention to some of the honest truth, if ever therel’xvas one spoken. Come then, Consumptive Decline, Colds and Coughs,
405
your mind is irritable, discontented, and gloomy, if you Dropsy,
154
Companies for which he is agent, the same be if
well adapted for the present season : consisting of
have severe Colic Puins after eating your food,—if your
120
ing near home and known to be periectly safe body begins to waste, or your strength to fail you,—if your Rheumatism,
Other various disorders,
7051
FRENCH, GERMAN AND ENG
assumes a haggard and sallow aspect,—if you
and honorable in the adjustment of their losses. countenance
READER ! if you want not your constitution injured by
have a difficulty in lying on your left side,—if your skin
that
slow,
lurking
poison,
Calomel,
or
other
mineral
sub
COMMISSION1 MERCHANT,
LISII. BROADCLOTHS, DOESKINS
dry and shrivelled,—if you have an appetite xveak and va stances, touch not such Medicines as contain them, or any
riable, ami perhaps entirely destroyed,—if your whole sys ; uncertain Medicine whatever, but procure those excellent
AND C4SSIMERES,
N UIS LARGE NEW BUILDING OTTUSITE THE OLD
Holyoke insurance Company,
tem is languid, especially during the process of digestion,
purely vegetable preparations. Hulsey’s Forest Wine
also a large variety of
STAND OF
—if you have u constant uneasy feeling in the stomach,— j! and
and Pills.
SALEM.
MASS.
why, you have only a fit of INDIGESTION! and these
V E S T IN G S ,
23C ia,slE .3.a2.SC !53 L i f c l ' t o y
If you have the Dispepsia, or are troubled with costive
great Bitters are made to cure Indigestion, and they will do ness,
take this Wine and the Pills, according to the direc
AND
IN
FRONT
OF
THE
STEAMBOAT
WHARF,
C
a
p
i
t
a
l
,
§
4
0
0
,
0
0
0
.
in plain and fancy VELVETS, plain and fancy
it, too,—and all its attendant ills; und while at first it gent tions and you will then get well.
ly stimulates the Stomach, cleansing and removing these
R IC H M O N D , V a.
S A T IN S A M ) G U A N ID IN E S ,
If you are nervous or weakly, or have emaciated counte
A. STOitv, 1‘restrient.
J. T. Burnham, Sec’y. troublesome agents,
nance, or general debility, this Wine and the Pills, will reand a variety , rnihera no. ...euiioned here, which tliev I .C - 'N - B - lie will atlcn.l Iiarticularlyto the sale o f Lime
Moie you to health and energy.
viU make to o i. r ia STYLE ami WORKMANSHli1, anil , Piaster, or any oilier pnalree entrusted ti. Ins care and
IT ACTS UPON THE SKIN,
If you have unhealthy colored skin, or pimples, or pus
3. Iy,
ell for C i;sir at s neb prices us to defy the competition ' nmhe prompt returns ot thesam e.
Conway Insurance Company,
removing morbid or vitiated humors, beautifying the tules, or blotches, these Medicines will purify the blood,
if any of th e«
face, kindling life and energy! in your entire frame; then, ; ,inj eradicate all such humors from the skin.
CONWAY, MASS.
Reader, will the world no longer look dark and gloomy; no | i f vou j,aVe a weakly constitution, and feel yourselves
Also a large quantity of
longer will your dearest hopes he banished and thrust aside I tO(l om for your years, take these excellent Medicines, and
C a p ita l,
2 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
hut with
they will invigorate your constitution and fortify it for
READY-MADE CLOTHING,
J. S. W hitney , President.
J, II. S pkague . Sec’y
HEALTH AND STRENGTH
'n.'ser life.
llent (Ut ility and work- ■
i.nufacti
! If you are Bilious, (which may he known bv such svmpirernely iow prices.
You will go forth into the world, to say with thousands of • toms as Drowsiness, Loss of Appetite, Dizziness, Fured
iship whiih we will .»cll at
22 South Street, tUp Stair3,
Feniucket Insurance Company,
others, C A R ichards’ A bbott B itters have done won ! Tongue, &c.) take a good dose of the Forest Pills, and
ders for me. The Label is Copyrighted, and tach bottle, j they will purge from the. stomach and bowels all morbid
________ N E W Y O R K .
Gentlemen’s Furnishin Goods,
for the protection of the consumers and proprietor, beurs and bilious matter, and thus prevent a fit of sickness and
HAVERHILL, MASS.
[W.M CltEBVY.j
(C has A. F ahwell .
ill great variety.
the portrait of Doctor Wm. Abbott, together with the sig-1 save your doctor’s bill of 10, 20, or §50.
IV.
G
odell
,
President.
A.
I.
S
awyer
,
Sec’y.
nature of
| If you have the Liver Complaint, the Forest Wine and
Tite subscribers would say that ns their success in busi
CREEVY
&
FARWELL,
Pills will cure it. These Medicines exert a powerful and
ness since their removal to their present locu'iun, bus far
C. A. RICHARDS, Proprietor,
most salutary action on the Liver, and have been the
surpassed their most sanguine hopes or expectations,<hat
Atlantic Insurance Company,
aMereliitiils,
they will still continue to ap| ly themselves with the same
89 Stale Street, Boston. means of curing thousands of this troublesome disease.
PARENTS, there is not, perhaps, a mouth in the year
unwearied diligence and punctuality, which has hitherto
EXETER,
N.
II.
For
sale
it.
th
ird
ly
,
by
C.
P.
FESSENDEN.
that some one of your chi’dreu or members of your fami
characterized them in tit; business.
Allguat 1, 1355
ly
ly do not complain of Headache, cr Dizziness, or Sickness
Rockland, Nov. 23. 1655*
4'-tf
XI. S aukdeks, President.
W m. P. XIoulton, Sec’y.
ut Stomach, or have fured tongues, or some other unfavor
Agents for “ The Eagle Line” New York
abuca Companies Insure on the Stock
able symptoms. These are the forebodings of disorder,
J. L. GIOFRAY’S,
und sickness, of some kind or other, soon follows ; for
Packets,
Principle.
such symptoms always show that bile or morbid matter
ROCKLAND, M E.
39 N A T C H E Z S T R E E T ,
exists in the stomach and bowels, or that the system is
MANUFACTURED
FROM
otherwise disordered. Timely use of the Forest Wine
44 tf
NEW ORLEANS.
Thomaston Hut. Fire Insurance Com.
and Pills will, in all cases, prevent sickness from such
J. E . M E R R I f .lP R O P R I E T O R .
R O O T S A N D H E R B S
causes, anil will purify the blood, and produce strength and
L U T H E R L I B B Y ',
THOMASTON, ME.
animation.
F ou n d o n ly in th e IS L A N D o f S IC IL Y .
'P IU S HOUSE is pl'jasiintly situated on Lime
The Forest Medicines kept always at hand, to be taken
E.
R
ouixson, President.
W.
It.
K
e it ii , See’y.
I Rock Street, in the immediate vicinity ol the Post a
such symtoins are exhibited, will save your fam
'T H IS is to certify, th at we the undersigned whenever
Insurance OHiecs and Banks, i:t the business part of the
ily almost entirely from sickness, as well as your doctor’s
•i- have used MR. GIOFRAY’S Samaritan Salve, and bill,
AND
cit y. Large and extensive additions have been made to the
which frequently amounts to more in a week, than
Great Falls Mutual Insurance Company. have found it to prove effectual in every case that we have sufficient
Old House. The Halls are large mid spacious, the Dining
of these Medicines to keep your family in good
used it. Therefore we deem it justice to make the virtue healthe for
C o m m is s io n ftle rc h a n ts ,
Rdtun commodious and of the most modern style. The
years.
SOMERSWORTH, N. II.
oj this great and invaluable remedy known to the public.
Parlors and Drawing Rooms are roomy and newly furnish
LADIES, Tne Forest Wine is your medicine. This
I. G* J ordan, President.
IL Y. H ayes, Sec’y.
R IC H M O N D , V A .
ed. I ke .Sleeping Apartments are pleasant ami conven
DISEASES.
pleasant, agreeable yet effective medicine, exactly suits
ient. in the New Building are eight suits of Rooms neatly I "IITILL receive consignments of LIXIE and
your
delicate
constitutions. If you are weakly, or ner
Burns,
Fresh Cuts,
titled and lurnished. The Chikawaukie IKalrr is carried to J
vous, or in general ill health, this Wine will do more to
Sore Nipples,
Farmers &. Mechanics Mutual Company, Scalds,
the third storv, and everything for the comfort of its Put- ’ ’ v will give particular at
,, ,
restore you than all other medicines. In all cases where
Ringworms,
Fever Sore,
rons h is been'•••nerouslv ('one
• snn,e- Nny person having Lime to sell, he solicits their
bile exists, or the bowels constipated, the Forest Pills also
Sait Rheum.
Eruptions on tne Head,
GORHAM, ME.
<;.-.A ci.cs fo tin e c i w.il. ail S ita m c w coming toor«<- l’n!ronam;,'tvhicl. will he promptly aitcndc.1 9, and thankPiles permanentl/cured when should be taken, according to the directions.
J. P ierce , Sec’y. Scaid Head,
log fro:., the ritv. 1, is the General Stage House, as all ,
H’C«ve.I. f or reference, apply to any merchuni in J. Hanson, President.
MARINER AND TRAVELLER, if you wish io guard
Old Sores,
properly applied.
stages r.tm.h.g ...... Il.ecity make il .heir Ilea.l Quarters, j " ‘e
1,1 IHcllinoml.
yourself against sickness and dangerous diseases, which
REFERENUES.
I71j
LUTHER LIBBY.
H o r s e s 6z C;» rrS itg i-s furnished at all hours. Char- ,
nt.ay jeoponlize your life, provide yourself with the Forest
R o c k i n g h a m I S u tu a l C o m p a n y ,
J. T. Berrv
Mrs. II. H. Burpee,
modi. rate.
Wine and Pills before.setting out on long voyages, that you
Wm. Berry
Mrs. D XI Mitchell.
FEARING & CO.
The Proprietor trusts that, by bis constant efforts to
may have them on hand when required.
Jeremiah Berrv Esq.,
Miss A Adams,
EXETER, N . H.
please, his old friends will still continue their favors, and !
My Forest Wine is in large square bottles, One Dollar
N. C. Woodard Esq.,
Ezra Whitney,
his new will lind it a pleasant, social mi l quiet home, where
per Bottle, or Six Bottles for Five Dollars. Forest Pills
M. Sanborn , President.
W . P. Moulton , Sec’y Daniel Cowan,
Dr
J
\V
Trussel.
their interests anil desires will he attended to, mid nil things !
Twenty five Cents per Box.
H. H. Burpee,
done to make life joyous and time pass happily.
General
Depot, No. 64 Walker Street, New York.
A N D
P R I C E , 2 5 C en ts p e r B O X . A liberal discount
June 28, 1855.
24
Agents.—C. 1*. FESSENDEN, Rockland ; G. 1. ROB
E U. Cochran will afso take risks for Pl.ila- made to dealers.
421y
M ANUI' A C .T U H E I t s O F C O R D A G E , dclphia Companies and Hartford, Connecticut.
Sold at Wholesale and retail by the proprietor J L G1OF- INSON, Thomaston.
RAS , No. I, Custom House Block, [up stairs,] Rockland
J R
Maine
iMPORTEns OF
L IF E
IN S U R A N C E ,
IN H A L A T IO N
Also—For sale bv Druggists gcnerallv,
CELEBRATED
C H A IN S, ANC ilO R S A N D B U N T IN G ,
leCcctodin Companies uf gond standing.
FOR TIIE CURE OF
Rockland, Dec. 21, 1855.
*
49tf
FOR THE SALE OF

R O C K L A N D L IM E , L U M P A N D

HAZEN & FRENCH,

j i 'A S T S i S t . i C f

J . V /A K E F I E L I ) ,

GUM-COATED F O R E S T F I L L S !

FIR E , M ARINE a n d L IF E

general commission merchants ,

Spofford

GREENLEAF & BROWN, Agents.
A fil'd assortment of all kinds of weighing apparatus and
‘tore mruilure lor sale at low rates Railroad, Hay, und
N o G 2 B ro ad ,—
Uo.il Si ales set ill miv part of the countrv.
For sale in Rockland, Ly IL P. WOOD «k SON. fdy
M iik S tr e e t,

H A N G IN G S ,

Sassrt ix tiso m s.
A LARGE ns.,.i

i

F O R E S T W 'lNE

Be kiud enough, Render, to give your attention one mo
ment, unrl you will learn what

Are you Insured in Safe Companies ?

D. B. BRIBGFORD, & CO.

21 K IL B Y S T R E E T , B O S T O N .

-i.22N.JLV,

y.J AS jusfc received a

J l . smrt;ij(.«.ma, jus

N. T insley

lOly
P ate .

T o b e T a k e n in t h e S p r in g .

AND

Is your S’KOPERTY Insured.

S H IP
B R O K E R S
S T E A M S H I P A G E N T S , & C .,

D R . H A L S E Y ’S

A Good Cleansing B itte r

BPOKISRS.

T R A N S C R IP T A N D E C L E C T IC ,

Address,

— AND—

solicited.
Richmond, March 7,1655.
D. B. Bridgfoiid .

i" TABLE CUTLERY: FANCY GOODS,

ffenii'ii’Ps? Beebe’s and Leary’s
1 §

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

Consignments of Eastern Produce,
HAY, LUM BER, LIM E,BRICKS, &c„

NO. 3

now invites the attention of purchasers to the best assorl’ the above goods ever offered in this city, and at
ith which none can successfully compete.
.■, ■ ' ^.riSOr-A large assortment of

' iQ .T O ^ANV FACTtlftE: 4 ’

FIRE, FIRE,

EDWIN R. MIDJ.AR.

R A N K IN & M IL L A R .

R IC H M O N D , V A .

,GROOKERY AND GLASS WARE,

Rockland, June 25, 1S55.
3-ltf
The
’OHPtf*oniLst ifhe st/yltijof.t»urCuttiug,««r
Work uihI
5rices arc too favorably,iknown to,need miy
V e n e e re d S h ip C a b in s.
f»n-thei,' ‘WiM»lMftn<l*iioiiv awl!, white -thanking our many
Customer/*”*1 friends in this city mid vicinity for their rplIE subscriber is prepared to furnish to order, all the
kind pati mige&t juMt vliurjf, tvcTcejiccUuliy solicit a con- 1. parts fur Veneered Cabins, finished mid ready to be put
u;». All will be prepared in the best manner, and at the
tmunitW lr • '
" ■■ • ■
e . a j . Harris ,
must rchMinuble rales. Orders solicited.
Address J ames l . brooks,
RosfWnrty-March 1M650. •
__ 12tf
ICG Essex Street, Salem, Mass.
H
L W
' T C
- A
P S .
Sak-m, Mass., Feb. 6, 185G.
3m6

F

.»
ROBERT RANKIN,

and mde large additiomi to his former stock of

&c’ ifC-‘

t->ii,/. / ■ • .1 i,•>.,,.,,. .
together \vithi jjje lurg^ “^ortm cni ol .1

w eeks,

Bj .

■ •

'

DEAN STABLER & BROTHER,

L

T H IR T Y

Y EARS’

EXPERIENCE OF AN OLD NURSE.

E R S . W IN S L O W ,
An experienced N urse and Female Physician,
presents to the attention of Mothers her

S O O T H IN G

SYRUP,

F O R C H IL D R E N T E E T H IN G .
tt will immediately relieve them from pain, al
lay all spasmodic action, soften the gums, reduce
inllauiation. and is sure to regulate the bowels.
Depend upon it mothers, it will give rest to your
selves and relief and health to your.children.—
Price 25 cenls per bottlo.
We have sold very large quantities of Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup during the past six
years—over 200,001) bottles the last year AVe
believe it the best medecine in the world for
Children teething or for the euro of Dysentery
or Diarrohoea in Children whether it arises from
teething or any other cause. It gives universal
satisfaction—nevhr heard a complaint from any
one using it never sold a medicine so univer
sally successful in relieving pain and effecting
cures In all cases above stated, if taken in
season, relief isiimmediate and absolutely certain.
CURTIS & PERKINS.
Druggists, No 40 Courtland St.
New York, Jau y .2 0 th , 1854.

A LA D Y O F T IIE F IR S T R E S P E C .
T A B IL IT Y W R IT E S .
D ear S ir :—I am happy to be able to certify
to the efficacy of Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup
and to the tru th of what it is represented to ac
complish Having a little boy suffering greatly
trorn teething, who could not rest, and a t night
by his cries would not permit any of the family
to do so, I purchased a .bottle of the Soothing
Syrup, in order to test the remedy , and when
given to the boy according to the directions, its
effect upon him was like magic; lie soon went to
sleep, and all pain and nervousncssjdisappeared.
We have had no trouble with him since, and the
little feilow will pass through with comfort, the
cxcruciatiug process of teething, by the solo
aid of Mrs Winslow’s Soothing Syrup. Every
mother who regards the health and life of her
children should possess it.
MRS. H. 4 . ALGER.
Lowell, Mass., May 20, 1853.
For sale by STEPHEN PAUL & CO.. 149
Chamber St., New York, and by C. P. FESSENPaper.
IpOOLS CAP. Bill, wide nnd long, Letter Pa- DEN, Rockland; W. M. COOK, E. K. O’BRIEN,
Kennedy’s Medical Discovery.
A
per of all fixes and qualities. Note and Commercial Thomaston; IRA GILMAN. JOSEPH LONG, T
A YER'S Cherry Pectoral ujfcl Pills, all war- Paper—Gilt and plain, by
MARSHALL, St. George; J . H. BSTABR00K,
ranted genuine, by
__ _______
Jl WAKEFIELD.
CAMTON ' -------------- ---- '
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